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The object. ~f - thi~· study· is'.the . p~onominC!-1 'sy~tem of the · . ' 
"· .. 
- ---:--- -. --- ---::.---:- · 
. ' . !;. 
~~ Eskimo dialect of Eastern -Labrador: ·The. st~~y in~ludes not,only I 
~ . . . . 
· .. J pronouns but also those pronomin~l adverb.s which have' inf'.lec ti_on. 
!' 
. The emphasi:.g, is .throughout' on the .present _day -usage, which. has,. been · 
. . 
.... 




_bu.t _ a1 d~achro~_ic· d.im~ns_ion 'i~ a_d~ cqmparing ~o~er~ usage_with 
that of 'earlier times in order to .find· out· what changes, · if any, have· 
... i·~·l 'l ' • f. 
. . 
taken place. within· the last ~undred 'yea·rs· or so:. 
I 
Bourquin's grammar · 
' o_f i891 Grammatik der Es~imo-Sptache, 'w:ie sie im Bereich der Misf!ions-
--- - ------ ---
" Ni~derlassungen der Bri.idergemeine an der Lab;~d-o-r-kiiste gespro.chen~ 
I 
.. . 
la . • 
wird has _ b~en . the main sourc~~9f 
• I ' ' "" 
Eastern i.abrado~ Eskimo. : 
' . 
informatton of;the ~arlier · si~ge of 
.... . 
The thesis is divided into six chapters. c Chapter I consis.ts 
of phoqological.and morphological introduction. ·The next ' three c9apters 
' ' ' .. 9o•__r- ---- --,--. ,I 
are devo~t'i  :~. 'the ~orphology and. S~llla~cs .of th~. -1-~ron~u~~ •. ,, The 
prono~ns _ ~e di~ided into three groups according to their form. 
. ~ . . 
Chapter II deals .. ti.:f,th those prono~ns ~hich end in a . personai suffix~ 
' . . ~ . 
Chapt~r· III.with demonstr~tives, which have a morphology pec~liar · to · 
t~~msel~es, and Chapte~ IV ,With ·~nterro~~i~.e _pr,onouns kina· and .~ 
: .. · , . 
. ' 




and a · pronominal adve;b; nani. These three ll,o not f~ll morphologic.ally' , . 
·~ · ~-into eithe~ of the .previous c~tegories. 
, .  
. . 
Ali three morphological . 
.. "~·;.. . 
. . 
. . ·categories are examined together from a syn~actic viewpoi~t in Chapter · 
V. In Chapter . VI · findin&s are summarized and conclusions d~{wn. 
... 
.. , 
'• . t 
.. 
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PREFACE · '\' ) 
.· .· 
' •' 
I . ' ' , , • (_;J 
Eastern Labrador· Eskimo dial~ct . (henceforth -:EL). belongs to' the 
P. . ' J • • ' I 
. I . • 
' . Eastern grpup of Eskimo languages. .It. ·h~s ·been thought closely .related 
.. 
to Greeniand:i.c, · but ,in rea:Iity ' is close.~ to those dialects spoken · on · 
. . 
both sides of the Hudson Ba~, as can be conc_luded on reading descrip-
tioqE? of ~hese Fialects,_ ~or instal\ce those py Turque~il, Trine!~ and 
. . . . ,. . . 
' . 
Mallon and Kusugak. ~o 'doubt EL itself is split into -di?lects and can 
·,• 
· be , ~egarded. as 'r~lati:ve~y · uniiied only .when compared ~0 . some other 
. \' 
' ' ' 
dialect. _complex. ~ Conditl9ns w.~~e f?rmerly more conducive to dialectal 
' ' ' I ' ~ • d~versity when the populatio?: ~~s ~cattared ·am9ng gr~ater number'of 
' . , - ~- - ·- -· -··-' ' ·- - - - ~- ~ 
- -~-~-~ttl~~~~ts~--- O~l; half a d~zenQEskim9 .• ~ommunities exist in" Easfern. 
Labrador -_now, -with a to_tal population ~oout 1200, ~olfipared to _twic~ 
· 'the .number ~f commurl"itie~ at the t'urn of the century. · Today; however, 
. I. 
·- . . . 
'the ·Eskimos of Eastern Labrado'r are subjected to much stronger foreign ' 
. . ~ . ' . 
linguis~i~ inf~uence from Engl~h than ~hey w~re ever be!ore from 
. , I . . . 
German, fo'J; 'even ·if the _missionaries~ who were ·mostly German s~eaking, 
I . , 
' ' 
wiel4ed a~thority (in. the early days of white man_• s presence in 
. I If , .,  . 





Christi~nity) they. were few · in numbers. -- Besides·, their lihguistic 
' . 
. 'policies were .comparatively enlightened, at least in principle. For 
0 . . ; ' I 
(' ·- <;:, • 
instance, Eskimo was used · for teaching in·t11issionary schools. Now, 
, ··' ( ' . . . 
·however, English is the .of~i.cial . language · of instrt.ic.tion, and has b e en· 
· • ' • g ·• •, • [ · . 
.. . . . . ' ~ , . ' . ~ ' 
since -1950. Eskimos of t~day, particularly the younger generation are 
. :11. ' • . 
J, .I • , • ; • II ' . . • l .. ~ 0. . . ' . . 
f~st becoming bilihgua~. It is very ~ mtroh-!_t9 ~ed that they wlll 
vigor ously res ist the ~ext step in the\ p~ocess , that of be coming 
: 
.. 















I I 1 , :-"" • 
' ' . 
'. 






monolingually English-speaking •. 
Th~s study ainis at a.' sycbron:tc. ~escripti_on of · Et pronoun 
• 
- . 
system. ~ile the,_ emphasis. is on, modern -usage it ~as been thought ' -
us~ful to add the diachronic d~mension. Every languag~s . ,a pas.t . __ .- .: 
. • l. 
•·' 
'from which the present ·b'as evolved. Comparing the · old and the modern 
.. <> • • ... 0 -J . ~ 
~ 
reveals_. ~h.e possi¥e . changes that have taken -place. 1 I.f we can se~ 
I • • 1 • I 
the reasons. behind the changes we· are. in a be~ter position to under-
. ' . ~ ' .~ } . ' 
sta?d and appreciate the . present _ ~~enomena . . !Pis has been !eemed. all 
the more. impo~tant in · the indiv~dual ·case of the·. ~resent. ~riter, whose 
' . 
. k~?wledg~ of Eskimo does not ~ven ~~gi_n,. .t.~ app~oach the competence _of 
aYnative sp-~aker. · 
: ~ : 
. . l 
0 / 
--.. I 
Practically a~l linguis~i,.c tr,eatises .of EL up ~til the ve~ / 
~~-X:e~ent .tim~ h~n~e been . the · work .:o~ Mo~.a~ian missio.n~ries. The first / 
; .. -;' 4. . ' . . .. ~ . ' 1 . ' .• j . 
. . tw.o. :~e~.~rte~ gramm~rs exis~ed on~y . as manuscripts a~_d were writteJ?. by / 
F.' ~on_ig~~er about 1780 and ·Freitag. in 18~9. Neither of these has ~ 
l ~ .. 
. .. ~va~~~b~;- ,-in r~sear<;hl~~ th~s study • . TheLmain . sour~~ ~f - info~mation · 
.. 
stage of EL ,(henceforth EEL) ha~ be~n ·Bour9~.in 1s gramm 
Bereich der Missions-
' ' 0 
Niederlassungen der BrUdergemeine an der Labradorkiis'te gesprochen ldrd .. ..- ·· ~ 
. . ' ' .. - . 
There are _a fe~ other sources, but they._are ~-ostly abridged v~r~lons · \ 
of Bourquin's original (Perrett, Peaco~k), and theref ore do · not add 
anythi~& to it • . Erdmann's Eskimoisches Worterbuch of 186~ · is another 
original sourc~. _.., ; . 
·, /j 
M~dern usage has been studied with t he help of two native 
. . 
speak;rs from Nain~ Labrador. They repres ent _ th~Joung~r generation , 
' of speakers, ~ei~g a .few ye~rs under and 
' . 
One 








' · ·-· 
I 
' .· . 
,-_ 
/ 













. but move'd . down to Nain in his· ·ch:tldhood during the 
• • 0 
• 0 
. 0.., . 
resettlement· period ~ 
. , I 
The othe~ comes from Nain, wh~re her family has always lived. In the 
• J 
ensuing work u· will be under.stood that statements of modern -EL . 
' . ~ • ~ • ' I ' ~ ~ 
·(hencefortn ' MEL) shouid, strictly, · read as stateme1,1ts of the idiolects . 
l ... • • - . 
' 
of tlie two _informants, but it is assumed that their idiolects are 
~ 
reasoria~_ly representative · of MEL. 
9 . ~- ~q~ the ,a~i~-:;tptl;~-~f their morphology the pronouns ar~ 
• I I 0 • •• • • 
. . c . . 
divided into three groups accordirig : to their form • . This description 
0 ,. 
cpmprises -~hapt~rs II, III and IV. The mean~ngs of the prono~ns. are 
- . 
also· discussed ·in these chapter~ where reiev9nt, but in many cases 
• • ' • j . • • • 
- • • • • t. 
· only a ·simple translation is give~· · Chapter V concentrates on 
eXC\lllining. the function of a pronoun in a sentence. Syntactic. problem~ .. -
have been isolated in a ~hapt~r ·~eir .~wn rathe~ than ·presented 
. .• . . .? . 
with each mo'rpholo3ical .gr·oup in order to avoid repetition. The <>-
' · ~ 
rather lengthy suryey of noun inflection in · the. introductory chapte~ 
. . . ~ 
I J ' .. - ' •' ; I \.-,· 
is 'a · necessary background "for understanding pronoun morphology ·because · 
. . - ' .. . . . ... -.:~ " 






















































. I INTRODUCTION 
1. Phonological · . 
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2. Morphological · 
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3.'Demonstrative Adverbs 
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1. Ptonouns kina and suna • 
2. nani ~. t 
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" j 
MEL material 1will be spelled phonemically -accord:!-ng t9 the 
. . 
,sy~tem outlined below. EEL 'material. 'will . be cited in its original. 
' -· 
wr.itten form·. Because the orthography usad for. it was not pl{oneinic 




~he spel.l~ng • . . 
. . . 
· · 'There :arecll8 a~tonoliJous ·phonemes in MEL: . 15.-·consonants and 
J ' 
3 'vowels) The. ~!Jnsonant chart is as follows: 
Labial. · Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular G:!:-6ttal 
··.VoiCing + I + I - +· + 
St<?PS. p t . . k 









· Nasals m n 
J:Y: 
Later al.s 11 •• ' i 1. 0 
Glides (r) j_ ' 
Q • 
,. •• • .- -.co • 
/r'{. and /h/ ·appe'ar in bra~kets because they only have a marginal 
'pq~_gion . in - t~e · p~onologic~l system "of MEL. /r/ occurs in. Germa n 
,.. . . ' ' 
1). · ' ' • • • • " • 
·. loanwords, e.g. ·. jaarik. "year", januaari "January", and"as a variant of 
. • 6 
' . /gi ~ ·· ' /h/ .occurs, in exclamatory .expressions and the like, e :g . ·nvi:t ·,_ 
. • ~ .. ~-... ~ .• ... . .. • . :- ' .. - . . a. 
·- (a . comman~ to dogs'), _qa kqaalftulaulltiha i "le~ '-s both go 'to the:; m_ountafn, . 
eh~' ~~~~t;~:~ '~£ ~th'e st~aigbtfo~a~d qakqaam~laul~uk • . 
\ 
) . 
Ui' • , : · . 
• . 
. · . 


























' . ~ 2 
·."\ 
. . .. . ~ 
Of the other .consonants /t/ and I j 't do ·.not· occu_!:::gE;mip.ated • 
,. 
-·-~ - · 
.·. /Vv-1 is real.i~ed ,Ph.onetically as [££].. /gg/ . apparent~y dqes not 'occur -
as a r_egula.r sound .either. . .. 'IJ ' 





All three vowels occur · short and lorig' and combine iri dip~thcnig~ 'in the .-
six possible ways. 
. 
The orthography which has been us~d for·EL since .the time it 
• - • • I ' 
was first . co~itted ·to writing; and, indeed~ which still continues to 
be used, "almost unaltered ,-£es· no~ represent r~liably ~he . sounds 'of 
. J~' . . 
that dialect-. Its fundadtental flaw is. that a sound is repr.esented by 
q,. 
more than one . !?ymbol and, converse_ly, a . s'Ymbol c·.an. repr:es:erit more than 
' ' . ' 
one sound. }3ourq uin was well a e· of · th~_s (B01.1~quin .1891: 1) though 
Samuel Itl'E~inschmidt had done in Greenland. In the 'opening par~graphs 
of his ~rainmar Bourquin describes ~he Labrador sounds mainly through 
quotes from Kleinschmidt, bu~ in most cases. he .. fortuna.tely elaborates 
. I • . , , . . . / 
with a few words of ryts own which have a direct bear~ng _on , the ·Labrador 
l • • 
dialect and enable us' .to a larg'e. degre.e' to interpret the iticonsis~'ent 
-~pelling. · 
We: will p~esent Bourquin's ·consonant chart ffrst, then give. the . 
. various ways of speilfng the s~unds as. indicat~d by Bourquin and, 
.-~ 
r ' 
. . . 




























.. ~· fl 
finally, _comment upon the . . sounds themselves Y 





~ , .. 3 
' . 
.... - -
- I ' •·. 0 
Bourquin plaCf3 the consonants in a. chart as fallows . . . 
. . 
. ~ · . 
; 
(Bourquin '1891: 1) .' '· 
: il· .. - -~ ~- .• 
,.!_;,_.(J . ~ .. 
~ " · · ·u lars 
,. 
., 
Ve"iar.s2 i.abials ~-a1atals2· 
. ; ~ 






•tric<!t~v~s2 · r' - .-- g ·v. 
'11 /c Q 
· s, ts, 1 ~ j 
ng 
"' 
- ~ --- n 
·' 
... 
· Nas-;l-s 2 (rng)· 
' '9 . . ~ ,......_ ,. ,' 
. . . 11 ' 
For the purposes- of the di~cussian we assupte 'in'itially that · . .. 
•.: -..' • • o I 
. ""', , • • • • 1 ' . 
the above sounds ·were phonemes of EEL exce-pt the sound· represented by · -· · 
~ • f • ~- ' " • • ~ , ~ • 6 • 
~ . .. . 0 • . . . . , 
the -_ grapheme. -cluster· rrig, ~hich Bourquin placed in brackets. and did not --
. . . - . . - . ... / _, " --- .. ... .., 
connnent; on. Presu~ably this sound w~s. in'cluded be·cause it is in., 







Q , •• • ' 




.,. . 'I .. 
Kleinschmidt's consonant· i'nventory· (Kleinschmidt 1851; ·1) and possib.Ly ~ . I • . ~ - ').. 
wa~ a Gree-r;tlandi .. c. pho~_eme in h:i.s iay. _W~ wi_ ~use 
1 
n for the_ velar .. 
·-
s 
ts; ds ,_. tj , 











' "" ' • -
-
0 . " 
.. 
. , . 
·. 
.. . 
. . ; ' 
0. 
. . 










.. . ~ 
three voweis ;/ i/', 












/a('~re Q s'pelled in various·ways. also 









/h/ · .is not included in the chart. 
. . ~ t' Botirq~in says that , it _occurs only . . 
• • t .r ~ 
inc · some part.icles,. partic~~arly . in 
. ., ~ 
exclamations, !..Otherwise not": 
. ' ..• . 
. I 
. . 
(Bourquin ·1891: 3). Transiation L.C.). 
-. t" 
. . 
' Gemipated and mixed consonant ·cTusters present. further 
;. ;~ ~ ,., ~ ~ . 




· /rrl ~ ch 
,' 
•'· 





I , • 
. ' / 
., 
" 
. ·-• - -._J_. • 
. .. 
" · 
. ' • • {:-. • ,.? • 1' 
. ·~ inagguk /lmarruk I · 






-:-:--+ . r g_ 









. .. . ' 
. . 
~emergova I Kimirruvaa ' / 
kachimiovik I kaggimluvik I 
. . . 
. . ·r • 
i~ge~·poK 1. i~nirpuf '/ , . ~ · 
illit~rs~~~K J :U-~tarsi~~~ j · 
• •. , , ~u • , J. . .. 
,. ' 
illitartsivoK I .fli~atsivuK / . 






;t. Tne ch'art ·. would show that th'ere were four stops in EEL, but . in· 
.: "' 
. ,. • • t-.< . 1 • 
·.the J.~gbt· of· Bourquin!s description of /K/ ~<Bo!-lrqui~ 1891: 1,· 365) it 
. ' 
1 ~~ . - has to be concluded that,. at least iri some positions, it was not a . . 




_ .. /:q/ in ~~·._,: ~-e~--~?.~ ~ fi'as be_en ' l:etained, however, zo a~~id. making 
.:-........ a .. . Ji-d~~l -.J~ud~~;j~·nt -- ~~ :t~ -the act~al'llpho~e~ic- quality. r ' 
,• I I ' • \.. 
. ' .... -#.. 











... ... I I . .. . ., 
.- ·\ . 
. : ": 
. ... . 
• , . . ·' 























The above ·fact has 
. 
,. 
have ,been a vo'iced o~vular fricative in:·EEL, alth?ugh the description 
a. 
of . the geminate /r/ points ~ore to a voiceless variety (Bourquin 
.. 
, . 
1891~ . 2). '.It is p~ssible, however, that lengthening devoic~d /~/. 
• •\ y, 
3 • . It iS difficult to determine whether /ts/ was an autonomous 
' ' ' 
• ' r' • ,,· 
' phoneme, a ·sibilant·pronounced further bac~ than /s/, corresponding 
. ' 
·--......:.. 
to the Gr~enlandic /ss/, or simply a · consonant cluster, tj, as it i~. 
... 
ih MEL. 3 In any_ case E'here wer·e several ;;tl~.ophonic pronunciations pf 
; 




' I> I 1 () 
We may conclude from Bourquin's comments· (Bourquin 1891: 3) · 
,. 
.. 
that.' [±] existed as an allophon~ of /1/_ in EEL'; __: dl was tfometime;,; used 
¢:' I 
The rise of [±] "' ap an allophonic spelling for post-consonantal /1/. 
· to art autonomous - phoneme in M~L has probably come about through falling 
~ t ' I 
0 • f, ~ ~ 
' ~ t ' away of the conditi~ni~g _coqson~nt so that. [±] has ~ecome the m~a:.~~ng . 
. :. . • ' ' 1.:- . . '(I• . 
' . 
• . bearer. · ,In this cont~t we will not go in detail into the reason~·whiclr 
, • • . <' • ' • 
1 -
. ' ~· ca~ses the consonant preceding .the /±/ to fall away,, but it is 
·~ . . 
l,f' ' • 
- ~ connected w~th· the alternation of open and closed syllables. (See I,2). 
L~t:. the fol~~~~ng wQrd . pairs. illu~trate hoJ it .. can happen~ 
. ff ' . ' < 
. ' ' 
allagaat-iuni ·. "having · fir~t1.;ritten" .. 
I 
alla - 9aa - t ~ ±uni 
~ ;;. . 




;rf..lagaalluni "wilting first" 
. ,., .. . -;· 
: ' 
. u alla - qaa - llurii 
~ ~ . 
. 1?- · / . . ~: 
.. .. r. . 
write first he doing (no~-past) : · .. 
. ""' . tikikgaaiuni -,t'having ~irst arrived" (pas.t) . 
tikikgiialu~i "a~rivi~g fi'rst" (n~tt.:..past). · 
• • I I 
•• - • t 
\ ' 




















_ .. \. 
: ' 
/ 
~ ... i~. 
( ,.. 


















' .-.. , 
.. 
- ~ • .. r 
.. 
'I 
.· . .j·. 
· 5. e and o are written for /i/ and 't' before·. and after .uvulars, 




obvious q dist~ibution ~f allophones. The allophonic spellings of /a/, 
... ( - • ~ • .1 • 
which lndicate raising;-are -not ·very comlhon . in ' Bourquin' s grammar, but· -, 
abound· in Erdmann's dictionary. 
·• . . .. ,. .... jll,., 
In accordance with German· orthographic convention~ co!ls~rta.~~.£~ : .. .. 
\ ... ,..~. ·-
_ do~bling is very -widely used. to indicate that the preceding vowei is 
. . . . . . 
•  
short, e.g .... assia . [asi~J "anoth1er th~n he", illa [ila] "relative, 
~ . ,
.,. 
compar;ion". . ... 
.. 
Diacritics are ·also used · to mark vowel and· consonant length. 
• 0 
:_ ·. i~di_cates a .shor.t vqwel foilowed by a double .cor:tso!laht, _e.g. 
.. ;. • 
I ~ ~· 
v 
· -manna [manna] "this'~ • 
.... 
indicates a long ~~wel followed by" a double consonant, e.g . 
. illiinane' [iluunnani] "~il of him" • . · 
-r- .. . · . . . . 
1ndicates 
. .. 
a long vowel followed by a single consonan~, e.g ~ 
tamat [tamdat] .. "each. t1~e~' . . 
indicates a· short. vowel,. but us~d only if ~pecial at tendon 
i• 
is called to ~he length ·of the vowel. 






·Eskimo words c~n be divided into ~wo -groups, inflected, and 
. I 
• -~ninflected. The .uninflected words are particles, the inf~ected ones 
' 
nouns . an'd verbs. These share some inflectional ending's, e. g. number 
·.;. 
. . \ ' . ' 
and dependence marker, while others are specific t~ each~ category of 
.· . 
words. Only nouns have 'local · case · ~ndirigs. ,Only verbs have transitive/ 
., 
., 
·' ~ntransitive endings or mood signs. 
· ' 













. ·. '• 
. . ' 
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' '• I 
The C~tegory ' of .n~up.~ · m~y b~ S~b.divided .furthe.r Of!·_ notio.naj. 
grounds,' and by using minor mor-phological· differences ·as a cr:t.tetion. · 
• : ,.1 • I t ' ' 
Prono~ns ~r~ one such ~ubdivision. ·· T~erefore, in order tp appreci~te 
. . ... ' 
pronoun morpho.logy we have to s·ee , -it against the background ;of noun 
' ' 
morphology in general. 
Theoretically a noun can hav~ 3 numbers, 8 cases and be · 
\-
inf,lec~ed as an unposses,sed noun ,or With a possessive suffix attached. 
Remembering that the 3. person has two kinds of suffixes in ~skimo, 
~ . . tl ' ' "" 
. 
ord;i.nar.y and reflexive; each vith 3 n~bers we get· the followin~ ... ' 
'formula f~r calcul.ating the · th~oretically 'I>o~sible infl~ctional forms 
'of an Jj:skimQ'l nottn: · . , 
3 X 8 t'. (3 ,X 4) 8. ,. 
The answer is 120 ... , . bu.t 'in. practice there· ar.e not quite so many . ; . . ' t . 
different forms because some' forms have ·merged and some are · not;l.-~nally ) . ·. . . .._ . r . ·' ~ 
so absurd that an informant is . rel~ctant to say ·them ev,en for the sake 
Of compl~ting a neat p~~odilm, le~ alone Uso.them iq a reS! life · • 
situation. From a researcryet:~ point of·view. it 'c~nnot be said, 
' . --.... -. . 
. •. 






.  deal of uncertai~~y about . the. dual· forms. Some . sax -they' -~p~no longer . -~-':. 
. .~ ~TJ · .1 • · .• •· ~~ / 
· used in MEL,. yet. they oc~ur here and there. ;J:n no cas~~have ~e · .. ~;~{ .:· · 
informants bee? able . t~ · a·upply all the dua,l"";ornis of any one. ,1_1ourt, 
_and in several c~ses they hsve, expr~s~ed ·unc~rt~in-.ty 'of tJe ~o~s t~ey 
havep given. It seems that-~ q,u{il still .occurs ·more consist~ntly in 
~erbal endings,. ,wh~re . the informants always made ·_the distinc~ion 
between .dual a~d plural~ ~-g~ takuwguk/takuvug~t inunnik "the two of 
I 
us/we (all) saw people11 • • Dual f orms will · be left out of con~ideration 
, 
·' 
' I ..,. , ., ~ • 
.. 
' .' 












.. except :i.n a few special cases among. the pronouns. 
•. 
. . 
The •dual morp~olpgy 
of ~hese . individ~al,ca~es , will .he discusse_d in that · c~.nt~ 
. '
'we . tafe the w~rd ~unak (EEL~) . "l~rid" to illustrate MEL · 
,· .
I 
' noun inflection and its differences · from EEL. C9mplete par~digms.will 
be presented only for an unpossessed noun and a noun attached with . the• 
I ~ • ' Q • • • .,. - , ·' • .._ ,.. .. ., It • ' 
l.·sg. possessive suffixes • .J' The other pa~adigms will. be represented by 
the absolutive, relative ·and · modalis case~ ·, 4-. whr'ch give enough inf.or-
~ . . " .,. 
mation ~o pre~ict :the rest of the f_orms. The endings. (in their 
. I 
allomorph~c form) will be hyphenated. 
(a) Unpossessed noun 
. Sg. ~ ~ · 
... ( ·~ MEL EEL 
Abs. nunaks nutia 
Rel. nuna-up nuna"":b 




j 0 • 
nufta-i't /t 
' r ; 
uuna-it · .. 
nuna-nnik 
-:;~ -!' 
Pl. " " ' 
0 
EEL 





Loc. nuna-mrni · ~ . · ·nuna-me nuna-nni nuna-ne · ·" 
Abl. nuna-mmit · nuna-mit 
·Term. , nuna-mmut nuna-mut. 
Vial. . nuna-kkut .nuna-kkut 
\ ' ' . 
Aeq. ·nuna-ttut nuna-tut 





' ' nuna-k}<~t/ ;, nu~a-tigut 
-ttigut 
nuna-ttut/ ·· nuna:...titut 
·. -ttitut \ 
. I I 
. . I 
. . '·\ 
•, t 
. " .... 
.. 
· t 
.. ' - \ 
I 
i 
. \ ' 
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,. 
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~ (d) 2. sg. possessbr 
Sg • . possessum 
, EEL 
Abs. nuna-t/it 
.., ..... ,~" '" '-..... 
,v·· .. . ~Re'-1..=---- nuna-ppit nuna-vit 
I; : 
. 






















Pl. lJOssessum : . o 
' ' 
MEL EEL-
-'' :.. . . 






· 1 Pl. · pos.sessum 
MEL EEL 
nuna-tit nuna-tit 
. riuna-ppf.t ' .. , nuna-vi t 
... 























(~) 2. pl. \ possessor · · 
Sg. posses sum 
MEL EEL 
·Abs·. nuna-si nuna-se 




(f) 3. e'g •. possessor 
.. 
' ' 
Sg. · possessum 
MEL EEL 
•· ' 
. Abs. n!Jna-T)a nu~a-nga 
· Rel. nuna-nata nuna-ngata/ 
-~~ 
\ .. . 'r.. . 
~ 
-ngat 
fb -- I 
• ! · Mod. nuna-napik nuna-nganik 
.·.?: 
(g) 3 . pl. possessor 




Abe. 'nuna:-na nuna- ngat 
"ii 
--Rel'. · nuna- nata riun~-ngat~ 
. .: . ~ .. 
· , 
Mo.d. n~ha,-nanik nuna--ngan~il~ 
.. 
(h) Reflexive 3. sg • EOssessor 
.. 
.. ' , 
.I . 
.'\ f Sg • posses sum 
.. !"_-),. I. 
MEL ·EEL .. .. 
-~ 
Abe. nuna..! (.? ) nuna-ne 
Rel. nuna- (?) nuna-nie' 
I. 

































. nuna-nit' . ' 
nuna-nita· 
.. . 









MEL •. EEL 
nuna-n~t nuna-ngit 
nuna-nita · nuna-ngi~a 
t ' .  
riun~-n innik . nuna-ngin i k 




MEL . EEL ·' 
' 
·_nuna-(U . nuna-ne 
· nuna- (?) nuna-me 
·nuna-mmi nik , nuna~minik " 
' • . 




' . . 
. ·. 
















. , , 






(i) Reflexive 3. pl. possessor 
, 
Sg. possessum Pl. ~.ossessum 
. 
MEL 'EEL MEL EEli 
Abs. nuna..:.('l) nuna-tik nuna-(7) nuna-·tik' 
' . 
~ 
- ·-· -·-_ _ :_ Rel. . I nuna.-(?) nuna-~iko nuna- (?) nuna-mik 
J' 
J 
nuna-mminik . ·~-mingnik nuna-nnninik nuna:-mingnik 
' , ,\ Mod. 
There are four general factons which go a long ~ay in 
. . 
expl~~ning the differences between·MEL and EEL noun inflection. First~ 
)'!-· 
~~roughout the inflection we•see ·the effects of retrogressive 
! ' 
a~similation, ~hich is .either partial as in EEL nunapse >MEL nunatsi "ot 
. • I I 
. . :~ · your (pl.) land/lands", ?r complete as in EEL ·nunangn:i.k > MEL nunannik 
J . 
"your (sg.) land/lan"ds (~od.)". Other examples from the preceding 
par~digms: .EEL nunapkut > MEL 'nunakkut ''through my land"; 'EEL 
., . I 
nunapta > MEL nunatta "of our land/~ands" .• Also the·\forms of the 
\ 
., unposs~ssed noun par.a"digm where the ending begins wit~ a co.nsonant 
show a~ssimilation, nunak+mut > nunammut "to. the land'! -\ . 
S~condly, I q/ ap.d -/k/ ~ave been neut-rali_zea w~~d f.inally. 6 
Tlie prec~ding parS~igms do not c,ontai~ . any i?stances of\ t!iiS ~ . b~t 
elsewhere we can s·ee its cortsequehces, for instance in tre· ,t .. sg. abs_., 
,(' ., . ' \ 
where th~ endi~g is now -,8!! u~iversaliy .. . For:merly, ft wa~\ -.2, or, after ' 
_r-------.• _ . . . . \ 
/ 
uvulars -ra. E.g. EEL okausera (< oKauseK) > MEL ugausiga "my . 't.Tor~','. ·. 
. . 
In the 2; sg. rel. EE~. had two a~loJDOrPhic endings: oKatiseryit "of : ·: 
I 
. . ·. 
your word", nunavit "of yonr land/lands"; MEL uqausippit, nunappit • . 
·' . ~- . ~ .fh~rd . facto~ ~s t~at m~dern· speakers have generali~~d ~ /k/ .~.' , 
as an almost universal nourl ending (abs. sg.) • . The old division of 
I . 
' . \ , , 
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'h 
MEL innik "son'! anutik "man" '"il.a~~elative" illuk "house", nunak 
, I· , -- , 
·~ ' ' ' 
·· "land" for :EEL emeK; angut, il!a, iglo, nuna~. -_ _:r'hus, through 
•' assimilation~ we get forms J.ike nunanuni '~in the ·land", nunamma "of my 
. .,. · 
land/lands'! in MEL for EEL. nuname ·and nunama. It is reported that there . 
~ a~e still speakers who do not end all their nouns in /k/ 
use forms li~ !lama "my re+ative's/rel~tives'", anutima 
and so on. · 
The fourth factor · is .one with the most ·.far reaching consequences. 
· ; 
• j•' 
It has to do wi_th the . alternation · of opeq and. ~losed syll~bles in .;1 
. ~ 
word f .orm. 
r 
The rule states· that two closed syllables cannot follo}i. 
each o~her in immediate succession except~ng the final syllable. The 
.· . ( .· . 
count begi~s at the junctio~ of the stem and ~he first suffix, be. it 
.. . 
grammatical or ·lexical. 7 Thus if the stem is bisyllab.ic and has a 
consonant cluster or a gem:i.na\e. consonant in the· middle ·the p'ossible 
cluster resulting fFom adding a suffix will be· simplified. 
0 
· was 'first dfscovered ·bY Fathe~ _~Luc·i~n Schneider for · Ullg~va ·dialects· 1 · • -~ · 
Thi_s rule 
. . 
and 1-t has b~~n c~lled !'la Lo·i S~hneider d' aili_teration" (Collis 19.70: .-. • · 
276-7) ·. It . wil~,b~e referred to . as Schneider's Rule in this study, If 
. I . . • 
. -one relies on Bourqu.in 's orthography. one · ha·s to conclude that Schneider's 
' . . . . ; . , (, 
\ 
- \ 
Rule did not operat~- in EL in the 19th century •. but now its effects afe 
··'· ,:, ' . ' 
. \ everywhere to be .observed£ 
o' 
In the preceding paradigms we have only three instances which 
' ' . . 
"- \ 
I' 
. ~~ihlt the e::~ects of Schneider's Rul~ 'd!~re~tly. · .In- the ·1. pl •  po~sessor , 
. . . 
mod. EEL ~as nunaptingnik ~'ouF land/lands". It becomes nunllttinnik 
_throu~h as~imilation, .. a·~a -~ nunattinik through Schneider's Rule ~ . A 
, . . • . . . . I 
-parall~l" ptocess ~s .-~o b8.. ~~-en ·in th~ 2 •. pl. possessor mod. : . · EEL 
















. \ . 
nunapsingnik '> MEL nunats1nik "your land/l.inds". The t)ti-rd instance 
. . \ . 
is 1the mo4. (pl. possessor). of the reflexive 3. person: EE'L nunamingnik 
\ 
> MtL nunamminik (< nunamminnik < nu'nak-mik-nik) "their (o~) land/ 
\ 
lands":: To illustrate further ·we take. anoth~r examp:J...e word ' illuk 
\ 
· "hou~e". Thi mod. s& • . of .an unpossess~d noun ·rs ~;.uammik "land" .. , 
i~lu~ik "house"; viaL sg. nunakkut "through the land", but illukut 
· "through the house"· 1. sg: possf;!ss.or rel. nunamma "of my land/lands", 
. \ . . ' . 
but ihumq "of my house/houses"; ·1. pl. 'possessor mod. nunattinik 
.. • ~ • $ • 
~ 
"our land/lands" but illutinnik ·"our houselhouses"·. ·In tlle 2~ pl. 
" . \ ' . . ! . .:.. • 
I "' . ) '"'-
pO.SSeSSOr we get the following kind of . alternatioi!-: ~. nunatsi "of : 
• I 
- your l~nd/lands", illusi. "of your house/houses" ·(identical to the abs. 
form '~yo~r house/houses,"); mod. nunatsinik "your land/lands", but 
\ 
illtisinik "your hou~e/houses". 
The changes i~ the p~radi{~. discussed so far ar~ .due to 
, .: 
changes ~n· the· phon.ologfca~ structbr~ of the l~nguage. There are 
other changes .in the noun inflection where the marking syst'em of · 
I 
certain grammatical' categories has been changed~·. These ch.anges are 
• 0 y-o.. . . 
not phonological in nature though . t;hey might h<:lve been triggered off. 
by. phonoiogic~l changes. We .comment on them pa~adigm by,paiadigm. 
. ~ 
. . , (a), ·. The rel ~ .. sg. mark~r in . MEL. is· ~, in EEL . gener·ally --.E.t . 
. . . . . ~ . . . . ir 
although -~was used for,' words ending in /k/. In MEL ...;it is . 
. . . 
preferre.d to ' -_t as an abs. and rel.. pl. marker~Et. bot~wet'e ,used~ 
. . ~ .. ~ · equally' exc~pt that -it; ~nding alway:s came with words ending in /k/ . 
. ~ .: ·T~~e u~~~l ending for vial. . in MEL'- is -:-kkut ~both s~ • . a~~ pl~ , · :~t~t 
. ~ ~ / ,.-- --
:£~~. ·aeq~ sg • . andp~. ··~_j.t the~ longer en.d~rig~ -tfgut and .-titut for 
- · pl. . also occur :J.n .careful speech;·· ,:·~' . 
I ' 
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(b) Here we see the 1ll.ost tadical changes. of al;J.. In EEL in both 
. . 
sg~ and pl. /the adverbial c·ases were based on the dependence marl,ce~, 
the -m- of the rel. case; and the number ·of \ the pessessum was only 
\ - • , • • , • I <'J • 
marke9 in the ab~. . Now, ltowever, the combined person and numb~r. 
marker forms the base for the adverbial cases,and the nu~ber · of the· 
. . 
possessum is marked . One may 'look foJ; the reason in the' effe.cts of 
. 
assimilation which would have rendered the adverbial ~ases of a noun 
with. the 1. sg. possessive sufflxes· identical ·with . th~s~ ·~f a noun 
. .. 
,with the 2. sg. possessive suffixes . E.g. EEL · nunamne "in my land" 
. and nunangne "i~ yout; land" wou~c;I · b~th b~.~ome 'nunanni. 
• • -~ . l, ' • • , 
The older form 
' . ' 
of the vial. s ·g. still occurs alongside ·the 'innovative 
. ' .. 
for:m • 
(c) and (e) In 'these .pa~~digms ' we observe ~nly the expected 
... . ' 
t . 
The number of · the .possessi.tm remains unmarked in· 
' J ' II ' •'. 'f. ' \ • ' 
I , 
phonologicai.change~. 
all . cases. l 
. . 
(d) With ·the 2. sg. 
. ·, ! 
.po13s~~.~~r · the nuinbe~~of th~ 'pos·te~sum is .~nly 
' . 
marked in the abs. ~ as -kas the case· earlier 'with bhe i'. ' sg. possessot. 
I I . 
The -~~ in MEL for·~EL -v- ~n the rel. case ending is probably due to 
the assi~ila.ting effect (progressi~e) of the stem final /k/; which' is 
. - ~ . . . 
d~fferent from the . -k~ which marks the 2. sg~ possessor in the 
~dverbial cas~s in fEL and appea~s as -ng- in part of· the 'pa'radigl!l, 
e.g •. · EEt nunangn~k l'~C?ur 1an!f {mod. ) ,; , , and as ·.:.k- itY the, vial. ~d aeq. , 
·nunakkut "thr:o~gh ::your lq.ttd", ~unaktut ·"like your land". 
.-;.-.... •'1 
· (f), (g) The 3 •. p.erson' marks• the numbe·r~f th~ posse~sor and the" · 
\ . . 
p·ossessum along di'fferent li~es .fro~ the -i. · ~ ~. and ref;lexive . 3. pe~s-on·. 
• 1J • • 
EEL distinguished betw~en sg • . p.ossessor ~nd pl. ~ossessor ... o1,1ly when the 






" . . 
, . 
· possessum is in_ tlie s~., bu~ with the pl. posse.ssum the number of the . . . . 
I ' ' .. 
; , · 
.. . t• 
'. 
:e-#~. 





. . . . 




possessor is not · marked·. -Thus nunanga "his land" (sg. -sg.); 
nunangat "their ·land'.' (pl.. ""'sg.) ; · but nun~ngit "his/their · lands" ._ 
' ' 
1St 
(sg. /pl. - pl.). , In the · rel. case the dist:L.nction is only partially 
e . 
1 
maintained, for 'the endin·g -ngata ·was the . more common. one even in the 
sg. • .-ngat be_ing an older form. kEL does . not' di-fferentiate bE!t.;,eJn 
.. 
a sg. ami a pl. possessor, only be·tween ·a sg. and a pl. possessum. 
l..\ ,' 
E.g. nuna11a "his/their land", nunanit "his/their lands". The 'pl. 
~. 
posses sum is dotihly marked in all cases except the r ·el. : (1) by. the· ·. 
,change of the suffix ~owel and (2) by the pl. sign -t, assimilated-to 
. , . 
-n- in the adverb.,;Lal cases. ·. E.g. moci. nu~~nanik ·"his/their land", 
' . ' 
nunaninnik "his/their lands"; rel. nunanata -·"of hfs/their lanai•, 
\:· .. ' 
nunanita "of his/their lands",. 
. (h)' (i) The r~flexive 3. person· suffixes ' in the- abs, and rei~ I 
\ 
cases app_arently do not occur ~ny• more with ord'in~ry nouns, but they 
I 
are· still used as· pronou'n-f?rming ~.orphem~s. · (See Extend~d · P~rso~al , 
. . . . \ 
j · 
Pro~ouns ·, II·, 2): With noun~ they are replaced by.~ •. p~rson suffix~~-
. ' . 
' . , 
E.g~ MEL ill una takuvaa ~~he sees his house", where "he" and "his" can 
' . . '\ 
.. 
either refer to ' the same person or to two different persons. - ~imilarly 
I 
- ' · in th.~ pl.: : illuna takuvaat ~'they. see their ' house" •. In the adverbial 
cas~s the reflexive 3; person suffixes continue to be used. The 
· .. 
·combined ~uffix and case e,ndings show t\le dependence J:!larker -m-. As 
·with the 1 ~ and : 2. pl. suffixes only the · number · o~ the po'sse ssor is ' 
ma:t:kec:I, not 
. ' .. / . 
that of 'the -possessum. . Our example paradigm obscures~thia 
• # • • • 
.. ' . . · ' . ' ._., . . 
f.~ft/ :b~t '(;: ·can .see i~n ~g ... illumi~ik "hi.s (own) ~ouse/-~ous~s .. 
(mod.) u, b'ut'! illuminnik ( < illuk-mik- nik) "their (own) house/houses 
(mocL) 11 • 
- ----
' 
-- ";' -. ---'----, .. 
' l 
.. 
0 . . r . ' 
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Like ordil;lary no\,\ns p:r;onouns are comb.ihed ~-th . d~ri~ional. 
' suffixes, though presumab;I.y not with as wide a selection' of "them . 
because of semantic restrictions. This asP,~C t has not been . _ 
. 
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NOTES . TO CHAPtER I ' . 
·' . 
..,., .. ·. lFor · 'a ~ore 'det~ile.d des~riptio~ . of MEL phonology . ~.ee SI_!lfth, ~~ 
• • < • - ' ~ . 
I :J • 
. "Labrador '.Initttut Surface ' Phonolqgy~', forth-coming;._ .~ 
.... 
·
2We p.ave c~anged some· term!', b'~t ·n~t· al~ered· the:·f-orm~t> of. the 1~f.l?., 
• .;~, ,p () I,· I I .· . • ' ·. I •. ~ .. '~? ,, 
chart. Bourquin's heading for the 'vel_a.r row is "palatal sounds" 
Q~ • • \ . • ~ • ~.., • ~ ~ • • • • 
; . , . I ~ ..., , ; . 
(Germ~n :·"Gaumenl~}i_t~"), ~~ut 'we may safety a~tribute• this 
~· ' • : II • • 




prove that the .so~nds 'were, in fact, what the modern terms imply. What'. 
_;11 " . • ' " • ' • q 
we cal~ .. "pai'Jtals" he .calls ,;llnguals" (G~rm~n : .11Zungenlaute'~). 'I'lie · . ' • 
terms "~t~ps" and . fri~~t.i~es" are\ nbt used . ~~~her. · '[he .·form,er •are· 
'7 . 
., 
' . , 
/ 
' . .. ' , . 
.. . 
: · .·· . v ·· · e' , r·· .. 
called "hard" sounds, the la.t-t~rt'soft" sounds. ~ · . ~ ~ -~ • : 'r - • • 
. . ----- ! ', 0 ' · .. 
c. . . .- ----.. . : . . (( 0 • . . . " ( t . ~ 
., .3Nunier.ouS"-en'tries on p~ges ~l7g..:l81 .fn an \Qld hand:twritten . • · ·' ::· 
· · ~-- ~ ~ I ' .. ) I . ~ 
. ~ ~.. - .,. . ,, . / . . . . .. -- - .. :;.. -' 
," _..I.abrador)lictiortary are typical of the . co~fusiori /tj/ cat!Sectlo. Writers. '~ .. 
_ _..--+-·~-------- ln · t·h~se entr~es the s'Dund has· ·~een ,first.'~t~ ~~r ~~hen' 
:~, .. : · ~ • tl ' l I 
these ' crossed over. oand t ' 'or t r.i·tteri above •. E.g. ·, ~s:i.to corrected .to 





. . ~ 
~j 1i<,-· is~ e. t~ · ·~ ··E~lt~o~Ge~an :~i~tion.~~~- is li~n t~~ ~~~Books· ~· . · ... 
C 1 ~th.e Memorial University ,Library, St. John's. · It does not 
I ~-
-4 
or the· author's name, ' but 
. . 
it has been claimed to be from 1813. ' _. ~~~~~ .. any. date 
~~.,.... • . : /. . . 
• · · '+see 
I 0 .; · • 
• < 
. . . 




Appendfx · f~r .the names ·of 
/' 
~S~me speaker!'~ .dis.tinguish betweert ·vowel final .and conso~~nt 
o \1 I • • 
final ·.bases. in the inflection of unposses~ed ·nouns. ' Thus' a vowel 
"' . . . . . ,. . . I 
. . . - . 
I D • \ •• ' • 
. base; mina-k (abs.) would. give·, e.g., , rivna-mik (mod.) •. : 
.,.. • • I • t ' \ ' I •, 0 










\\:inal co'nsonani:, others do not. · 
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· CHAPTER I ·I ;o;: 
PRONOUNS W~~ · A·PERSONAL SUFFIX 
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Th~ factor which unites th~ prono~ns to be discussed in this 
. •
. . : . .· , . 
' chapte.r is'• that;,.:thero are, composed of a stem and a personal suffix • • 
e~<.: 0 ' .I • !> • 
....... • · Th. e stem can be: a word in the ·language, but gener~lly it ~.is not used ,. 
" - ·. ,· 
) - . . .. 





, C: ' I I (.I . ,) 1 ' ,' - . • <' 
1 
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c~ t'eg.ories f 1. :· ·~ers.onal, 2. e"xtended p~rsonal, · 3 ~ r.ef lexi ve, ; 4. I f\, • 
•,, 
•.  
. •· ,.V 








! ,' . .• . ~ 
.. ' 
interrogative and ~. 
\ • ' 6(1 ~ I 
indefin;i.~e pro~ouns .• · It foll?ws from. thei·r · 
'f~ 'th~t thel~ inflectional .pa~tern~'are th~ same in princ~ple, 
. . . , (. 
but only one stem grou.p, _as~k,1 has ~.h:e f~ll ra1_1~e of. _.pa~a,d.~gm~v 




1. ·Personal Pronouns 
' . 
•. I I . :• There are two· personal pronouns proper in . EL' 'as in .all Eas t!ern 
~ ? ' A o ' • 1 p • # ~ I • • 0 •• 
;.' Eskiino" d;iale~'ts.' 1~ They a,;e ~vana/uvaguk/uvaght fl 'r/we two/we · (~q":and 
' • : a • • ... -
• I , . . • .• i~:J.t/.ilittik/tlitsi : !'you/yJu ~wo/you (alol)". ' "The co~res·p~nci:f..ng . EEL 
0 
,, ,~ 
• • h. \ ' ,. , . • .... • • , ~ ..,.J ' ~ 
• form's were, uvanga/uvaguk/..uvagtit ·and igvit/illiptik/illipse. The stem 
• • • •· • ' { . 9 • • •• • 
'for' ' the l'. person pronq,un is ·E_Y!!. ' Th~ 2. person pronoun has . two stem 
·- ' "t ' ) . J . . 
alternants iv , {< ..!,g_) and ili. 
D ,c'.->p 
1.>'' I t 
It is both semantichlly and m9rphologi~ally 
. ' 
.. 
. . • 
' \ . 
0 
... 




' ' I ' ' • '6 • 
, .. "he,:-en-'~nd ik "there"· (KltHrischmidt 1851: 42). E .~ ..... - ,· 
~k 
'{n., 
. . ,,. 1 
:.. ; ., , 
... 
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. ,uvang'a/ (uvaK) 











ilinnik/. (i ~inik) 
ilinni /(! -ifvini) . 














. . . ~ ;. , 11/l.lf t U{\ 
illnnut/ ~i~tnut} Tet'm. uvannut 
Vial. uvakkut 
·o· 
-Aeq •. uvat~.ut 
, Abs.} · , 
· , uvaguk~-
Rel". , ·. 
·-. 























. Aeq. uvattiitut - ~aptitut _ 
Abs,} -' . 
. ·· -'uv~·gut 
.. Rel. . ,, 
... 




- i' . 
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illingnut 



















~littiikut/ , illiptigut 

























Mod. 4v~t.tinik uvap_tingnik ' \ ' ilitsinik ' 'illipsingn1.k ~ 
'· . 
I ' ·~;\ 
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Lac. uvattini · · uvaptingne ilitsini illipsingne 
) 
. \ iliipsingnii:" Abl. uvatt'init ·. uvaptingnit · ilitsinit .,. · Term. uvattinut ~vapt;ingnut . i~itslnut· · illipsingnut 
Vial. :uvattikut uvaptigut ilitsikut/ illipsigut 
1(ivvisikkut) 
. '\ " Aeq: avattitut··· uv.apti ~u t . ilits.itut illipsitti~ 
A characteristic f~ature of. pe~·sonal. pronoun7.is that
1 
they 
. ~ave syncretized the ahs. and· rel. caf?es. The endings of· the 1. pers~n 
, , ·, I 
pronoun in this case a_r·e -.!!!!., -guk and .. -gu't ~.__ They are of different 
•' \ . . 
. .. <!,rigin, at •least from a synchronic point .. ?£ .'' view, fro~ those of ivvit, 
ilittik'. and. ilitsi. ~he 1. person · endings are like those of an 
. . ~ . 
'int~!msitive verb·, ~ •. g. _ga~vuna . ~:r: c,ome"., 9aivuguk "we :·two com~", 
. . . 
- ~. _gaivugut "we ~me". Th~ endfngs of ivvit, 'ilittik and ili,si~ however, 
go back to -.the older re.l. · case endings C>f a? noun attached· with the i . . 
I • f . 
. 
s_B., dl. cr pl. p~s~s~ive suffixes, e.g. EEL nunavit "of your land'-'," . 
.... 
· nu'naptik "of the land of .you two", nunapse "<?f your (pl.) land". The 
o • , I I 't~ ' • 
modern forms shaw the usual e£fect.s:-of assimilation. 
,.. . • • .. 0 
The dl. forms of these prqnofins have the1 tw~ distinguishing $ • t; . . 
I 'I ~ 
. &rks of d'l. morphology~ . k-ending in the abs.-rel~. - _case and lengthening 
of/ the vdWel preceding the case ending. . in~EL the 1. dl. pronoun 
. . ' 
sometimes had a long vowel, sometimes short, in ·which latter case the ' I' !' 
./." ·- ................ _ ............ - ·--~ . 
. adverbi~l cases were identical with the forms of the 1 .. pl. pronoun·· ·· :-:-y .... 
. . ~ ' 
. . " 
In the 2. dl. t~e lengthening ~as not necessary to mark the- ~.· . rom the 
I . ' 
. I ' 
pl. .. in EEL. Neither is it n9w, but the v?we l lengthen~ng still i occ;ux:s 
on a r egular basis. 
' . 





















As t~e paradigms show some of the pronouns have alterqate forms. 
The !. .- sg._ .abs.-rel~. form~ appears to be equally comma~- with uvana · 
in MEL~- - uvak ~ooks lik:e a back ' formation of ~vana. .The 2'., sg. 
. ' ~ 0 M 0 
pronoun eXhibits a complete paradigm based on the· stem ik, but ·on~y . 
tpe vial. ivvikut' "thr-~ugh 'you" and aeq. ivvittit· !'like y~u" 'are said to 
f ,, 0 •• 1 • I 
be commoll:lY used. ~en the dl.. and :PL have alternants _in the vial. 
C) ..... . 
· ivvitiikkut :·"through you two" a~d ivvisikkut "through you." for the· more. 
. ' 
common forms ilittiikut and ilitsi•kut • . 
In the adverbial ·_ cases the :j.nflection of the personal pronouns· 
__.. 




·person possessive suffixes. In the 1. sg·. it is. to be noted that . they 
.. 
, _ a~e the ' su~ixe~ of the older fo~m o.f th,e l~nguage. , The , o~d!-nary · 
' . .. ' ' . .. , 
alternants are dire'7tly derivable from EEL fohns through assimilation 
' 
and Schneider' e Rule. .E.g. assimilation: EEL ·uvamne ··>-. MEL. uvanni "in 
• I • , .. I 
me", EEL illitse > MEL ilitsi "you (pl..)''; 'assimilation and Schneider's 
' ' . 
R'\lle: EEL uvaptingnut::·> MEL uvattinut ~~~~ us'', EEL. illipdnine > MEL 
I ' • • . . 
ilittiini "in you two". · In the last example the MEL form ala~. shows 
' \ . .. 






kina aulJ.agumajuun 2 uvana/uvak "who \-~ts to 
~ikkut ·aullagumajuun? .uvagut ;,Who ~ant 'to go?~~~ (do)" i kiap 
go? I (do)"; 
.. -
takukgauvauun? uvana/uvak "Who. saw it? ·I· (did)"; kiaE illuna unaa'l 
:·" 
, ivviini B; uvana · 1'Whose t10us.e is this? · Yours? ·Yes, it is,. mine'.'; · 
.·.- uvannik kis:l.ani .ikajuvuk "He helps only me''; ilitsinik gaikujivuna 
"I invite you (pL} ''; uvattini· taimaak- i:S:ijau'nnituk "It i~ not ~'alled 
' . 
. 
















.I . • 
possession" tiguvaa ilinnit 
.. 
\ i . 
"He took 1it from you"; 
22 
·:·ilittiinit umiak saattaujuk .'. "The· boat o'is . floating away from you two''; 
gaivut uvattinut ilit.sinuunni.tut "They come. tC:, 'us, not to yo~"; 
allalitauvutit uvakkut "You -receive a letter through me"; ·· 
aullagumajuk uvattiitut "He. wants t··a .go a~ay .like we two"; 
.• 
ilitsitut suunuujuit "They · are strong like. you (pl.)". 
· 2. Extended Personal Pronouns 
The pronouns of this category consist of one of the stems. 
• • The stems, _which do . ·kis~ iluunnak or t~ak .and possessive suffixes. 
I 
not occ1.1r· without suf~ixes, sig'nify the· f'ollowing notions: kisi · 
-I
I 
' . "onl~ness, soleness'', iluunriak "allness, \olholeness", tamak "allness"J 
The pro~ouns·based_ on these stems refer to one of the three persons, 
but. ·the stem gives them a~ additional. meaning.. .Hence ·the na~e "extended 
personfl pronou~s". 3 
' . . 
We will f~rst 'gi~e the MEL and ·EEL paradigms, which will be' . 
.. 
-. 
· represented f?y the abs., roel., mod., and ' loc~ case.s-. 
kisi 
MEL EEL MEL 
1 
1. sg. • 1. pl. 
Aha.} r I 
kisima. kissima · - ki~'itta 
Rel. . 
·· \ '--
Mod. kisinriik kissimnik kisittin~k 





















l . .., 
• • I 















Rel . . 
'kissivi.t 
\i.'·· ). pl; 
. ,. 
kisitsi ki~sipse 
' . . 
. , ~· 
1 . 0 
Mod; "' . kisinn~k kissingnik· kis'itsinik kissipsi ngnik :" 
. . ' 
·' 
Lo.c :·, kisinni·. kissingne __., kisitsini · kissipsirigne 





3. sg. ·, 





AbS.} · . . 
. iluunnama illunarma 
. Rel. _ - . 
" 
' illu'namnik Mod. ilUUI\Il8Dik 




' iluunnapit .illuo,arpit 
Rel. . l illUnarnikl 
Mod. - iluunnanik 
~ illiinangnik 








... 3. pl. 
.. • { _.~issfmik(_. 
k'isimik · 
kisseta · 
kis.ininni : kissene 





I . • 
' . 
. 










iluunnasini . · illiinapdngne. · . · • 
·1. . '. 
·-





















.- -... · ~ : .. ~, · 














· · iluunnanita . 
~ I 
'A~_s.} ·illu~~tik/ 
.ReL illiinai ta 
' illiinanik · iluunnaninnik ~ illiinai_nik 
. .... 
· Loc. iluunnanani ~luunnaninni illiinane ill.iinaine · · l I" •• • ... 
~~ ._·. ::~-~-. · ~·: ;. . ~· ·. 117 
Of the third stem~ tamak, ther~ were only two forms irt the sg. 
-in EEL: tamat; 3 s~. abs.-rel .... . ' an<\ tam~nut,.' 3. sg. term. The .form I 
tamaat ~till ,exi~ts in MEL_. ~ho.ugh; with a derived meanin? "each time".' J. 
In th,e pl • . ~am~k ~~rivatives had :~ coO:ple~e p~radi~ be~~g ~ynonymo~s : _/ •. 
to the .. pl. forms ,dn -iluunnak4' H~wJve~, Bourquin implies that th~y· wer . 
. I . 
not in as common a use as the latter in his day th~~gh they might have · 
. . tl ' . . ~ ~ . I I 
been earlier. They are not used in the pl • at all in MEL, but they do· 
•. , I .._ • 
·-
. ' 
.occur in the · dl'. , as . they did iri R~L. Curiously . enough the pronouns 
in .. <lluu~ak did' not liave a ·dl. paradigm -theri. 
tamak 
' . MEL · EEL 
· . Abs. A:s: '}. _tamamri~k 1 





tamattinik , · t amaptingnik 
I 
Mod. 
Loc . tamattini 
. 

































' .. . 
Mod. tamattinik 
Loc.' .. tamattini 






' ' t tamaptingne 
' ' 
~3. dl. Q • 
Abs. tamaagik 
. 




s .·} . 
ta'mcirmik 
Rel. 
Mod. taniaaginnik · .. · tamangnik 





. .. ( ' . 
'· 
.. 
-parallels for ·all the ~bove dl. endings are to. be \foUI)d in EEL 
dl. ·noun inflection. 
I , 
'l ., 
-1. dl. M.EL -nnuk (abs. ) , EEL -mnuk (ab~. -rel.) 
... , - , ' I 
.1. en. ·possess_or--s'g. possessum; rel. . 
.EEL nuna-mnuk' "of th.~d of us two'' 
.i. di. MEL---~- (ab.s.)·, EEL -p'tik (abs.-rel.) 
2 • . dl. 
' I 
EEL 
possessor~-sg. posseslum, rel •. , 
nuna-pti~ "of the 1land' of you two~' 




I' t • t • 
· The 3. ·dl. endings go back to di'fferent suffixes in EEL and MEL. EEL 
I ~ 
0 
• 1 , 




. • \.._ 
-mik is the -ending' ~f the refiexive 3. dl. possessor--sg. possessum. rel. 
-- .. ' . . . ..,~ 
(i~~identally, identic~! wi~h the re~lexive 3. pl. possessor--~g. 
possessum. rel.), e. g. nunamik "of the land of them two"·, The -r in 
' . ~ 
l 
)· 
' tamarmik comes from 'the .final uvular which the Sfem h~~ in EEL: tamaK. I l', 
t~ . · ,, 
'nte MEL -gik · and ·-gita go. back to .the abs. and rel. ·forms respectively 
. , . I . . • 
of. the 3. sg./dl.·./pl-. -poss~ssor--dl. possessum, e.g. EEL 'nunagik "his 
two . .iands I the two lands of them two/ their. two lands", nunaki ta "of his 
. . 












_. . . 
26 
., 
.in the rel. .. form in · EEL ·indeed represented a voicelesE! yela~ .stopt and 
. . 
was not a mistak_e in transcription the only. explanation for- the MEL 
-gfta· would ~~eui.,t~ ·.be that /k/ has -become voiced inte~oc~lically and· 
-
~ricativiied · to 1&! .L._· · 
-It can b_e said as ~ general observation about the extended 
.. . 
· per~pnal. pronouns 'that on the one hand, the MEL_ forms show several 
I 
morphologically . ~rcha:i.c features·, but · on the other hand the pronominal 
' syster;Jl has undergone severa_l . changes. · . 
1,,.. ( • 
f ~ ... 
As far as morphology is conce~ned · the differenc~s between MEL 
. and EEL fo'i:ms are those caused by_ ass\mila tion and Schneider's Rule. 
. ~ 
E.g· • . assimilation: EEL kissinmik > .MEL ~isinntk · "only me'\ EEL 
c:::=as zc:::;.. 
, • • • :-~ • -:;' ·-· .... _ ~~ or; .. I 
kissipta > MEL kisitta "only we"! E-EL ki~sipse > MEL kisitsi "only· you_ 
• • 'i' . 
(pl.),,·, EEL tamamnuk > MEL tamannuk '"bo~-~- 'bf us"; assimil~tion and 
·Schneider's Rule:1 EEL kissiptingne > MEL kisittini "in only us", EEL 
ill~arpi.~ > MEL ilutlhna~i t · "a~l •of you (sg. ) ", EEL Hliln~in~nnili,an~. . 
·MEL iluunnani · "in all of you (sg.) II. The /r~ or /n/ in. the EEL _forms in the 
., . • . < "· .-
last two example~:~ are a reflex of th,e final uvular of the EEL stem ill tmaK . 
f .t • • - - . ~e single /m/ :Ln the 1. sg. k~nly I" and the ending 
,. 
·-vit in the. 2. sg. kis:ivit "only you" show that the stem is still kisi, 
without the fi~al /k/, ·whicb is a sig~ of noun st'ems in MEL. In several 
instances Schneider's Rule has not -b.een carried right through, e.g~ MEL 
.. .. _ 
iluunnatinik -"us all", where the· Rule _would have allo~eg for a second 
'/nn/ --fi:-om-' Ji:EL illunaptinghik in th~ manner of MEL iliut:lnnik· "our house/ 
I < 
houses" (mod.) from_ EEL ' illuptingnik ~ 
. . 
Thp~e is no obvious reason for these 
. . 











. . .. 1 
. .. \ ... . /. 
27 . 
. 
· EEL us'ed. contracted forms in the 3. per1so'n, i~ which !=h·e 
.. • . I . . ' 
' . ·. intervocalic In/ of the suffix droppe'd.;. e.g. kissiat frotit kiasingat 
• ~II 0 f .' I ' 
. .. . ' ' 
.. '~-only him", kisseta ·~r'?m kisSlngita · ~'only tJlem", ~lliinat from 
... · illiinangat· "all of him,' illuriane from illiinangane "in alr of him". 
'1 
- ki'ssiat~,and illiinat have the older 3. sg:. rel.. end:lp.g -at~. The normal 
..• - ·~ ,'l 
.. 
. ' 
ending, ~even - in EEL, was -ata. 
. .1 
, , . . I 
The cpntracted forms occur in MEL, too, 
, c t • l ~ 
mostly in the adverbial cases of iluunnana "all of. ?im", but on the whole 
. they. ~re not as common as _in EEL except; kisiani. in the sense "only", 
•.' 
which is always · in ~hts form. 
. 
We · have already mentioned that pronouns :i.n · 'tamak· hav~ fallen 
. . . ... 
.. out of use in the sg. and pl. Other systemic 'changes concern ' the 3. 
: 0 • 
person pronouns of each st~m. Before we . discuss th~ 3. perso~ forms 
specifically we need to examine. t~e suffixes i~ general. Excepting· 
"' . . . . I 






distinguish between an abs. and a rel. case. ~e found this ~o be true 
also of ' the personal P:ronouns. . The· ~ase .can. only be deduced from the 
coritext, e.g·. (1) ki'f:iima maaniivuna "Only I am· here", (2) kisima takuvaga 
. 
) 
110nly , I see it". In the first example kisima is an abs. form as a 
subject or an- intransiti~e verb, in the second a rel. form as a s ubject 
of a · transitive verb. 
. . 
The suffixes of the abs.:rel. are generally those of a rel . . case 
of a noun with a posse.ssive 'suffix attac_hed, but th.ere are some instances . 
wher e the abs. ending is . uBJ'. These are all ' to be r ound, among the 3. ,. .-
·. p.~rson ~.o+II}S. Fro~ the po~t of v:f..ew of EEL -·it may have seemetl that ·r.. · 
th~· ·1. and 2. I pl. forms illiinata and ' illiinase we;e also e~ceptions, and . 








:. - ·-:! {- .. . : ._. . 
.. , 
_o 
an early instance of Schneider's Rule working in these forms. 
28 
In any · 
/' 
'" case -:ta · of il:luriata. cannot pe termed an abs. ending, w~ich is -~ ~o~ 
- . . . 
the' 1. pl.- ~possessor .f!S 'in' nunavut ''our ·land" 7 · However., the J, person 
• 0 • 








'iluunnani (reflexive· 3. sg: ~bs.), iluunnana (3. sg • . abs.), iluunnatik 
· (reflexive 3. pl. ·ab~.), iluunnanit. (3·. pl. abs.) ~d tamaagik•(3 •. dl. 
·. 
abs.). In .EEL there were smly illunane and :.t1lunatik wi.th ab~ • . ending~·.' 
the rest had equiv.il~nts with a rel. case 'ending~ for MEL iluumiana· . 
.. 
'EEL had ·illunat ·(< ~lliinangat), fo~ iluunnanit EEL had illiinaita 
. L . ( < illunangi ta) • 
'• . I ' ' 
For MEL tamaagik EEL had tamarmik," which ·has 'a rei. 
I ' • 
case ~~ding t.hough not of 'the 's~e suffix as -gik, · afl~ e.xp.lained 
·e.arlier (p. 25). _,it is here, · ~n the ~xtende.~ . perso~~·~ p~ns, that 




~Jild rel.~ase endings' of ' the reflexive 3 .. person a-r;~ still t~ 
I . . . . 
be foun4 in· MEL. Abs. sg~ -~in il~unnaili, abs. pl. -!,!kin iluunnat:ik, · 
rel. ag. -mi in kisimi and 1;el. pl. -mik in kisimik. 
- . . . --
In EEL the two forms for the . 3. · abs.-rel. had a · differentiated 
· ... 
. ., ' 
use • The reflexive '.3. pe~son forms kissime, :kissimik, illiinane, 
. illUnadk andt tamar,ndk were u'sed for: tKe actor, the 3. person, forms 
. • . ,, . I 
·kissiat,. k=!,sset~., i~ and i~l_Unait~ for the~ n;n-actor . t . pat~~,~t. · .. 
The dl. tamarmik J.acks the correspondiiig non-a~tQr form in EEL. A~ ~qe, 
. \ ~ 
forms with ·the reflexive· 3. person· suffixes appe!aied mostl~ as "he/they" 
' . . 
• • • (" I • ' • 
in a transiation into Indo-European languages·, and the others as "h'tm/~hem" 
' . . ' ~ : . , . ' ~ 
the former were termed nom~n~tiv:e, .the . lat;:te~ a~c;usative forms by tile 
19th cent~~y grammar~a~s. E.~. EEV kissimik ~ivigivat . ,;the}/ alo~e · go ., 
.·· to him", EEL 'kisaeta pijomavakka "they .on_iy are ·.my · w~ted thing~" or~ ~ 
.JllOre i~ accordance with. Indo-European structpre, ''1only them do .I ·want" ' • 
. · 
61 · 
. . I 
I 
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29 
. : 
The · pifferentiated· usage_ of the ref.lexiv~ and non-reflexive 3 •. 
person forms was not fuily ma:itttairied any more_ ill. Bo_urquin' s tim*: • . 
(Bourq~in· 1891: 77), for t:e refleiive .3. forms · were encroack?n~ upon 
. . ' ' . 
. . : . • I 
the domain o;_ the non-reflexive forms. This trend' continues in MEL. 
. . 
From" the kisi stem the non-reflexive J. · abs.-rel'. is no longer used .• · 
. ' . . 
~ \ 
kisimi and · .kisimik continue to represent both abs. and rel. cases, e. g. 
~ ' 
' ' 
· .· k:i.simi qaivuk '!Only 'be comes". (abs.), kisimi takuvaa .. "Only he sees .. i~" · 
~=1~~~-a::0:o::· :::•:J:::~• ~::::.~s ::: :::::~ p::u::j:::d,,:or ~ •. 
want only this", kisi~J takuvaag'it '"H.e sees only th~m". . . ~ ~ 
I 




. d'erivatives ar'e concerned it has become more elaborate for iluunnak . 
·... ' 
· and t~~k derivatives. The .twG> a,ps. forms of iluunnak st~m, iluunnani 
r 
'-->and . il~unnan~ iri the sg.' ·iluunnatik and iluunnanit in the pl. have .. 
.. . , . 
~ .. . -. ' . 
,, . 
' . \ ' . 
. quite synonymous abs. case usage, e.g. iluunnatik/iluunnanit piugijakka 
' 0 ,• : I ' - -
"I- like 'them· all'.'. · Th~re is now a regular rel. ·case with the 3 ~ ·person · 
suffix for reL case usage, iluunnanata in the sg. and iluunnanita in 
. ~q~_-_ pl. E: g·.~ .. ilutffina.nita - ta~uvaana ;'They all see me~'. The corresponding 
. . 
dl •. f~rms are t 'amaagik·and tamaag~ta, ·e.g. _tamaagik piugijaakk~ "~ like 
tl\em both", tamaagi ta · takuvaana "They both see ,me". 
: ~· 
· The ·adverbial cases of the 3. person pronouns are b~s~d on the 
non-refl'hxive 3. person suffixes. Those of ,the stem kisi are not 
0 
conunonly used ,any more except kisiani, which is originally a loc.· ·form 
( ' 
ki~inani "in it .o~iy", but · is "iiow us.ed .exclusively a~ an adverb "~niy". 
' . . ... . ... . 
I' .. • • I . 
It does d'ccur very frequently ~ in MEL 'because the combination of··kis:iani· · · 
\ . 




' . ' . ,.\ 
• • t . 
f 
• 
/ . . 
. . ' . - ,. 
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.• 
. 
kisinanik, kis:lnanut, kisininnik etc. w.hich are a'vMded in MEL. · E._g. 
.. . () - . ~...:._., . . . - . 
' " . . 
taatsumuna .kisiani ugaalavuna "I talked to him only". To say kisinanut I 
. ' 
ugaalavuntl is not judged completely unaccepta~le by modern speakers, , but 
~h·ey do not like to . tlse it. · : 
' : 
The· 'stem illiinaK was obviously felt to be more. of an independent 
, . . 
Q 
word than 'the other two . stems in EEL because it- was possible to say 
· illunara KuviasukpoK. more or less sy~onymous~Y. . with illOnama 
" 
Kuviasukpunga "All of me is happy". 
. . -
'fhdbgh . . these· particular sentences 
7 . . :.. 
......... . . . -
. were judged .idiomatically suspect by our informants the fact about .the 
• • l .. 
ambivalent chara~ter of , the iluunnak stem remains. One c~n s1Y 
iluunnaga "my whole being"·, •iluunnavit "your whole being" etc., but 
riever does iluunnak occur without a suffix. ~ 
·' I The~·e ·, is a dif f ~renee in_ ~he notional meaning bck~ee~ the . sg. 
t ! 
0 
and the pl.:·. Pt:;onouns· of the . iluunnak stem. The sg• pron.ouns express ' 
..-' 
;wholeness, · t~e.· .qualitative allness., whereas the pl. ·pronouns express 
. . 
,, . 
number, i.e. quantitAtive allness. This J~eing "the case it. is easy to 
... . 
' '< ., -~·- ...._ 
. . 
'understand why the sg • . pronouns,., ·especially the 1. and 2~ . persons, are.> 
'1: ' .. ~ . 
-not often . used • . Instead . :huunnak is _treated like an ordinary noun._ 
. ' 
E~g. noun: iluunnaga · aputimut· sapjausima:)uk .''My. whole being was : 
covered in snow,; pronoup: 
'me was covered. in · sn9W". 
iluunnama aputimut sauj ausimavuna "~1 of' __ ·. _. 
. .......  -~ ·- -- .. ~ 
I . 
The nominp.l usage of. iluunnak oc_curs in the . 
pl. to·o, l?ut then Jt ~an bring about a deeper distinc.ti_on in meaning 
. . ' 
' ' 
than in the sg. E.g. · noun:· iiuunnavut aputimut . ~auja~simajut "Our 
.. whole beings were -covered in snow'~, ~-~· "we· were coin~~etely- 1 covered 
in snow"; · ~ron~un: iluunnata aiutimut .sautausimavu&ut "We were all : 
covered .in snow"~· 
.. . 









,/ : . 
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In . the; dl. · the-quantitative and qualitative distinction can. ' 
I I• ' • ' ' ' 
" . b~ made by using differen~ stems •. The tamak fot1ns express· numerical 
' (f • tl I 
quant~ty~ ; e...-g. tamannuk. "both ·ofp us':. Should it .be necessary to 




expr~ss the wholeness of the two 
be ~sed: 1. dl. iJ.uu~iiavuk "all 






















l J . 
•• 
. • ' 
Examples' 
. .- . . (, \ ., . -
. . : . \, 




I . , ,. ... 
-
kislmik.. qaujimajut "Only they know"i kisits.inik takuju:k 11He 
. . 
sees 9nly you (pl'.)"; kisivit uppisivagit "! :believe only 'yo]J· (sg.) 11 ; 
rr • . , • o .. ~ • A 
uvannut kisiani qaiVu.t "They· come to 0 US only"; · giqutikkanik kis:Lani . 
~--~ · . 
,. . I 
only"; iluunnama takuvaana "He' sees all 
.. ·. ... 
kamajuk "H~ guards ~my -things 
' I • , 
0 1 - ~r 
·.· 
of me"~; iluuri.napit s~ujausima~utit . "Y~u·. (sg.) are all covered"; . . 
? r , r , ' • ' , ' • ~ 
. . • . . • o ... " ., . e• 
'iluunnata maaniivugut "He ·aie all here"; iltmnfiana/iluunnani sakq~jaajuk 
3 "' .... . 
' • I" - ,' • • 
"Al_l of. it ~s in ·sight"; taarina :Jxluunnaha'liluunnani pigumajaga. "I want 
, I • 
it ~li" f taakkunina ilu~nn~'n;Lnnik pigumav·un~ : ".I want them all"; tamannuk 
illuqavuguk "Both qj. us 'ha;~ a house"; tamatt.inik pl utsavuna . "I lik~ . · . 
. . a _ o • , • " • • • o 
0 b!lth of you"; t~ma:gik : ;iluun~aagik sauvaa·k~· "I· bury them both c~mp. letely'i; 
' ' • • ?. • . ,, 




. . . • 0 
·o. . 
3. Ref~exLve IPronouris 
· 0 '· . 
' '• 
. : • • • II J ' I • ":1 • 
T!'lere are two . r,eflexive pro~ouns. i~ EL , iinminik ~EEL ingminik) ·· 
~" ... 
:· . f 















• D . • " 
. 
• . ' 'J! . 1\ 0 (J ~ :., 
that .having mentioned .the . pronou~s we have almost presented thei r 
' : : . , ~ :., Q • " 
inflection. " TJte.re ~·~ •. o'nly.~o·~~ oth~r .~o·~ · ~~igut . b'lJ.o~gi~··" ~o "th~ 
() ' .. • I ~ U ; 
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' . ; 
.,. 
imminik is c·omposed of the step1 ik + the ·reflexive.· 3 • . mod. 
" ·~ ... ' .t. 










. r-·· - . 
...... 
... sg: · ~nd p~ • , in EEL; but as. s t}.~:ed "above oni.Y mod •. . immlnik and . ~iai-;. 
, • . , . immigut are used , today. ID.is no more . acceptab~to say, as in EEL, 






. - . · 
. . . () . 
·The analysis l.nto'' the ste~ nak + the reflexive 3. mod • . endin~ 
. . 
. • I -
· · " ·· -:-minik for nannninik is • not .corrobor·ated by 'EEL nangmineK, but to us · 
• ' ' I .c :1 
. i-t ,still seems a likely on~·,-lrh.ou_gli 'admittedly_ s~;culative. 
, u a. 
nanuninik ' 
" ' 
. ..,._: '1Day go b~ck to an earlie'r stage of the language than imminik so that . 
• 1. . , 
• 0 
r • P. • o. 
it has b~come fossilized ' in. that one· form lpsing ~he . identity of its 
I ~ ' ·a • c:JI, ' • • •, • 
~·parts. T~e a:og"esppnding word in . Wester~ Es~~~ · -~8 ~ninf~cted 
nakniin,. (H.inz 1944: ,36), which ·perhaps incorp~ratJs the Western·-
. • . f'; - . 
1$ I • • • I) ' 
reflexive 3. sg • . rei. ending 
"' 0 • • . 
-me: · nak-me-in. Witl\ the identity of 
- · . _.,_...._ . h. . . 
~ 0 v . 
the'endings o! nawmini~ gone the final /k/ c'ould easi~y have b_een con-
. ..... . .. . . 
fu~ed with ~he wond final /K'/, : especially if this was still. felt to ]?e 
o ,O'' I <II • 
a stop_ in that' position*· .&ivlng .f~ise ' t .b the form /nanmiriiK/. 
. . 
A· further 
. . , , 
. . 
. sign· ~.f fossi1i2;ation is that nrumninik can be· used as a'h ordinary nQ~n 
. . ,, 
with possessive suffixes of any p.~rs-on attached~·-
. . 
. . . , . , , . . ~ } . ' I . ' ~ot. -~nly namminik bu1:.a1so imminik-:-has los"~· ~~Js reference" ~o 
/he; reflexiv; 3. 




Whez:x· ·~inik ha~ possessive suf•fi-xes attached it has only 
.:;• . (~ ' . . ' • . 
' I • 
~ominal. (adject iyal) us~g~ :I:n ~L -~ea~i~g ·~own", · b~t il} EEL .it c~uld :· 
"\ fl ~ • ' (' o ' o ' • o • '- > I \ o ' • 0 • 1, 
' -
. J 
. ' . 
.. __ _ 
· " 







• l~ " 1 r 
a lso be used as a r e fle xive. p~onoUb just· l~ke unposses.se.d nangmineK.. ,.'i 
. 
. , . 
.·, 




c ... • • 
_· .. , • ~r 
. - , ... 
.,E.g •• EEL' nangmini psingni k pijoniliv.oi<- "fie wants r,ou yourselves''; 
' ' . . • • 'I , ,.. \:'\ 
In MEL 
. ..,, . 




I · . 
.. 
. .. " 
I • 
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<', • • ,.t~- .. 
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- . • .. - d ·. 




























e • , . 
,While¥thetedis no number or person restriction in the. use of 
.. 
' I ; • • 
inuninik and narliminik there -~is .a difference in meanins.;1 namminik 
.. . : . 
"myself, yo.ursel~" etc. /lt.press~s first :and foremost the. reflexive 




Examples , _ 
(i) namminik _piutsajuk '"H~ like~ himse~f"; n~nik --piutsavtigut 
. ' 
"We. like-ourselves"; namminik ·· takuvutit _ "You see ·yo.ursel£"; kamatsianinama 
. . 
·n-irii~ kap~vuna "Be.~ause I am . ~areless I ~tab myself"~ ·~2) naminini~ 
' • a ' • ' 
taimaak uQalaukqutit "You yourself said ··so"; qainiakquvugut namminik 
"We wil1 come our~e,lves':; taikkua nanuninik pulaagiattunik takuvut , "They 
C.· 
. the~'selves .-saw the v:{,sitors"; namminik isumaqai::±una "hav:fcng thought 
' .· . \ 
about it myself" •• ~
I . ' . J ' 
imminik means "by oneself" or "of oneself" in the sense "without 
" 1: \:-- ·, ' 
any help from others, of one's oWh free will, of one's own accorp!'· •. 
, . 
q • ' . ' 0 . • • • 
This meaning' is ~elat~d to ~he b~sic m~an~ng ~£ the m~d. ~r .. ;: ~h~ 
• :::::::n:: :::::::.:-::~:k.:::1:~• usi of namminik to -~~~ze,t~e 
- ~ . • ' I -.L. . • \ , _. 
.-, 
Examples 
immlnik ikiniattuk !'It will light by itself"; imminik uk~flj~t 
"They close by th~selves:'; ~iga ·imminik Eisujuk "My own litt~~ 
o~e. _walks: by b~e"lf"; : suunujuuga.;,,' imminik Eiivaga··uBecause I am · , i• 
. 'stro~g) take it off by myself"; imminik isumattaa±una "having thought 
. o'abOUt ::tt myself (withOUt anybody putting the' thought in my head) II; 
c 
. . ' 





.... J C, 
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. -kkut which occurs . with :certain suffixes and . in the traditional via!"~ 
- .. 
·, . 
1 \. _.pl. ending -tigut. It -is not, however, used with the refle~ive 3. 
suffixes in the ~·dinary n~un inflection' in MEL, e.g. nunaimnikut 
' 
"through his land", ·«i,atanutimmikti~'through;his .cousins". EEL had both 
. - <-.. ·;t 
inunigut ··and immikut. immigut' ftreQn~ rrby ones·eii" 'in the sense "alone, 









imm:i.gut "We had ~ sledge just for us"; tujulaakqagit immigut ·.,I will 
send you something' sepa'r~tely'1 ; ,illugusiqalaukquvuguk immig'ut~ut~. "We 
l:WO had ·a room each" • • . 
. - ) . 
I . ~ 
4. Interrogative Pronouns 









· Rel. Abs. 
___, 
nallita . · · · nellivut 
"whif one · of 







"w:hich o-qe of you" · 
".which of' you" 
na~li(n)ata nelliat/ . 








.. : Ill I 
.... "which o'ne of them" 


















' j ( 
I ., 




naiiinita n~lf1t/ · . 
(nellingit) 
"which one of them" 
35 
. . ' 
nellita/ 
(nellingita) 
' :. The relationship here between the . pos~essive suffi~ and the· 
; 
stem is not so much a possessive relation as some k~nd o~ _ part~tive · 
,4' ' • 
. . . 
rela:~ion. The possessive suffixes express the 'group which the entity 
. . ~ ' . . . . 
~ ,:. I 
specified by the stem is part of. Therefore we prefer to ~se the 
• • : u 1 • ". -
terms referee rather than possessor ~nd 
. I 
. . • . 1 
.· · whe~ discussing the pronouns in nallik, 
. .... 
referent ,.rather .than posse~ sUm 
and also those in asik and .· · 
• . I 
-
, ..!.!..!!! _in the next subdivision of this ·chapter. The relationsh~p pre- · 
. . , . 
s~pposes a pl. referee in.the case of the -pronouns .- in nallik • 
. 
_· . T~e MEL · and EEL f~rm~ 1\~:· ~~ther. dif~er.ent .' at fir~t: .sight, . 
but· the difference .is !!lore orthographical than real~. Here we have an: 
,' ' 
;instance where a raised allop~o.ne of /a/ has· giv·e~ rise ~o its ·spelling 
. ' . . 
with ·e in EEL. This• allophonic spelling is found in many other words : 
in EEL, contiguously to palat~l sounds, ~.g. tmsseK (Bourquih)/tessek 
' 
· (Erdmarin) · "lake" (~L tasik), senniane ''by his side" fMEL' saniani); · · 
I ' , 
tellimat "five'~ (MEL ta·llimat) ~ The len~th of· "/1/ is more problematic. ·. 
• ' r.' 
. . 
_-To follow Bourquin's _own· orthographi~· rules one woul!l _ have __ to _interpret 
the /1/ shor.t,' ~for nowhere . is there ~ spelling with the' diacri~ic ~­
above e, which would make /1/ defin~tely 1ong. · Beside~ ~11 ~~~!--~- · 
- . . ' . f~ ~~, -~ . . . . 
• J ' ' "' 
entries of ·this,stem group are spelled· with a ~ingle 1, e.g. neliet ·and 
. . " ' 
• • • I • nelit. drt th~ . other hand we know that the use Of dia~ritics "W~S not. 
\· 
-~ 
... ~omplet~~y consistent. 
s~ems r~§n~r unlikely. 
.... .(! · . 
An unconditioned sound · ch~nge EEL/1/ > MEL/11/ 
, , I I n 1 ' 
' . 
Therefore it would appe·ar ·reasonable to . assume 
· .. 
. ; 

















' ' ' . ,. . 
- . 
' . 
\ . 'I 
!- -II '· 
, . I -
I i -
' l ' '> ' I '· 
Otherwise the MEL fo~s of _th~se _ pronouns follow directl:Y f~om, · 
their EEL ·f~rms, ~qect~d - b~ 1the. same ~_han~~s a~ _9r~lina~y nou.ns ~~th 
c~z:responding su(fi'5es. 
Schneider's Rule in the re~. case · forms nallita "which one/which of us" 
I 
I - ' (1. :> pl., referee). and nallisi "which c;me/which of you" (i. pl. referee). 
The ioc. of these two pronou~s ~ould b.e nallitinni (EEL nelliptingne) 
. . . . ~ . . 
. - . ~ " 
-"in which one of us/in which of ~s" and nallisinni '(E_!n. nellipsi ngne) 
i'in which one of you/in wh~ch ~f yo~". 
•' -
' l,. 
In nallia "wh~ph one of ~h~~· and rrallinit ·~which of th~" and . ; 
} ~~-~i~. other .. case · forms there_ ~s an additiond difference between MEL 
' · '. 
. . . 
and- .EEL: the marking of the number of the -referee. and referent is . 
--- 0 . . 
different. 
With -their 
We gi,;e below 'the complete pax;adiSms of nallia _and nallinf t 
l!:EL e~u~va~~nt.s ~~ _. show th~ -dtffe~en~e~· to de~,~f1~ The '· 
·d . 
shorter forms' with the intervocalic /n/ omitted are as common as the 
-.. I 
lon~e~ ·forms in~~~ ~he sg., but not as rea~ily used in ~he p~. 
. . ' ' 0 • - • • I ' '•,,~ ' I ~ 
In EEL . the shorter forms were perhaps m9J:"e. ·common altogether. 
• 0 • 
Abs. 
Rel. 
, . . 
.3~ pl. refe.ree 
_sg • . referent 
!"~ 
MEL ~ .. EEL 
'fJ 




. nalli{n)ata helliata .. 
( ~ _ .!.._. 
. 
Pl. ref erent · 








. . .. ~ .... 
Mod. .. nalli (n)'aniR 
' •. . . 
nEdlianriik 








nalli(T))anit nellianni t · nal).ininnit _, ne'll1nit 





·' ~ - .. , _ 
' ~ 
' . . ' 
- '~ 
· · 1 ·, 
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nallinik,kut · · ·nell1tigut 
. . . ~ 
.. --...... 
The /t/ at' the end . of the EEL nelliat marks the pl. referee'.'· 
..,. 
. . 
It is in evidence_ in all tn~ adve~ial case_~, too, e~ther assimilate~ 
.. . 
_to ·In/ ~r in the vial. · and aeq. pl. endings tigut and -titut. }IEL does 
not mark the number'1of the referee. There.fore we have nalli(n)a. To 
' 
make further co'ric,lusions we "would· need to have a paradigm with the 3~ 
sg. ~eferee, which of course ' is s~antically incompatible in this case. 
~ ··~ompe3;ring the above forms with · ~h'ose of nunana ~nd nu~anit (Cha,pter 
' 
I 
I, 2) we can sonclude that nallina · and nallinit· ~allow the. same pattern . 
' 
' • • I I • 
. . 
. of marking the number. of t~e _referee (possessor) and referent_(possessu~): 
·"' 
only the numb~r of ,the treferent is ma~ked in. MEL, and it is doubly 
. marked -in most . of the case forms. i:g. · sg. referent: nallinahir 
"from·· which one qf t"hem", pl. referent nallininnit "from which of them~', . . 
wh~r~ the .'s~ffix vowel is /i/ as op~osed · t~ /a/ in the sg. and the .pl • 
' . . . / 
·marker /t/ ·assimilated to /n( b·efore ·tl}e case ending -nit. ,. 
There are pot only morphological but· also semantic differences 
.between· MEL and EEL usage. 'Whereas nallia,, nallit)it and so on · now are 
. . . ' 
interrogative pronouns .first and foremost they had a generalizing' 
. ' 
meaning iJ· Bourquin's tim~· "whichevet one of themi•., "whicheve~ of themi'; 
• 
and by ~ deriV.a tiOn II any ODe Of them" II every . One Of them":• II all . Of them" o 
. ... 
Only s'ondarily "fere ·t~ey used as int~rrogativ~s. . Ip _fact, Erdma~n 
' does n give interrog~tive or these pronouns at all. I~ 
.. 
. . . 
eaning only when extended with a 
They can ~lso add an enclitic suff~ · 
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'nallih qaijuun? "Which · one of them is coming?"; nallianik ;.. 
. . 
... pigumaviin? "which one of .th~ ·,do you want?"; nallininnik p:f$umaviin? 
l ~ 
"Which of them do you want?"; nallitinnik. ilaqagumaviin? ' "Which_ one 
· of us/which 8'r us do you want to go with you?"; nallisinni 
. ·' ~ 
qaijuqagasuavaa? "Is/are any of yo-rt coming?" (lit • . "among wli~ch of 
i. 
you are there any intending · to Gome?"); nallian:it muutakaak 
1 
ti~l~tausimajuun? "From W'h~c~ one of t_?em was ~he car stolen?" 
With tuinnak'- . 
. . 
. ~al~l~n~innak- tigusigit_ "Take · any of t;h~11 ; n:llitu.innawt· ..~ - __ _ 
qaisuuk' "Any one of us c~n · come": ·· We can see fr~m .the~e examples 
'that -tuinnak can go before or after the s~ff;l.x. 
• , 
. With -luunniit/ ·.:..lluuniit -
\ • 
nallinilluuniit tikinnitut "None 'of them canie!~; nallialuunniit 
"f ~ 
' • 
tik.innituk "Not one of them ca~e"/~ . 
... . 
- I 
5. Indefinite Pronouns 
,) 
The ind~finite pronOUf~:S hav~ the stems .!ill and ~ as their 
base • .. The former means "another", but it is not used withoul: .. possessive --
suffixes. The latter ~an aiso be a~ · o'rdina'ry noun ~eah:i..ng "companion, 
I > ' • • 
' . . 
relative, member, part'', but even 'as a noun it is -normally used with 
possessive suffixes, The morph~logy\of'· the indefinit-e pronouns is 
exactly like that of an , ordi~ary noun with a pos~es~ive suffix a~tached. 
The pronouns in asik ca~ have th~whole range of paradigmati~ forms, 
• t 
' . i~ other . words . the ~-~feree can be any JlUJnber or person and the 
ref erentfal number can be sg. ·or pl. The ' pronouns in ilak _ are: more 
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I 
limited in number·since certain ~uf'fixes are' excluded for ~emantic 





Referee Referent· Abs. Rel. Abs. Rel. · .. ' · 
I ,, 
sg·. asig~ asimma_ assiga assima 
' . 
1. sg. "another than nie" 
pl. asikka 
/~ 
asinima assikka assima ,·,, 
• 
' 
'-'others than me" ' ' 
i. pi." sg./ asivut ·-- asitta ass.i'vut ·\ assipta 
I 
• I ~ .' 
'pl. ,. ~ 
I 
"another/others than us" I 
' / .. . .. 
sg. asiit .asippit as sit assivit 
. ' . 
2. sg. "another than \.you" 
pl. 
I 
asitit asippit assitit assivit 
. . I· 
"others than. you" 
.r··" ·· ..... : .. ·-:·~ .;; --· ............ ,_:.z.· pl. sg./ asis;i' asitsi assise assipse , 
~ !if 
'(t I 
_pl. "another/others than you'' 
--., 
.. 
as'sia I ...  \ sg • asi(n),a asi(n)ata assiata 
. '· 




~1. -asinit 1 asinita assingit assingita 
... 
"others than .he" •• 
l . .. . ·~ 
assi (n'g}a~- ·-·--- --.--· -' sg. asi(n)a. · asi(n)ata ·- as~i(ng)at 
,; . 
. 3. pl. "another than they" ·· 
I 
pl. asinit asinita assingit assingita · 
.. . : ., . . ' ~ : . "others than they" · . 

















'._., ' ~ . 1~ pl. 
_sg_.-/ 
:pt.'. 
ilayut ilatta · , . illavut 





sg./ ilasi · . ilatsi illase illapse 
"one/som~ of you11 
3. ' ~g. ' ·ilana 
:. .· 
ilana~a· illanga illangata 1!!8· 
"some of it" 
3. pl. . pl. . ilanit ilanita illangit illangita 
' . 
"some of ~~ 
' . 
' 
Beca~se of semantic . ~estricti~ns . ilak.derivatives . are not 
~ . 
formed with the 1. and 2. sg. ~uffixes, and even ila'la,. with: the 3. sg. 
s~ffix, c-an only refer to ·a thing, not to a· person.' Theoreti.cally · 
' ·I 




. m~an~ng·. · The' numeral atautsik "one" is resorted_ to -to express that, 
,_. I .. 
e.g. allanit atautsimik _pigumavu.na "I want one of the book~".. In EEL 
illangat was used in the sens'e "one of them_"~ : Only the pro'nouq.s '!ith 
the L and 2. pl. suffixes, ila}[Ut And ilasi ·hav_e both , sg~ · and _pl.' .' 
re~erential me~ning ,_ -~xa~t~y like nouns with ·l,. and 2 ~ pl. p~~sest~_:i.ve_ 
-~~ · :suffixes: nunavut "_oti~ land/lands", · ri,unasi 11your . land/land!!!". . To 
overcome the ambiguity in. the.number of these two pronouns EEL· used, 
\.'. opt~onally, the follow_!ng paraphrases: · illapta 'illangat "on~ of ~s", _ . 
. . 
· illapta illangit "some· of us", illapse illangat "one of you", illapse 
illangi_~ "some of YO!-!". Their modern equivalents would be ilatta 
ilana and ilatta ilanit, ilatsi !lana a~d · ilatst ilanit, b~t · they are 
. . . . 
· felt to be unnece_ssai-y ~ircum~ocutions • . It· is questionable whether· · 
'-· 
~ .· ~ " 
. . . . .f> ' . . 
they can be . regarded as pronominal: expressions becau~_e . the basic _meaning_· 
. ., . . . ~ . . 
of ilak' asserts itsel~, e.g. ilatta ilana' ... a companion .of our companions", 
. . ·















ilatta. ilanit "companions of our co~panions". , 
. As the · ~1. case forms asimma and asippit prove the stem for, 
" 
these and related pronouns has to be construed in. MEL as~ with th~ 
' . ~ final /k/. The inflection of ~ with the 1. sg. st,1ffixes generally · · 
I o 
. ' ' 
follows the innovative· pattern· in the adverbia( cas~s, e.g. lac. 
· ~sigani 'in somebody . el.se but me",- term. asiganut '~fr~m somebody else 
but me", b~t forms based on .the traditiopal inflection also occur. 
~ccording to that the two preceding forms ~auld be asinni (EEL ~ssimne) 
-
flUd · asinnut (EEL . assimnut). · However, asinni and asinnut·· are, now 
regarded. primarily 'as forms of asii.t '"another than you", .'correspond_ing 
/ . 
to ~EL assingne ~nd assingnut. 
.·' 
, ' . 
asiit '"another than you", asitit "othets than you" and ::b.l.asi 
. . .... \ 
!'one/some of you" will serve as . e~ples .:of indefinite pronoun 
inflection in MEL. 
: In ge~~ra~, . in'definite pron~uns exhibit the .same ~orphological {\ 
changes as ot~eF pronouns ·with possessive suffixes, and indeed the same 
' 
as nouns with possesive suffixes. Retrogres~ive asstm;lation arid 
.· 
tr , 
. . - ·/ 
. , 

















Schneider'b .. Rule are ag~irl the factors which are behind most changes • 
·changes of other type are the-replacement of -~by -~t as an abs. 
{ ' \ . 
ending in asiit ·"another than you" (EEL assit), '-pit as the rel. ending· · 
- ' . 
in asippit "~o~body else's (than yours)/some. other peopl~.',_s(than yours)" . 
(EEL assiv.i.t) • and a . change ·· concerning the marking of number of the 
• . . I 
referee and referent in.the pronouns with the 3. perpnn suffixes. · 
' ; 
Here we make the same observations ~s about-nallia and nallinit (~!,4) , , 
• 0 1 
namely that _ the ·plurality o~ the ref~ree noes not ahow in the torm.~only 
• ,: I 
that of · the referent. 
I 




Th~ mod. case 1of the six i~d-efi~ite ~r~~ouns., wi~\) 
witl illustrate ~he point.. · - · 
.. 
. 




. I . asinanik "another than them" --- . ' 
asininnik "others than them" 
.. 
ilaninnik "some of them" 
. - ' 
· A ·reflexive 3. person referee is ' also possible among the 
... 
indefinite pro'nouns, . but as has been .. said before, apart from kisimi, 
kisimik, iluunnani . and· iluunnatik·. the reflexive 3. person endi-q.gs · ' 
occur ~nly in the adverbial c;~se~·· We have · attested tlie mod. folllls 
asimminik ·"another than he h~self", it could , also mean "others · th~n 
. he himself/somebody, else but- t:hey themselves/_others than· they thems elves", 
I 
and ilamminik "some of them the~selves~' ~ theoretically also "some of· it . 
1 itself". .. 
... 
. . ~xamples 
a sigausimajuk "~t . was somebody else. ·but mei•; asigan"ut 
' 



















. il:luk, taanna asippi't Eina "That house ~elongs to some_body ·eise but you"; 
' 
tusasimavugut asitsinut "We hearp it' from some other. people thaq y~u"; 
. .. 
~ .titfgutik ?iurtnituk, as'ianik;.pitaaligit "This pen , i'no good, · get 
'another one"; inutsia~ asimminik nalligusujut "Good people love t~eir. 
. . - ' 
neighbours" '(lit. ''their others")'; allaria asinit aniqqamiijut "His other 
. ' ~ _/ 
booits are at h~me"; allana ilanit 'ani.qqamiijut "His• other books are a-t. 
. I . 
. . 
The dif1erence between, the 
' ., 
holl)e"; or "SoJ:Ue of his books are._ at home". 
_last two sentences in Eskimo is that the first one implies that there . 
. . 
are two seta of. books; one _of which is here·and the other one -at home 
. - . . 




~iaQ~ujaup ilananik pigumaviin? . . "Do you·want some of.·the bread?";· 
(, ., . ·-
· ilasi qauj im'avusi "Some, of you know"; ilamma ilanita natsaniakqaa , 
"Some . of · my relatives will .take him along"; qupannuait ilanit 
' 
nasauligaanuvut "Some of the birds were geese~'; pij'aagit:l:tit:ik 
ilamminik tigusijautit~ijut "They allowed some of themselves . t 
caught" • . 'I .. I 
. . . ~ 
flanani; the ~oc. case of ilana; has acQui~ed -a ~pecial 
"sometimes, no? and then",, E.g. ilanani kitsagattavuna ilSometimes I 
1 . am troubled". E~rlier · the contracted form illAne was m;ed~ but t;he 
I . I 
full: f_orm is pr~ferred in MEL. 
. --· 
... 
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~OTES TO CHAPTER II . 
. . .. 
' .. 
lweste-c;n Eskimo .has a personal pr_onoun also for ·the 3~ person ~ 
-~ ~ 
In one dialect it is ~e/~kln~/~:ft . (Barnum 1901:' 68-69) ·, in another 
itl~/itlkuk/ ltlait. (Hinz 1944: 31~32). 
' 
2In MEL questions, -~he utterance final· syllable . .is lengthened 
and fin:al .stops are convert'ed to corresponding nasals. 
.. . 
/ 'f 
, , ' I 
· oppose,d· to the "e.igentlicije·" uvanga ~nd ivdlit, but in "uneigentliche 




· . personwHrter" he also included what we have termed reflexive and 
. . · 
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1. · General 
·.i 
., 
• •• :-- .. • t 
As p~onouns demonstratives are a very ,prolific· claf?S o.f worda·, 
' I • ' > ..... • • - - • I_. 
1~ Es+o iangua~~·. · In ,an ,article C?nc~r~i~g · E~kim~-Al~ut' rel0tfo~c~··_ 
\ I · . · " .· o • • ~ ~hip Bergsland has· listed soitle · 25 demonstrat'ive .stems which th~se . 
" . -
·languages share ! (Bergsland 1951: 173- 175) .' Though:''ho Eskimo dialect 
I I 
. \ 
. . I . ' " • • 
uses all_ \Of them it is - stil~ indicative of their g_reat htimb.er. Western 
Eskimo is\ richer .in 
., \. . 
153). · Kle'ins·chmidt \ ' . 
-~-1851: 21). \- . . 
' I • 
~L\ has 
....... . : \ -
\ ~·"here" :': '~ 
' 
aemonstratives than Eastern Eskimo (~ergsland 1956: 
I ' 





I 1 • :• ':. ' ' ' 







~ . . 
"t't\ere", im ~'there (o_ut of ·~:i..gnt) "-~ ~ " th_ere .in -:the . 
,... . . . ' . .. . 
·north" ~k _rrther~ :i~ t .he south" ·pak "up thete" uk .- '!down there" lk · 
' - \ : ' . , .- . . . , . -
···. "over · thete", \ Ilik ·~p the~e", karf"d~wn ~he~e·~> · (Th~ : e~aci:-;sMges .. of 
. . . \ . . . . 
;/ th~·se are disct ssed- 'later)". · .This.~is .four ~es~-~ th~·n Bourquin "mentions. 
I . .• . . . 


















. -, .. 
\ ·. 
... · ..
• ,, - • \ • • • - • 0 • Q • • -
The four not rec~gnized . by . our informants are ing "there (i~ the 'north)", 
• • \ ,· ' • . I , · "' ~ . ' I I . • (~ • ' .. o • 
~ .. t. 
.. 
.. i· 
~ .tam "th'ere insiq~", Ka '~th'ere o.~.tside" ·and kig "there ouqdde".· The· 
- \ ' . ' . . 
noti~J1s of th'e l~'st three ar-e Jexpressed. in ·MEL bt intransitive· par-
tic~ples, e1.g. i~~aniittuk "th~ on~ insid~" ~r illum:iittuk 11 th((cine ·~ 
1. . • ) . . ' • - . , 
. , . ' . ~ i~doors'' .. (l:i. t. "tH~ one i'n tqe ho_use") , silamiit tuk "the one outside". 
~ .. Go • 
• : L I 
I ' 
- ing "there (in the \ north)." may 'have merge~ with other. ~ demonstrative 
' I I 
'. . / • I \ ' · •. 
!• · ~,. ste¥, semantica lly. w~th a.v and morphol_ogicaliy with i k . . 
... \ ' . . 
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' . 
. . . 
. , ' 
The demonstrative stems .:form the base for three ~~·~s of words. , . . 
' . 
1: Uninflected ~ords composed ·~f the "'ste~ plus I a/., 'These· words·. 
• . , I , ! . • ·, •' . 
ha~e ari .exclami;ttO:t'Y, f,orce, , atfd therefore w~ll be cail,ed. demonstra'tive 
•· 
.. 
~exclamations. · , ' '. .o 
. . 
2. Ao '.Set whose members are ·cOni'p.osed ·of ·the ·stern plu·s one of; t.h. e 
. .....------ . ; 
. I . I 
f~ur focal case enqings., ·They .have an adverbial meaning·;· ··-We- shaJl! 
. . . • t •J 
. . . 
call. these demonstrative adverbs. 
3~ Words wi'th ~~mplete number 
'':I• 0 0. ' 
' 0 f' • ' • ' 1('1 ' • I 
cons\sts of_the s~em plus-~, t~e·ab~~ p~. 
. ,. • (I 
of the ··.;>t~ . ptu~ ~kua. 
. . 
These words are,· demonstrative pronouns':;. 
.. "'\ . ,; 
: ·. W~·th th~-<'exception of ~agv ·au the d~monstr~t·i~~ stems~ and 
fl •, I 
I 7 ~;-, 0 ' 0 ' 0 CJ 
exc)amatiof\s mo.stly occur wi't!h the 'prefix ta(k). . ,· 
. ' . ' 
.- . ' . 
The Table ~~.~~ge . 47~ives a survey of all three sets of 
demonstratives· in M~L and EEL. 0 ° Column 1· cqnta~ps ,.the stems and thei'r 
· ... 
y 




Q • .~ · . 
·.: are 'hot• incl~ded in . the table e'x~~pt ·iri 'Column 2 because most bf the 






'dernonstrat"i~~ E!xclamatiOl\6 only_ ·occu.r in this form. The :t)asic meaning, • 
. , . . " ~ 
also given in column 1;· does riot, of-'cqurse, -apply as a translation of 
. . \ , 
' . . . · .. : ./ ' 
all: three sets of words (i.e. excla111at.ione , . adyerbs .~n~ 
, . , \; 
' · 
Column. 3 gives demonstrative a~ve~bs in the lo~. case • 
pro~ouns)' , 
- Column 4 ·gives 
abs. sg.~ co1ump~_ abs~ pl. (also ~e1. pl.) of the dem~nstr~ve 
~ - · 
. p~_onouns. The "?-uD.lbe-ring \of the stems has no material signifi'cance. ' 
. .... 




. .. ~ . 
' . ( 
. 




• '1 I 
,, 
; 
. . · 
. 9' 
' v . 
-,, 
·.· 
'· • 0 , t. ' 





· (1) ~~~ "here" o tamatja 
(2) ~/u 
"here" 


















mane . . manna 
ovane una 
tagvane -· .. 
( 4) im "there out;· 
' {ima _(taim_a:(\nat) · imane iml.a 
' of sight" Q 
(5) av "there· in 
the. north" 
(6)' ~k/a "there in 
the s~uth~ 
(7) pak/~ "up 
there" 
(8) ukfun "dowii 
· tbere" 
qlima -
ta:va a van:!. 
akka(?) - . fa~_a(?) aa~i 
·• " ltaga 
; ' ' . ~ 
-- takpaga paani 
' ' . 
-- ,. ' .. ~· ~ 
taungna ·unani 
- taika ik~mi ~ 
. ..... 




(11) . kan "down 
there" 
tap pika takpika pikani 
... ~ ·:~ ':,. 
takanna kanani 
-avane avanna --
ane . anna 
panna ... 
. ! 
unane .. ·unna 
ikane ikinna 
· • p.ilcane pinna 
kanane kanna 























-- -... ,. 
ipkoa · 








ikingna ikikkua· ~- ikikkoa 
. 
pingna . pl.~kua pikko~ 
- -· 
- - l 
kanna kak.kua kakk~ -
i ' 
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A.· General ,, \ 
I 
1. .. Demonstratiye exclamations are · apparently not formed ·of _al~ 
. . 
stems' any more · in MEL. 
1 
2. There are. other gaps ·: in the Tabl~ (fhan tho~e . in co·lumn .r2. t,agv· 
. . 
does not f9~ qemons~r~tive pronouns · (3). ·of im th~re is ."only 
a remnant of a demp~strative adyerb- in the abl. form. taimannat" 
. ' . "s.inc~~that time". EEL had imani "recently (4)"·. . 
. i 
3 • . ~~he anaphoric prefix_ has the ,~or~ tak ~)e~pre th~ stems pak _(7) 
. ~nd pik · (10), and perhaps it is also 'part of the stem tagv (3) . 
With all other stems it is ta. 
1! . -
' 4. For several of the demonstratives two' stem alternants have to 
r ·, 
.. ·· be ·postulated in order to account for the variol,l.'s forms. 
·' . 
' . 
l . •. . . . . r '( . 
m'a~mi and makua are based on the'_ alternant ~' tama.tja and 
• • 4 
manna "or ·mat (1). paani is derived from~' but panna. and 
pakkua· from pak (7). · 
I .;>-
E.g; 
·. ,· ~· . Assim~iation plays a role in shaping the forms of the d~mon-
I • , • ' ' • ' 
stratives in both EEL and MEL. ' As examples we may- mention 
-& . . ' 
mat+na > manna (1), .!.!!!fna > inna (4), pik+na > pinna, > plnna 
.. 
, (10) , _ im+kua > ipkua > ikkua (4) _~ ' . 
6. . , . ' , ' I , . . : . The alternatioljl panna - -·tappana "that. ope . up there"· and 
pinna 
. " -
tappina "ti:tat one up theti~" ate instances of the 




. ' E.~~ the~ph.eme ·string · tak~pak~na :. 
reduces to tappan~. · · 





































, .. . 
B. Stem Specific 
-~ 
Stems (2), (3). In th_e Table we have fc;~ilowed the traditional 
I 
(. . .. 
, listing of the demonstrative ste~ by Kleinschmidt, Bourquin -and otherfft· ·. · 
i 
I 
but stems (2) and (3) should perhaps be· regarded' as alternants of' one 
. . , . .. 
·basfc -~-;.;.---What was said a6ove in ~.,.ii supports! this view. ' The ' 
~:f,screpancy in meani,ng is only app~rent ~ ca~sed by -~he p~efix. tak. 
. ' 1 ... 
Moreover, their de.fe'ctive paradi&m9 ~complement each ! other. As was 
pointed . out earlier ·the tagv stem. lacks pron.oun forms·. . Li,keW'ise tl:tere 
' ' . t • ' is no ta ·form for the demonstrative adverbs uvani "here"; uvannat · 
_"from here" · and · so ·on. The pronQun forms are ~ "this", ukua "these"; 
. ' , , 0 • I 
taanna "that" and taakkua ~'those". These must be derived from different 
; t t 
-stem :lternants: una, ukua from u and taanna, taakkua from ' uv. 
-- --- · ..,.. 
The · 
de~i~atio~· of . :h~ first _ t~o fo~is obvi~~s •. The steps- of the l~~ter 
derivations can be· reconstructe~ as ta+uv+Oa > taavna > EEL tgmna > 
- . 
MEL- taimn.'a ~d ta+uv+kua > taavkua > E~L tapkua > MEL taakkua . 
. . . 
Assimilation of the vowels,_ I a/ and /u,l i? ~ique to this p~onoun amongst 
the demonstratives, ~nd, probabl~ triggered off by the labial /v/ in the • 
- ( -. ' . • . . . • .· r' • . . 
s~em.-_ A:s-~milatioll bf /af· ~nd /u~ .is .ajso to be. obser¥d · i~ #~he , . ~ · · 
exclallla:to:ry · taava (E~L tava)'~ The EEL form ubya is· anither forJII 
derived ·frOllMlv. . ' Its modern~eHuivalent occurs only in the· ~omb~nation 
.. , 
. . ' 
.. , 
. . . ,. . . . 
uvvalu·, where -lu is an encliti_c suffix meaning .11and1'. The mean~ng - of 
u~aiu is ·"or"; ~hich has no obvious ·connection with the original 
.. 
meaning' of the parts. 
j . • 
0 ·-
. , . . 
.> stems (5), (9). The demonstrative s_tems are . all mo'nosyllabic 
. i 
· ,' t 
. i . 
r:esl;llting g_enerally in a }isy~~ab~.c pr.o_no~n (abs. sg. ) _. : Ho~ever ,, two 
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pron6uns, avanna "that one in the north" and ikinna "that one over.. 
'! • ... 
·. 
·.·there" .hav~ an extra syllable~ which has come about through re-
dup~ici:ition. in EEL ikingna -~rid ikikkoa were ~edupli_cated. ~­
(avna) and' apkoa were non-reduplicated format'iqns of av, but· their ta . 
. • , . . . - ' -
forms did show reduplication: t~vamna (MEL taavan~a~ and tavapkoa 
. ~-" . 
(MEL taavakk;uaJ •; (One ,of our informants used even.. pikinna on an 
' \ 
occ~'sio~ ·though he normally· ·'said pinna). · 
. 
"I 
. The lost s~em ing was. ~erhaps anoth'er variant . of ik . . Thf 
derivative; of ing in EEL were ~nga~e, ~ngna a~d the little used "pl. I 
.-
ill.2.5!.· The basic meaning of b~h- 'ing !l_nd 'ik was · ~uite get_lerally "the·r~~" _ 
·(Bourquin 1891: 89), b~t seco~?arily ~hey. could m-ean "there - ~n the · · · I 
norflh•: and "there .in the sou~h'' respe~tively. , The lat~r l"eanings ~er .. . . 
' f • • 
claimed to be ~pplicable only ·at relatively. short distances -while~ 
.  
and ak derivatives for "there in the· north" ··and "there in the south" 
- ! . 
. ~ . ;:.· .. r-r ~ 
could be used wi~hout any restrictiop. -
,, 
MEL ·ikarii _and related words 
/',...... . 
have certainly lo.st. any reference they m~y have had to any<~pecific 
. . . ' ' . . . ~ 
\ . 
• 4 • 
point of compass·. Th~ . same could have .happened t .o ing derivatives, 
. . . 
" I )., ' ::> ... 
paving way to the merger. of the stems ing and ik ln MEL • 1 . · -
,• Stem (6)~ The ta form Of aani II there 'in th~ SOUth'' iS . taagani t 
. ~-r'-
I • • 
that "of ·anna "the. o~e in th~ s-o~'th" is taaganna. In both· of . them the· · 
/k/ of the StEm~ ak has become voiced and merged. with the velar 
' . 
· · fricative betweet:t two -~"' s. In addition taaSanna .shows reduplicat~ori: 
~ak-ak-~ > E!_-,!!&-'an-.!!,! :> taaganna. 
. ' 

























, :::> 2. Demonstrative Exclamations 
.As mentioned already demonstrative exclamations are uninflected 
.. 
particles consisting of the demonstrat.ive steni plus the ending /ai. 
There is only one form which shows irregularity in adding the /a/: 
• ' 0 • • 
tamatja· '"look, these here". The /j I probably reflects 
older ·stem 'alternant. ta~tja has ~~ ~rchaic so~nd .to 
indeed·, have ·some'; of the 'other forms · of the same stem. 
yet another, 
it in MEL as, - . 
I. 
It .appears that 
only the .d~~o~s~rative adverbs .~aani, maann~t, mauna and mauna and the 
-. •• 1!1, 
I ' • 
·abs. sg. manna are in ·common use. 
' • I " 
'/gg/ in ragga ~s most likely to.be an assimilat~on of -zy- in 
, . .... . - -- . . 
the stem tagv. ta·gga . is often pro~oun~ed .[ taxxa] or even [ taxxa]. 
.. . . ' 
I· 
Demonstrative e~ciamations have meanings such as. "here (it is)", · 
"see· up there", "over there" etc. · ~ccording to the>asi.c notion ~f the . 
stem. Some of them have acquired speciaf id:J.omatic usages, more or 
~~ss remov:ed -. fr:o~ the original: meaning. uvvalu !'or" has been mentioned 
0 
·already (III, 1). Oth~s YL.ll ~e t'llu~tr~l:ed by the exalt!ples ·be.low • 
. I · ; . I . · . . 
The inclusion -'of the lirord akka in the demonstrative exclamations 
· - I 
is somewhat doubtful. Formally it could be, derived from ·the stem.ak 
. "there in the south", ·but . notfonally there is no connection, for akka· . 
is an e~pres~ion used ·when givi~g something "her~ you a~e" ,'. i'pl~ase 
• ' ' r • . . 
. . 
Like tamatja akka is ' also archaic in~EL. · 
I 
Examples With Original ·Meaning.· · 
Taami "Here's Tom!'!; tagga pigumaja.ga "There . it is what tagga 
~ 
........ "- ~ . 
I want!"; taika ·napaattuaaluit 
,. 
~ e 
• ' I ' ' 
"Lo9k oyer the~e, big .trees!"; tapp~.k~r 
kitjaudik "~p - there ,they at:e, scissor s!"; ' taina.tja pigumajakka "There ' 
• 
; ·, 
" ~, I J 
. • · 
.,. .' 














































they are,·•al~ the .things t~at I want!".' tamatja- in ME~; as far as it 
is used;~pre~up~oseJ ~lurality of the object ref~~red t~. So did 
·· tamadja' in EEL, but only notiona~ plurality, not formal, e.g. EEL 
.• 
tamadja ··p.!Jomajara "There .it is - ~111 I ' w~nt". 
Examples With Derived Meaning. · 0 
· taima "That's enough"./"That's all"; taavali (taava +enclitic· 
( • I • 
-li "but") ·"That's it" ,f"I · giv~ . in" ./"No more". (Used in a mood 'of 
. - . . . 
~ . ' 
res.ignation in an adverse situation). taava qiatualimmimat anigiigivuk 
rrThere now; as soon as it starts cry:i.ng out he go~s again"; tagga 
"There now" ./"I told . you ~o" .; · tagga ajagannit siqtimivuk "Look .now, when 
.. I 
you pushed it off it broke".-
,. 
. 3. Demonstrative Adverbs 
·These. wor!ls are· only inflec'ted in the four local cases with no .. 
I. 
number inflection. · They have spe~ial endings which c~rrespond in 
·: .. 
,. 
·lJ!eaning to· the ordinacy : noun case ~ndings ." They are adde~ direct~~ 
•to the stem • 
.._. 
.· . 
Noun \ . Demonstrative Adverb 
Loc. ·- -mi ...:ani 
~- . 
Abl. c_ : 
. 
-mit -artrtat 
Term. -triut -urta 
... 





' . ~ . . . 
··' I 































L~c. tavvarii tagvane (in) there' 
Abl. ta\rvannat tagvangat from there 
Term. "' tavvuna. tagvunga (to) · the~e 
' r 
I . 




Abl. .· maannat· 
.. 
Term. ' mauna. 
Vial. mauna 
Loc.-- -
. ~ . ikani 
. I ' . 




Loc. , . ' · avani ·. 'avane. in ·the north · ~ 
. ~ . 
. ' 




avunga Term. (to) there in the-north' , 
·, . . · .viaL · · . \ . . avuuna .av:Ona through there in the · 
north 
• 1 ~.i ~" 
. f . . 
~he 'formation .and inflection of the demonstrative adverbs is very 
. .,. '• . ~ . '·. 
· regular. · 'tavvani•and related .farms have asl?imilated 'the EE~ ,consonant 
. ,. . \ .. .-... 
• I 
cluster -lr:.-· Pho~etically . the H:mgth.enetl conson1;1nt .has become devoiced 
, .. 
. 9 
.. . . ~ ,. 
'·• 
., 









. :.. . . 
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·. in ~ ·so. th~t~ tavvani f~r instance is pronounced [taffi:mi]. ·Th.ere ·is ·. 
one inconsistency in the pr~ceding parad:i"gms, the vial. form mi..una, 
wher·e. the /u/ is._short. ·That must be. d.ue· to· 'the. fact that it is 
. . 
. preceded by: . a vowel. The only other stems where thd same conditions 
· apply are · pa .(k) a~d a(k). Their loc. , forms are· paani and aani ~ vial. 




maannat · aullalaakqugut "We shall go away from here"; maani 
illug'avuk unuttunik ·qikittami ''There are .many houses here on t.l:ie 




"Are you going to·:t.he ·south in .summer?"; taikuuna 'p:i.sulauttut . •r~ey .· 
· ' 
walked t~rough tJt~re"; it~ivik ga:i.lauguk paannat "Hand me the box from 
. . ' 
up there''; , ta\rvanit~anak "'Don1 t · be there" • 
. .. 
It was pointed out ea:rlier that the stem i.m "there out of 
' .· .. . "' · ~ . 
sight" does not fQrm regular demonstrative adverbs any more in MEL; 
. .. 
• ,.· • . • • . I • 
The abl. form taimannat still exists in the temporal meaning ."from 
• • • •. • :1) 
' . 
·that time· on", e.g. taimannat in~ulhquganu ,avannat nuulautsimannii::uk · 
. . . 
"from the time ~e was born . he ha~ not moved away from the no~.th": An 
r 
add:t,tion of t-he nominal abl. e!lding · -n:Lt . makes the time .r~ferred to 
-: even more r~mqved, e.g. taiina~naitit avanimiuk "a northerner from time 




4. -Demonstrative Pronouns .,. 
'I 
Demonstrativ:e pronouns have all the. paradigmatic. forms of an 
ordinary unpos sessed noun, but the ir .case endings are d i fferent from . 
~- < 
.· 
. thbse of .a ,noun. 
.· ' 
.· I : 
· ~ 
.-... - ~ 
' . ' J, 
. ... ~ ' ~,. ~· . I • • . 
.. 








....... ,. ' 
.-, s.s 
v 
Noun Demonstrative- Pro'noun 
' · 
. I 
Sg. . Pl. Sg. Pl. 
v·· 
\ 
Abs~ -k -e -na -kua 
Rel. -:-up -t -l)la '"'"kua 
Mod: -niikl. -nik -min a -(ku)nina 
\ Loc. -mi -ma,ni I .- ~ku)nani. -ni 
.' . 
. . 
'I Abl. - "init i -mannat - (ku)nannat -nit 
Term.- -mut ~ -=nut -muna - (ku)nuna 
Vi,al. · -kkut -kkut/ . -muuna -_(ku)tiguuna 
'(); -:-tigut 
Aeq. -ttit ~tut/ -tunak. - (ku)titunak 
·- .-
../' ' ' 
. :-titut 
"' I 
An o.rdinary noun does not have a special case marker ·in abs. I 
. I 
. 
The number marker /k/ in the sg. and __ It/ in the pl·. serve·. as such. 
· 1-tl 'ma'rks also the rel. pl. 
' 
The abs. sg. of a· demonstrative_ ptol\oun 
\ 
The -ku- element is perhaps_ r~lated ~ - ~..., encfs in -_!!!, the abs. pl. in -kua. 
to the affix -kut i'the family, company of".; and • thus i~ the_'.number, 
. . -- . ' 
: '- mcirke~~he-p-1...,--!J.!be..--/a~ . .following it is ·the case ~arker 'prope~, • I 
• I 
wnich falls off before other case endings. Both c?;rdinary nouns and -
' , I 
• . . • ' I 
·. - · . ·. ' -· ' - demonstratives- have syncretized t;he abs. and rel. pl. ·, Dependence 
'> • I 
' I 
marker /p/ manifests itseJf . as /m/ in th~- sg., /n/ in the pl. in both 
. ' 
nominal- .and 'demonltrative. inflection in .most of the adverbial ca~es' ' 
. II 
J ' and even · in tll_e rel. sg. of the demonst:ative inflectio~ • . : . I • • • <I •• 
. . . 
, .. Ap&rt from. the different endings t her e lS another differen~e. 
. ' . ... ' .. 
. -
bet ween n pminal and -qemonstrative p~t;'adigms. While nouns . have only · 
"'· ' 
I , 
f. .. . 
. ' . I • 
. ' . . ~ . : · ·· 





one' ste:Jn form to which the ,endings are .attached demonstratives · have . 
. on~ stem for t'f\e abs. sg.· and the wh~le pl. pa~igm, ·and another~ 






I ,, • 
morphophonemica~ly _modified stem for t~e rest of" the sg. -forms. we•· 
call . ~}e lat'ter a _r..:;.e_l.;...a..;;;,t,;.;;;,iv,;.,.e~ stem. 
i ts~El. ipso) • 




im+na > . inna r-" 
Abs. pl. im+kua > ikkua 
Loc. sg. itsu+mani > itsUJnani 
, 'rhe demonstratives can be Mvided in~o three group/according~ 
to the t:ype . of ·relative stem they have .. We shall illustrate the 
' I 
·f. • 
relative. ·stem with the rel. sg. form, with· the . ending hyphenated, in 
I ' > Q 
·the list beio~. • 
MEL 
' · . Abs~ sg. Ret'. sg. 
















unna utsu-ma r. 


















































In one case the ta form belongs to . a different relative. stem 
- . . 
g.roup· than the 'simple form. That is ta:anna (t.a-uv-na), ·which belangs 
' . 
.. 
to. the third . grqup, with the rel. sg.- ·taatsuma. kanna has a relative 
',1 
stem according to group 3 in MEL: · katsuma, whereas in EEL it belonged~· 
· to group 2 like ~· 
Example Paradigms of the Three 
- . r 
j 
I St!.em Types. 
...........--- -:- · ~ -· -·---~--· . 
. ;..~ 
/~ . 






Rel. . itsuma 
~-;;. 
ikkua 
Mod. .itsumina ~ ikkunina 





















. . . 








. Vial. ·· itsumu~na ikkut uun~ ipsomfina • - · · . ipkutigfina 
'":i.t.sumuna :. , _· ikk~na . .
Aeq: . · itsumatuV)._kk~titut ·-· ipsdtunaK ·ip~utitunaK • I 




. trad:i:.ti~nal inflec~ive pattern. Tbe differ;ences caused by assi)ilation 
.. concein _ojrY the stem'"~· ·e.-g" EEL imna > ~EL inita ·"that -One • (o~ o{ . · 
sight)", EEL ipsoinane > MEL , ~tsuma~i "in ~~at. ?~", . EEL ipkua > MEL 
' tikkua "those". 4 · · · 
The final /K/ has become /k/ in· those aeq. ending~ which still 
. I ' • 
retain the. traditi~n~l ending, e.g. uutunak "lik~ thls . on~" (EEL otuna~) ~ 
\ , . 
~ and inna have 'lost the older form in aeq. Th~ir- · innovative forms 
in the sg. are matumatut "like this~' and its.umatut "like that". The pl~· 
,. 
forms-ar~ only -shortened versioris r o.f the traditional form. 
. Even ;Ln :other -cases there are a great maQ.y :!nnova.tive forms as 
. . . ; ~ 
I ' ' ~ ' 
. alternant~: for th_e: tradit_i~nal for~ • . ·We pave not · incl.~d~~ them in • 
the above' paradtgms because it has' beeri impo.ss:i.ble .for u·/to determine 
. . . . ' ~ 
their status in tje. lan~uage·. We :will simply-list. the o~es at~est~~ · 
. - . . ·.'r . . (The traditional "form. in brackets). 
. . - \, . -
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" ' 
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• • 0 Q ol 
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-· : .\ 
. ' : 
I 
·· . . · .Relative . 
' \ 
· (uuma) unattp, uumaup 
f1 .... & I .~~ \ • I 
,. 
. : . \ ~ -
• , e •• (matuma) rnilnnaup 
' ·. : - . . ' : ~.: \ 
(i tsumir i~naup 
0 ~ . ' 
(avats~m~) a~annaup 












\ ~ . . •. .., ' . . 




Q. : • . 
. . . ... .. . (patsuma) pannaup / · 
(utsuma) un'iiaup . 
(iki tsuma) ikianaup . · 
(pi~~ma) pinn1_1~~ · 
• .. ' . I . (katsuma)· karinaup 







in the rel. ~sg. , s: the. -fo~at1on 
. '' . . \ I 
of.wh~_ch -~s abs; . ~~J._ plu"s norilinal.rel." ending -~~ except -'uumaup, _whlch . 
• ~I I 
is b double· r7lativ~~- I 
. , . . I . 
. . . .. "·· 
\ • I < 
' ' 
(~:::::~\ man~~ik: -
,. { (~kt~~i~a) \makuanik -
Pl. . . (ik'ku~i.na:) \~k~~n~k 






. . ' 
• ' I ' \ • • 
TJ( The sallie·. s;ste~ ~f ·for~idg 
" . I 
' ' •,. 
._ +' t , ~I 
. ·in .the rel.· case.: ~bs: . s~. ot...:pl. 
\·. . -n.ik.' · I. i. .. 
' 
· ·. Vdal:ls \ · 
;>' I . \1 
"" {.t • \ 
>;; • .. (ukutiguuna) uk~tigut i 
- , ,.. . 
.. . 
., , . . 
.,.· 
.; (inakut{guun_a) makutig!Jt . \-' . ~ ~J~u_ti.g~una) ~kkuqgut . \. . ~ . 
• ,. I ' \ ' 
-~ 
(pik~utig~una)' pikkunuuna . \' . . 
• 
• • \..\ ·~ ~~ t. 


















Most•of them have 
.. 
·., 
• • .:;J \ • ~ ~l ' 0 "' 
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·· demonstrative ending -tiguuna. pfkkunuuna has. an e~ding which is like 
I 
. "' . 
the d~monst~ative en4ing· ~f ·~;ial. s·g. -mu~na "with /m/ changed to /~/ 
•• • .. • .. • • !) ~ , I o • , 
in the pl. This kind of vial. pl. formation is mention~d also by 
I I 
-~ 
. Bourqufn as a "·rarer alternant·, e.g. EEL ukkununa forti1.1-kkutig0na. 6 
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.. ' I 
q · .. ·(ukutitunak)' uku'~tut, . ukuatJ.It 





··Pl. · ikkutitut · 
• r 
., · .. ·~ ... 
.. ·.' 
(p,il<kutitu.nak) , pikkutitut, pikkuatut 




' • . '- " . . .. . , ·I 
·. .In aeg,. there_ is the greates~ ~a~iety of alternant,s. o . In the' 
., 
sg •. the 'innovative fotms are 'composed ·of (1) the .abs. form plus nomin~l 
I . . ' I , ' . 
aeq. esf:d_i)g · -~ ~r _(2)~ the teL' fo~ plus nominal aeq • . endin;g -;-tut • 
. I ' • • 
4 In the pl. the cotilpo,sition is (1) ·.abs ; , _pl. plus nominal aeq . . endin_g 
. . 
-tut I or ,(2) the pl. stem. plus" nominal ~e·q, pi ~ end~n"~ -:-titut t ~-i:h( _in . ' 
,. •' · ., . . · .. 
effect is·:a shortened v~rsion -~·f t'he' traditional ' <i~monsqatiV'e ~ndtng : · 
o~ aeq. PI· ~titunak. 
.. 




t . ~ , . , 






































numutausimajut '.'Tt~s·e ~o~~s ·ate not· a~ai1.able"; taakk~a pigutinit 
I . • '" I 
asiusimajUt :'.Those people IS lbelong:i.n?S 'got lOSt11 ; ; -taa'tSUIDa illutia 
t 
. {. ' ' . i 
qanittuk "His house is ·neat:"_'; ~anna aanniajuk "This part is. aching";' 
' . ~ 
· taitsumuuna· allatitsitruna'· ,;I sent jhe• l~tter through him"; tainna 
:>. I 
, . takgaj aak pigikgauj aga "I liked that .film"; pakkua a put iqapput "l'hose 
(places. pedpie, hills ~tc.) up J:h~re have snow";. gakgakut ikitsumuuria 
' ~ 
atitsaaqauvuguk "We _'two went through that hili" over ther-e". 















r~~ative posi~ions tif the speaker~ the addressee 
. ' .. l tr and the subject talked 
' \ 
about, its .. Physic;:tl presenc~or .. abse,n~e, whether it is a delimited 
-object or someth~ng amorpho1,1s,' con~rete . or abstract, human· or non-human 
are ali factors which determine the choice of 'a demonstrative." . 
• 0 • • ~ I 
The demonstrativescan be divided ,into' th~ee g~bups a~cording 
' 
to their meaning. · ·' · 
(1) Those meaning sim'P.ly ··"this" or "that". 
. . . 
.. .(2) Those meaning ''that one'·,in the north'! or •"tJlat one in t;h~ south". 
I 
"" 
; (3) Those meaning "that one ~~ t~e;e" or ·"that one down there".· 
As was s·~id· ' earlier. the ta (k) all 
~ ~ ~ 
demonstratives except tavvani "there" and ~'ts related fo The use 
. l 
of ta(k).presupposes. pr~or knowledge of· the . subject o~ 
ad~re~s~~: . Either the subject has been· mentioned before or it ~s 
. phy_sically ·cl.er to the ad~ressee _tti~n the -~p~aker~ F:roni th~ ~peaker' .s 
' ' n .... . . ~ ' ' 
point of view.1t can be said that the ta(k) form has a distanci~g effect; 
"' \ 















. I . 
.. 
\ ... ' . 
. I 
• 
i _n .e_ither physical or figura,tive sense. · We · will illustrate these 
' . . 
po~nts when discussing the meanings of the individual ·pronouns. 




Both1 ~and manna $Je'an. "this' here", i.e. where the . speaker .is, 
... 
. . 
b·ut una refers to an object With, a definite shape and bpundar.ies 
~hereas · manna r~fers to something with .undefined dimensions. 
. . . ' 
E.g. una 
I 
.!titigutik · piunnituk "This · pen 
1 
is no good"; manna imak salumaittuk 
:· • ' , • ; 1 I 
'·'This water is polluted". The , pl. makua; of course, refers to itemi~ed .. 
.. 
. \ . " . 
·obje:cts, but . eveti that differs from ukua in that :f.t gives a feeling of ' 1 
:·. · ) · . ; ._" I I • --1 - . . . . . . 
·things ~caihered ab.out, e. g. makua taikkua· pigutinit ''These thi~g$ 
'here a~e those . people Is belongings". Besides' makua can never' refer 
to __ people in ·MEL, except in ·a pejorative' use, which ;f-s co-htrary ~o EEL ·· 
\ . ' . 
l;ls~Kman~a : nev~r ~o~ld.; 7ef~r to_ ~ pe~~on~ This is ~he 1_ only_ deni~~-
• • ~ · I 
1 
I . 
stradve' I?rono~n .that .:has this rest~iction, . though s·ome of the others ' 
may · ~nly rar_ely be · ~~ed of people. 
. ' . ; .. . ' .. ,' ' . 
manna can refer to_ abstraCt t'hings, 
t • ••• " 
.. .' :,.una. ,caimot ~ . . In MEL manna occurs in this usage ·.mainly in fixed . 
. · ... 
. . 
expressions, -'e.g. maiun;a sivunani "before· this (t.ime)". Othe'rw.lse it 
. . . 
. l . 
. i~ .. beginning to be · repl,acelf ·by taanna, ~· form· of ~. e.g. taanna 
I 
isumaga "this .though,t of mine" for manna isumaga. In taanna. isumaga 
we see the distancing effect of t~O}~ as ·also · in ,taakkua a l lait 
I ' ' ~ t 
numutausilriajut ·"Tt\os~ Qooks are not 1;1.vailaple". The ·use of t;aakkua · 
. implies that the titles were only meuxioned whereas~ allait 
numutausimajut "These· books ate '·no't . avai.lable" ... ~mqlies ~lui~ the . ( 
• · '1~ ' • I ' 
titles are w~i~~en .dmrn and at han~ •. . A dist~~i:irl$-:iffect \of ta(k) 0 is·· 
felt ' in this ; sentence, . too, t~anna 'tasik. salumaittuk "This' lake is 
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polluted"~- which can~· be said to s9mebody st.apding at an equai distance 
' . . 
from .the lake as the speaker. Basically the contrast between una and 
taanna is "this ~h~ch I, c~n touch ·~·4fnd . ;, that. w~ich you ca~ touch~·. 
. . 
# • 
inna ~nd i·kinna both mean 11 that one", but with i:tn important 
difference: ;tnna, is "th'at one ou~ of. sight", ikinna ."that one over'-
' . ' 
<1 . 
· .·. . 
ther:e _in sight" •' • ikinna and t'aanna differ from each other in that ·. the -- - -__:___ 
for~e.r re~,ers to objects at cl greater distance than taanna, .·as the 
I 0 I .. ,J o 
· i:ran~lation •io.ver the're" ()f ikinna: conveys. . 
·When .a person or thing that is not in sight is m'entioned , i _n ' . 
the co~versation for ' the f'ir~t time the identity of the referee' of . 
in~a h~s to be_ somehow de~ined in th~ senten.~e. · Oth,erw~~e -;inn~ ·has an 
:~!~definite ro'ean~ ~~·~omeon~".. E.~. fnna~ ippasak maaniilauttuk ilin.nik 
r . 
qinikgaujuk "The one who was· here yesterday :was looking for you" . 
' . -
I • ~ • ; ' . "" 
qa taputivut ... k.~ua .-agg~ani a·niggasima_j ut puig~t ta'unianni tut ·"Tho.se 
- ·.· . 
.. · .. 
bre.thren of ours who''we?t. home· last yea! wili n~t b~. forr.ott~ri".·. Compare 
to this una kiap illunaa? itsuma/innauj> "Whose-:- hbuse is this? . 
S.omebody' s". To a'i-is~er ~ai~suma would. mean ~"That one's (who is not . \ 
here now, but whom you know)~' • 
. . ' •1 . ,,:., . 
Th~ word's -~, inna 1' nd iklnna and their ta forms a,re the three·~ 
',• 
. I , 
demonstratives ~_ost 1 co~only' us_ed to refer t'o. persons, in whfch usage 
they_ often translate "he", "s~e", "they." .• 
,_ 
. ' 
2. avanna 1 ·anna 
.. ~ 
. ' . 
I 
0 
. The 'original meaning of avanna is "that' wh;i.ch is 'there in i:~e f • 
north". and , of ~·-"that which· is ·there :it\ the sou~h11 , but in' MEL these 
.. pronouns 'do not ' normal;Ly refer to an individ!Jal t~ing or· person or even 
I ' I f 
place, btit to a g~~eral :area rfn . the northerly or so~t~er1y direction. 













i • • 
. . 
0 • ~ •• • 
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E.g. anna gasti~t1uk manna anugittilu~u , "Tha~ ·tand· in the ·~out_h _i• caj_· .. . 
. :::::::r . 
while· h~re ··:1. t _i/ ~i~dy"; or simply "South. is· calm etc.": ·avannaup 
' • I 
silana "the ~eath~r o.f the north" • . They. come close to an ordinary .. · 
. . 
noun 'in meaning. avanna artd ~ can Jefer to an individual thing 
more readily in. the sg . . than i.n· the pl-. E.g. gakqaaluk anna ".that · 
. -- . . . . . 
:·mountain' in the south'~ is idiomat.ic Eskimo, but qakq~aluit akk~a 
: , 
"those mountains in the south" is not becau'se pluralizing implie.s 
.. 
. \ 
seeing, ·and if something is . ·close enol;lgh, to -be seen ikinna is the 
:• / ' / · • -
. normal expression, qakgaaluit ikikkua "tho~?e mountains over . there". ., 
I 
When one liants to refer to individ.ual:· things· in :the north . or' s.outh 
' derivatives of the demonstr·ative ·adverbs avani ".t .here in the north" 
' ' 
. I 
and aimi "there in the ·south". are used, · such as the intransitive '( 
-:---- .·. 
participle a~ani~ttuk ~';the one in the nor'th'~ .~r one with the affix · 
. . 
. ··-- ... 
-miuk "inhabitant bf", aanimiuk "a southerner". 
-- ' I I. 
E.g • . gupannuait· 
' 
' a 
avaniittut ".northern birds'.', ilakka aanimiut "my· southern relatives''·. t . 
I 
1he local cases of the pronouns ·anna and avanna are generally 
. ~ . -
replaced by ·the corresponc;lin~ demonstrative adverb·s, . e.g. avani . . 
I . . '~ , • ' • . • · • , 2:. I . • I 
·silanniluvuk "In the ' north tJhe weather ... is ba,d"-; aannat nuulautsimannituk 
"He ·has not mov~d from the south". ~ The re.ason i's that an . adverb . in -. : 
, .. - I 1 gerieral · ~s less ,specific than~ noun (a p~b~oun) as an expression _of· 
place •. 
. -o 
·3. panna, pinna. unna. kanna-,-
. : I 
panna a~d .pinna mean "t:hat· up' tJ:te:a;-e", ~ and kanna "that down · 
., there". 
.. 
However, we do n~t have two pairs of exact synon~s. panna 
, ; I : -
I . . • . ... I • 
and ~·are the s~~e ~ind of expressions as ' apna, avanna and manna; 
in other· wo.rd~ they · refer to a general area iri ~pward .. or downward · 
I , I 
\ . 
r . .1 . 
... 
) . I I 
" 





direction. · pinna and kanna are specifying. · They' are semantically 
' 
·akin to una. The. following expressions will illustrate the difference· , ' 
. . 
between fanna (in this case paani specifically)' and pinna. qakqaup 
qaanani paani~ "on top. of the hill u~ ther:e (g~~e~ally)", pitsuma 
q~kgaup gaanani "on top · of that· (individual) hill up there". 
..  --.,~. 
panna and unna ha~e derived meanings "that in the we~·t" and 
' ,. 
"that in ,the. e:ast" ~r simply "~est" and "east". T~ese meanings are 
·.· related to the original 'meanings in· an obvious ·~ay· . On the, e~st coast 
• I " ' 
of Labrador higher ground is towards ~he west, lower ground toward's -f:he 
east. The,EEL forms of pinna ~pd kanna "could &l~p be used in the 
~eanings '~that in the· west 11 and "tha~ in the east" respectfvely. It 
. appears 'that t~e~e were two set,s of words for north, so~·th, ' east and. 
west. One was ~' angna, ungna and pangna, the ~eher ingna, ikingna, 
kanna and pingna .(See III, · l); The former series ~ould be used without 
.. 
any.: restriction, the latter only. at relatively :sfiort di.~tances. Of the 
. . i . 
latter series ingna qas b~ ~n 1los t altogether and the other three have 
. 
lost their reference to.any point of compass. 
I 
ME~ ·~ .and panna have 
,. 
th-e·-.~!9-ngs . "that in the east" and ·~'that . in. the ~est" only secondarily: 
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1 R~1'ated dfalects .h'~ve only one . stem to be . identif~ed with ing 1 . 
or ik such ~s · Greenla~dic ik giving the pronoun inga. or in:gnd . 
\ 
. (Kleinsc.hm~d't 1~51: 22). · S~:m1e d:f.q.lests to the west of our area .of 
concern have 
... :\ 
o'nly ingna (Turquetii· .1928:- 26) and (Mallon ·and Kusugak 
\ . . 
. J 
1972: 5.6). 
• . . 
2Bourqu;i.n does .not have the diacritic ::.. 'in the ablative forms 
.·~ ...... . . in. ·his ·s~pl.e ·paradigms, ·bu·t 
... ,r~' ' I I ! I 
·~_. ~;, -.angat (Bour~~:i.n 1891: .. SB) '. ' 
~ . : - . 
I 




'3'Bourquin use~ .· both sP._ellings.· makkoa and makkua ~ The same 
discreparicy .. occurs Wlth other pl. fornis,' too • 
. '
4:For .. m~re stem. as·s.imilat:ions. see' rp' 1. 
. . . . 
. # 
.· . 
5Eve~el. pl. forms like ukuap "of these" occurred sporadically · 
in ~he course of our inves_t~gation. · · . ~ 
' \ . 
GAlternati~e · t:orm~ m~y hav~ b~en more · common in EEL ·than is 
i 
.. implied by Bourquin. Th~re is. some evidence of this ifl Erdmann's 
,..··.-. di~tioilary, The word for "that one in the eas~" - is 'given .as takkanna • . · 
. ' 
. 
.. .. - , 
Its .rel. forms are takkatoma and takkaksoma (compare the MEL .relati.ve 
., .·· . . 
st-em of kanna., III, 4), . loc. forms takkattomane ~nd takkaksomane 
I 
I . 
(Erdmann 1864: 316)'. Some alte_rn~nt~ were: perhaps · regarded a·s 
• • . I 
· "ungrru;nmatical'{~ · · · -Bourquin bad a prescriptive tendency. The sen.tence 
I . 
· 'I "Do~h ~st dies-tlic~t. nachzuahui~n'.' ("B'!lt.this is not to · b~ imitateq". · 
· Translation L.C.·) is .repeated more than ·once· in his gr~ar • . . 
(' 
' 70nly 'tl1e p~onouns are listed in · the -h~adings, but ~uta.tis · .. 
• • : I' \ 
. mutandis the same . observations about .meaning apJ?lY to d~onstrat:f.ve 
,._ . -::::-
~ . 
adverbs as wel_l. . \ . ~ 
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INTERROGATIVES NINA, SUNA AND_:_NANI 
. ~I . 
;; 
,. 
. . '-~J . 
! ~ 
v Two 1'pronouns' kina "who" and .suna ''what" and an. interrogative 
-·· ·j , • -- I --
.- · · -.prop~mix{kJ!f adverb nani !'where" w'1i1 be d:i.s'cussed in this- chapter • 
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sunanik suncbik/ sunanik 
sumik .. 
-
SJJ.nani. suname/ · sunane 
. .. 
. I I· 
(sume~ J I 
s~nanft · sunamit/ ' sunanit·· 
'(sumit) 









sunatut sunatut . . ' sunat.itut 
1 I 








. . -- --.-- .. . .. 
feature~ ~ith demonf!.t'~iltive pronoun and n~n· inflect-ion. · kina is 
I 
0 
t o O. ' 4 O I ... , ) ! 
. . . . : . \ . ' 
made up -of the stem ki . and· the ending ~na, suna of the stem au and 
. . . ; - . -.-_-. - . ·\ · . . - . 
. ending' -na, which-'is also the demoitst~atiye pronoun :. ending in the 
, •• - . I • . . i .• 
., .... 
: ,1 ·' 
abs . .. 
I . 
.. sg ·: k:i..kkut, abs. (aP:d rel.) . pl. of ~ e.n~s . in . -kut ".family or company .. t . 
•" 
. \ 
o.f''", an affix which is also an element in the abs. (and rel.) pl. of 
-.. 
'o ·, 
· demon~tratives. ·: Otherwise the inf.lec""tion of kina and sima in MEL is 
like ' that of an unpossessed noun. 
' • \ \ I 
' 0 • - • • In the .case ' of · kina ~nd suna: the' dffferences between -MEL and · 
-- -- . \" 
. EEL forms are not caused by phonoJ,9gical changes. 
.. 
EEJ. had .contract·ed · 
., "1 : 
. '\ . 
:;; · fO];JDS in the · sg. ·in mo_s t cases_. In these the case e~ding was . ~.dcied· 
·direc~ly i:.·o the stem without the intermediary syllable ~-~-· - ']he · 
··-
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were used Or:tlY rarely. . ffiros which are bracketed in the above paradigms , 
' 
Modern-~a~ive · speakers do not generally use the contracteq· f~~s. They 
are regarded as "fo'reign". . . .. 
In MEL the rel. sg. of kiria is eithe~ kiap . or· ' kinaup. EEL had 
. ' 
only kia.- kia and kiap . are_ aiso contracted ~o~s though different 
. from those which occurred in the adverbial-cases~ If the rel. of kina 
I 
- I . • 
. had .originally -the same ending as the demonstratives it would have been 
,I ... ~ I . . . ,... t I . . 
. ·- -.---
*kima, from which kia through the· elimination of the rel. ma'rker lm/ •. · 
r.. . 
MEL has added the nominal rel. case marker -J!U£. . . · 
The ending -l!!l.E. is added e~n to· the ~el: _pl., traditionally . 
no different from the abs. pl. 
. ' 
·. We have mentioned thi's- phenomenon · 
. '· / I 
.before in p1;1ssing ·,(Notes to Chapter III). 
•·. . I . 
.• 
As far as we can judge ·-~ 
l . 
ending ~n - ~he rel. pl. has a!irmer footing amongs~ the interrogatives · 
·than amongs-t the demonstrati~e pronouns or ordin~ry nouns, . where it 
I . 
-is also h~ard occasionally._ kikkup is contracted from kikku-up; no 
' . . ' . . . 
'dou~t ·because kikkuup would. ~ate dl. 
.ll~t" .. , - • 
MEL has eliminat'~&.Kthe endings -tigut .and ·:-.Utu't for ·the vial. 
, , :rJ .. · •i i • . 
I I 
' • \• > • ,llo..· " 
. ~rid aeq_. pi: and .uses the origipally sg~ · ·.endings· -kkut _·and · -~'for -~ 
.~_oth -numbers, e.g. -kinakkut ."through whom"~ i.·e. "throu~h what pers~n" 
or "~hro.ugh what persons". 
ln MEL kina and suna are interrogatives ' only; In EEL. they . 
could a'lso have. an indefinite 'meaning: 
I 
klf.na "someone, a~yone", ~ · . . 
-- ' ~ ' 
1 "something, any~hing". In ME~ they can have an .indefinite meani~g 
J • 
only. when modified by the generalizing aff ix· -tuinnak "only ,- no 
.. t • • I 
. . 
. I . ·I .:. 
matter what" . . The.y ca'n also add the enclitic suffix - -luunniit 11everi" 
I . ' . 
' I 
\ • ' • t • , • 
an$l .. _ then have. a -negative meaning in an. otherwise negative sentence, 
































. I · I 
kinalluuniit II (not) anybody", sunalluuniit II (not) anything11 • .. (See 
, . . (~t~. ~ . ' 
:.,. II, ~)< 
. : Ex amp ies • 
, . . 
kfnauviin? ·"Who are you?" (Answer: Taamiuvuna "I am Tom"·: ); 
.,. 
kikkuvf.sii? "Who ,are you _(pl.)'?" . (Answer: Taamikkuuvugut · "We are 
Tom's family meinb.ers ."); sunauv~a? ·"What 'is' it?" (Answer.:' inuuvuk 
. I 
.. 
'~It' 's a human b.eing."); kina .. takukgauvaa? "Who saw?".; kiap/kinaup · 
" takukgauvauun? "Who saw it?"; kinanik takukqauviin? "Whom: (pl'.) did 
. " 
· .. · you see?"; sunamik suliaqaviin? "'Qhat· do you do (for a living)?!' 
' • f , t • • ~· ' • til' 
. ' 
· (Answer: ilinniatitsijiuvuna . "I am a ·teacher"); ·sunan:ik. 
'I....... J • 
· 1 i't~ivimmut ilisiviin? "What things did you p4t in the box?" 
.-.·(Answer: . . · sun~'unni~unik : '"Nothing (pl.)~ ."); kin~mut piiSutik 
. . ' 
. . 
"aakqauviuun? "Whom· did ypu give. the key to?'!; sunamut annitausimayaa? 
I 
"Wh~t l!.as he .been hurt. with?." 
with -tuinna~ · . 
·,· : kinatuinn~k pig~majuk aullasuuk· ~ i'!lli~ever· . wants to · .c.~n· go ~ u; · 
{, . 
kinatuinnamut tukisijausuuk ".Anybody Can UnderStand i .t, II j 
sunatuinnamik sanasuuk "He c~m make anything.".· 
' • • ' f 
with --luunniit/-lluuniit · 
I • 
kina luunniit gainnituk 
. . I • • 
"Nobody at e,ll ' came. II; kinamilluuni i t:-
.. ' 
t:akunn i lanna "I did not ~ee· anybod~.'~-; - sunam·iiluuniit~ taisin~ituk 
. . · Q . . . 
-. · "He did not mention ·• anyt l\ing , 11 ; sunamulluuniit sanutitauniannituk · 
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. . . 
2. nani ' 
.I 
. ' . 
na11i "where" - :(.s the interrogative ~qui valent -to the 
demon$tratiye adv~rbs. 
\ ' 







: . . 




Loc: nani ·nane (i.,n) where 
. 
·Abl_. nakit "'nakft from where 
<;i-" , .. · ·na~ "I:ertn~ namut (to) where 
Vial. tl.aukku.t naukut through where 1, , •· 
. ' I .. 
' . . 
\ I . , •· 
Th~ end.ings of .!!!!!!.· are nominai endings with some : 
': .. I . 
· · irregu~arlties. The· loc. form '·has the loc. pl. ending -ni. : · 
\ f · , . • • : - · • 
The a~l. end.ing i~ ~kit · 'instead of the nominal abl. ·ending 
-Jit. ·'In. the ·vlaL. there is. an extra vowel ·· /u/ Could 'it be · .. 
,. . . / 
of the s~e' ·origin- as .flu/ or . /u~/ in the vial. of demons'trative 





Examples • ' ,J 
• . \l,· 
~kit pi vi in 1 "Where are. you · coming from?."; nariimiunuviln? ~ 
~ l . 
· :"':whe~e kre yqu. trom? 11 ; •• naukkut 't'tkiviin? . ,;Through ·whet;e dld ·you .· 
/ . . . 




l ' · come?~' '. 
,, 
•'. 
.• . .,1 
I , .. 






























; namutsuatuinnak algaluaguvit kiinaujamik pigumaqattalaakqutit 
. ~ ~-
. ' I . 
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( F~CTI~NS OF TRE PRONOUN ·IN A·SENTENCE •• · " C) 
The subj ec.t divided into two rela~ed 
. . '•\, 
:..· I . 
will survey the syntactic , ., . 
. ' 
bui distlnct parts. 
. . . 
fu~~tion~' of. the pronoun in general.·~The · Seco~d,~sho~te~ part w~ll. 
• D ro ~ , , \ "'' 
elucidate a peculiar usage of sypte d~:!m.p.nstra~l\~es ' wben·~~n, enc.lit;i.~ ·-
. , I 
. I• 
position in c~rtain kinds of questions· and corresponding answers. , .. 




1. Syntactic· Functions of the Pronoun 
. ' . . ·. ~ ~. \ ... 
.. ' 
. In an ·Eskimo sentence .a verb ·ts · the- all important e1emeni: • . ·' It 
• I . ' . • . 
· ~ 
can constitute the whol~ s~nten~ withou& any othe.r elements a-dd, '· 
- ', . 1 . . . . 
conversely, on~y if ~he fi~it~ verbi is ~~ssi~~ is: the sentence~ 
. . 
regarded .as'elliptical. The finite verb contains .all the information 
. ,. 
. ~ -· 
' p ~ . .. . 
as to . the .number and person of the actorbin the ~a~e qf an in:t;:ransitive .: 
. 
verb, and the number· and person of the; actor and goal· In· the. case of a. 
0 . . -
tran~Ltive ve~b. · ~i!i statement ne:ds ·tO ~~ q.;._lif~ed_ sl~ghtl.y,_ ~ 
_in _ som~ instances there . i~ sync~tism of number, e.g. takuvaatit "He 
• • # ~ 
sees you/They two see ydu/They see · y~u"'. . . However'· the. information . • 
. giv.en.,...by the :verbal suffi~es "can bei and mostly · is·, amplified;. by · 
~ t . • , __ , 
indep~ndt!t:lt words·, · nouns or their · equivafents, pronouns... T-hese 1 , 
· independent wo.rds· ·correspond to· the vei:baJ_· 'suff~xes 
• ' I' " . 
in numqer and 
e t> . :. 
• : Q 
., ·~er~?n• . -~ou~s . can thus be "vi~wed as h~v:f.rig ~:variQus kinds of relatipns 
<' • . ' • • ' c • • 
to the ve~b·, ·. A noun cah also have 're.1ations to anoth~r· noun. 




illustrate the ·various rel:ations. with 4:>r.di~crry nouns f irst and then 
".,· ' ' -··: ,.. . ' 
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II . 
• ' ~. . I o - . • • 
see how pronouns fit 'i~ese relation~h_ips. We ·indicate the"· 1 " 
re la tiona with J'YDI~~lic .letters. for shortness of r~ ~ren~~, . 
' • 0 \ I 
. • ' 
. A. R'elations between" a .Noun and a Verb ll 
~ . /:- '/r 
I " \ . • • ,. 
stv A noun in the ' abs. case.~s a subject .~f an intransi~ive ·verb.· 
_; STV 
E~ g. anutik1 takuvuk "The. ~·~ ·s~e~?".' 
I 
• .J, 
A noun in the r~_l. case ·as a su~~.ect o£ ,a. t~ansitive verb •. · 
·· _E.g: aqutiup ,takuvaa 
•.t' 





~ - t 
A ~oun in the ab~olutive· case asap object-of ~ - transitive verb~· 
•. 
c .E.g. ,tinijuuk, takuvaa 
'P: 
STV ftnd OTV combined: 
.. the ~eroplane". 
"He sees the aeroplane". 
anutiup tinijuuk takuvaa . "The ·man sees 
'--' 
·,:Mv <- ~,A notin, usually in an' adverbial cas,e, as an ad_verbial ·adjunct 
to the. verb. Th.is· · i~' a loos~r r 'elationship- be~w~en S: nc>un and 
, .. 
~verb than the other · three. There are no binding ?uffixes in · · 
the" verb. '. 
E.g. ~qaalavuna ni~vittimut 
F - . 
' ... ~ - -· 
. , 
AAV "P taiked to the trader".· 
·can, of c~4rse, be i~corpora~e~ tn .any of the other sentences. 
E.g. anutik ~~uv~~t~mut uq;~i;a~ "The_ ·m~n_ t~lked. to . the 
. ' . . \. ' 
trader". .(SIV + .AAV)' . an.utiup tini]uuk qilami takuvaa "The 





Occasionally a. pbun in ·._th~ abs. case can occur in this relation-, ,. 
-· . 
. , . 
·. ~ 
ship, e.g. auja~· c;~.,vunalaakqiin"? 
·<!) 
summer?" lq 
.. ~ . 
'· 
:., 
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·' AN . 
QN 
.. 
. • b • 
-. 
' A :d\Pendence relation where a . noun in:a· relo.· caae _qualifies 
~-anp.J.er noun, which mu~t b':ar~ t9~ .correspon~ing p9sses~i~e · 
' . . .. ~ . ' . 
- b • • ~ ·~.: • 
'su!fix, mostly tba:t of a 3. ·person. Dep~n.depce ·· relao;l.onship · 
· · · \is typidaliy a. pd~s,essor-pos.se~suin · ~elatiori, but it .ca~also· 
. . . 
. •. be. a whole-part relat-iorr, a ·familial relation or _some ott_her; . . 
.. 
. . 
kind of relations~i~ implying ~ppur~enance. 
Q ,P 
. .. 
E.~. ariut'iup illuna "the man's·hous~"; ga.kqaup gaanf!ni -" 111\>n , . 
top qf the hill". 
' \ An appositional relation where the. two terms agree in number 
, . , . - ,. . ~ . r· . 
and.case, but not in possess~r rel~tionshfp. .. L ., 
' . 
' E.g. - illuk ·qaquttak · 1'a white house"; . i·llunanik., qa?uW)aml~ . ;. 
. . ~ ·I d .• •' •• 
"his ·white house (mod.)", 
. . .. . 
-Under this sjmb~l ~e - wil~ consider a relationship wher~ a .noun 
.. 





!=O occur on.l,y in ·exceptional circ~stances: ·in EL, . Usually t.~ej/··. 
qualifying. expression . is turned into a~ intransitive pa+ti ciP.l:f, - · o. · 
. ~: . . . 
-f -?~-~-fp~ whole .~elati~~ship beco~es AN-\ E.g.c. illuk' qakqaup 
.• ' - - .......... 
. . . \, . . . 
.. , .· · 
0 
.·"' 
(.qa~nan~ittuk . "the house (~eing) on th~- .~ill"; ~kq}lsiqik ". . . ·., _' 
k~~gukkuutuk · "the. r<>ad (going) through the' valley'~. A . ~~
se~ten~e lik~ - anug~ l~ppi~it tagiug~lak 
i s.- ~alty : '.~ -ss_~ole, but i .t is . b~t~er expressed by· anugi 
f rom t~e leJ -~ ~ s~lty. ", 1 
"Wind from t he sea 
• I 
imappimit pijuk. tagiuga lak · "Wind "coming 
•. 
:where imappimit _qualifies pijuk, . ·a ve rba l f orm. 
. . ' 
I ' I 
.. 
i:~ coime~ ·tion with. ~er:t;ain derivational endi.n?s wh~c~ ~~e 
. ' . . 
nomina l in ' form; but. v e rbal in nature , an adverbial qualifier occ-urs , 
• I ' ' ~ I ' • 
., . ' .. .. . . .• ' . 
~, . ( 






., .. . . ; 
0 • • ·~· 
·- . 
t' ,.. -.;"~ . .. , • .. ·•. 
' ' I 












. . ,,. 
e.g. anutik piujunnik qamutiliik "a man _owning a good s~edge" (lit. 
• , 1 .• I - - • 
!'a man--with a good . one (mod~ : dl. ).--provided 'with a sledge"). 
. . . ... . ' . ~ " . ·. 
< 
. t 
We -hav_e attes!;_ed only one instance where there . is a genuine 
. 
· · _,;adverbial quali:(iet of a noult: allanit atautsimik piguma~u-na ·"i ·want 
--
,.,.~ .. · ·""~_,.._... ~r . .. 1 • , • t • • • 









numeral_atautsik, for a. whole-part re~ation is usually expressed ~y· 
. '( . . . , I 
DN, ~.g. inuit ilanit !'some of the people'!. : 
' . 
In the 
of the various 
and comment on 
. ' 
£~-~lowing ~e- will first give e~am'ples of the !J~_curren~e_l-":; 
nio'rpholo.gical c~tegories; it:\ the ·preced.ing syntagmas, 
. . . . I 
th~~ af~erwa~ds. In f~vestigatihg s;ntactic matt~)s 
-I, ,. ·,. . • • • • 
' r the student's lack of knowledge of. the target language is· a mor~ 
: · 
' . . 
1,1 ·, l 
.. 1 (!. ·. 





of the following pages be 'aw!are ·of tt'his fact: 
. . ') " . . \~ .~~· 
J ~ • . . .. ~ t·:~· . 
. The numbers after. ,each example refer to ·the · ch?pter and its 
• •• 1 • ', • 
.. " 
1
., -~~bd:l.v~s~on, where. t~~ mor~~olog·~,- and th: ;n·eaning of 
pronominal in q~t-io~ is-~iscussed. . . . • ·.:· 




uvana qaivuna '1I comE;!'.'. (II;: 1). ' . 
• 
kisitta niaan1iivugut "On~y· we ar;~ here". (II, .2) 
.. 
tam~nnuk q_a~j im~vug~dk . "We ~o.th know". \(II, 2} 
. . . 
namminik.taimaak. uqalaukqutit "Yo\1· yourself said · so". (II,- 3) . 
.• f 




nallisi uvannik' nialigasuajuun? ."Which of you are intending to -
/ . 
come with me ?" (II , 4) .· 
0 • • • ' ' • • • ~. 
a s ivit t a maaniittut ''Some .other peopie (tha n youf were th~r~". 
• .J · 
. . ,J 
!• .. . I 
f . I 
.. . --~ . 
, :· 
' 




. . . 
. . . -. 
, . r.'- • 
• I 
i. 
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·uanit ·.Taamimik ikajuvut · ~'Some o~ ~hem h~lped Tom". (II, . .5) 
. ' . 
ukua uqumaittut ."T.hese are heavy':'. (III, 4) . 
. ' 
tainna ilinnik ikajulaattuk "He will help you". (III, 4) 
P~l\na aputiqappuk "Th.e west~rn reg~o'n. ~as" sno~"· . (Ill,' 4) 
' ! .. 
takakkua kaajut . "Those people ~own . there are· hungry". (II!, 4). 
kina takukqauvaa? ~'Who s€1-w?," . (IV, 1) 
' q I ·' 
suna katavaa? "What fell down?" ~ · (Iy; -:,i). 
. . ~ . ' . 
. " . ;' 
All ~ropouns can oucur in the SIV· syntagma except imminik, 
· whi~h retains .its mod •.. case meaning and th.erefore cannot ·occur as a 
. ' 
'· subJ.e~t • . :Personal pronouns a~e generally avoided as a subject of an 
intransitive verb·since no further spe~irication · o£ the p~rson~ith 1. 
' . • • • ' • • ' I -.,. • .,,' ' ~ 
. ~ .· . I 
and: 2~ . person suffix(ts' .. is necessary. uvana ga;ivuna "I come" is 
·: '· .. I 
• \. \ ,.1 • 
. ~he,~e~o~e. grammatically ·~orrect, but stylistica~ly "poor, even as an 
emphatic expression. Personal pronouns occur in SIV more re~dily · in 
" 
elliptical sentences such as a one-word answer to .a que~tf~~~ e.g. 
kina aullaniakqaa? .uvana "Who will go? · I (~ill) 11 • · • 
'· . " . .. 
Tile ~ersoriai ·and exte~ded per:spnal ·pro~~~;s- together·--rep:re-s«ftit"~. 
all three . person~; wh.ich. means rhaf. th~· -fu.li. range 'Of personal suffixes 
. ':: . 
occur with them·, .not ' only _in-.SIV._but :also in STV and OTV • . The other 
.· --:-~-- --'--:--
.. 
pronouns belong to the 3. person with two exceptions; ·. The reflexive 
~-·:.._...-----~:----e)· ' . ' . . . \. ... . . 
: · pro~otin namminik, though it synchronically has ' no per~on.~arker, can· . ,. 
.. 
~ .. 
. ' 1::': ; 
.. ,
.. 
' . ' \ . .· . . \ . . . 
: repi.~se~t . a~y person, e.g. namminik aullagumavusi 11¥o~ 1'o.~r~se.lves ~ 
wa~ted to go)', 2. pl.;· illiuninik namminik sanaj ut . '•'They . built their '' 
Jlouse them$elves. 11 , 3 • . pl. 
. . . .- ' 4 • • 
The 'other exception concerns the~ indefinite 
p,roriouns ilavut· and ilasi. 
I · ' , · · I 
·uavut nsoine of tts" · a~d ila:s:i. "some of you" 
. 
- t , ; I 1 
corre~pond to .either 1. and 2. ··p.i!.l 'endings respectively or 3. ' pl,: ,· ~nding 
. ·, 
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0 ~ . -. '· ... \ I 
'acco'rding t.~ whether the spea~er/addressee i is . i~clu~ed ,or :·not in the 
. . 
stateiiu\!nt. E.g. ilavut nigivugut . "Some .of us .ate.!.', the speaker 
\ 
incl!:lded;., ilavut nigivut "Some of us ate.", the : Speake~ excluded; ,. 
'I 
The i!uunn·ak ;deriv<iltives have two alternate f ·orms ·in the ·3. 
' . 
p~rson in MEL without . any difference in meaning. E.g. iluunnani/ 
. . 
. . . 
·iluunnana quasimajuk "All <?f .~t is..'frozen."; iluunnatik/iluunnanit 
• 0 ' 
' . 
I _ .. , 1 • ' 
aputimut saujausimavut . "All of them are cover.ed in snow~" When· 
- iluunnak stem with 1. or 2. person 'possessive'· ·suffixes is used with 
· t~~ ·3. person . verb~·! suffixes i't·s·· nominal character asserts itself .. .. 
. / ,. 
E~g_. ilutinnait aputimut saujausimavuk '~Your whole b~ing is covered 
. in snow:" .. J~?~n), but iluunnapit aputimut savja~sim,~tit 




' . '; . 
. STV ldnaup takukqauvauun? .{IV, 1) ivviin? {II, · 1) ~' uvana 




(1'1, 1) "Who saw it? You? Yes, me." 
. kisima · t 'akuvaga "Only ·r see it.'.' (I~, 2) 
iiuunnani·ta · t~kuvaana "Only they se.e me." (II, l) 












. • , . I 
as,~tta ikajuvaa · "Others .(.t.han us) .flelped him." . (II, 5) 
ilanita natsani'akqaa- "Som-e of them took him; along.· ~' (II, 5) 
taatsuma 'ikajulaakqaatit "He· will :help' ·yotf!t;,- . (III, 4) : 
taikku~akuvaagut "They saw .us .w • (III, 4) 
I 
I kikkut t'akukqauvaan? "Who (pl.) saw ;f.~~" . ·.crv; .1) 
- ~.f . 
stinaup sigumivauun? · "What brok.e it?" {IY, 1) •. · 
. . 
Basi'cally the sa¥le •Categories of pronouns. occur· .here :·as in the 
"'· . . 
. . 
syntagma, but there· are . a .couple 'o~ mot:e r.es~~icti~ ons. . F.ir.s~:y; .. 
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\ . . ' . 
n~ther ref~e~ive pronoun occurs here. Secondly, the 1. and ~· · dl.' . 
forms tamanmJk "we both" and tamattik "you both" .are only abs •. forms 
- . . -- - - - I ' ' . ~· :. •. ( • . , • • . 
with abs. usage and therefore they do not occur as a subje~t of a . 
• • (> • • • 
tran~:ltive , verb.. Spme othe~ c~nstruction .is re~t~d to wh~~ these 
two dl. prono~s express the actor, e.g. ·p:igumaj~ut tamat"tinut "We~ 
I _, 
· both want them", where we have a passive ·verb form ·with the ~gent 
express.ed by"\ the term~ ca~e. The 3. dl. ha~ a .~egu:II rel. ·. c~se 
.. ..j 
tamaagita for use in STV. A further remark about the extended p~rsonal 
\ · .. prono~n~ is -~~::t:_}~ose .in ·, the 'kisi para~igm a~d the 1. -and 2. pers~m 
.. 
pronouns in- iluunnak dQ not have? separate form for the SIV and STV , 
.. ' I 
··syntagmas.' --'" .... 
, • • r 
Th~ ·. same' obser-Vation can be · made about tl).e 'oc;:.cu'r.rence of person~l 
pr'ono_uns in this as in the .SIV syntagma. 't : ... .. " · 
OTV ivvit. takujatuagivaatit. "He sees only· you~" (II,~ 1)· 
,_ 
kisivit upplgivagit · "I. belieVonly you>• (II, 2) 
(II, 2) 
·-
·, iluunna t'ik/ iluunna nit piugivakka "I· like all of them. 11 · (II~· 2) 
~ 
• c 
nallina ikajukqauviuun? "Which one of them did you (sg.) help?" 
I ~ r 1 I 
.• (II, . 4) 
. 
/ . , . 
... asivut takuvait '''They lsa~ · other~· than -us." . (II, 5) 
... 
. · !lana ·pigumavaga "I. want some of it."~ (II, 5) 
ilasi uppigivait "He trus t s sonie of you." (II , 5) 
\ -----
- 1 ukua _·~ppigivakka ·"I. tr,us't these' people." . (III, 4) 
-L.· 
• 



















\ . ·, I 
· 'kina ·_sitjami takukqa'lvisiuun? . "Whom did ~ou (pl.) seeit· on the 
· beach?-'' · {rv, i) 
·~ 
,. 
1i I ·· 
. suna. sitjami ' takukqauviuun?. "What di.:d yo.u (sg.) see oh the 
". . . ' 
d : ; I : ~ beach?" (IV; 1). · ., 
. \ 
.,.._. . " 
All pronouns occur in this relationship except ~he reflexives. 
In this ~yntactic context ' it is fitting ·_to mention ag~in (See II, 2) 
the real~gnmen·t o~ functions and fotms ·whfch has take~· place since 
EEL among some· of th~ extended personal pron~uns~ We will consider 
.,. . . . . . \ \ . \ i 
kisi and iluunnak der:ivatives first •. -It;. both EEL and . MEL the 1. and 
-11----"----'---· f _ -





fo:tin, · fo~ use in al~ ·;1)ree synta!plla? ~IV, STV and OTV • . In EEL. 'the -3. ·. 
. . , . . ' . . . . . 
P.~~son pronoun~ h~il ·forms ·~·lith the ~eflexive. ~· person eridings, · "'· • I 
~- . . 
I . 
., ki'ssime, kissimik (rel.).,and ·illunane, ..,illunatik (abs.) .for SIV and 
$TV, .and fo~s with the non-reflexive' 3. person endings kissiat, 
kiss,~ta (rel.) ,.and illilnat, illunaita ~rei..) fo~~ ~n 9TV ~ In MEL 
. . ,. . I 
f . , . . 
the forms kissiat and kiss~ta have fal_len -into disuser ~nd kisimi1 
. . . ' ' . . . 
~mik a~ u~eMor _all sjntagm3:s. · iluunn~ni· a_nd iluu~natfk are \1s~d 
~ . , 
aundifferentiated in SIV·and ' OTV, and rel. case forms iluunnanata, 
t/ ) 
. " . . ~ 
' iluunna~ita have arisen for use: in STV~ ·· As regards,. the _dtu;il p,ronouns 
- . , . 
:_in . tamak the coange ha~ been somewhat diffe~ent. EEL form tamamnuk " 
~ ., 
u. dl.), tamaPtik cz.' .cil.ran( .. tamarmik (3. dl.) were rel. case . fo~a·, 
~ . I 
• • .I ¥ • • , • 
but used also as abs. f~rms, .in other words in the three syntagmas·SIV,· 
:STV a~ O.TV • .l.In MEL tamannuk · (1. dl.). ~nd ·.tamattik" (?'.' . ~11.) are still 
: ~~rpholo~ally the same as · the EEL forms'· but they h~ve . an. ~bs. case 
usage'only, :!-•e•. in SIV C;J.nd OTv.· In the 3, dl:-. there is ·a ch~nge 
.. 
similar·· to that ·.which has taken place in iluunnak pronouns in the 3 • 
. · . 
· . .' . . 























t ~; '.- . 
l . 
. . • 
.. ·•. 





' · ·l ...... 
\ .. 
person. 
, ~ ; .. 
There is . a · _pure abs. form b:utlaagik (which is not a morpho-
• I 
. . 
' . . . .. . ~ . \ ' . . 
lo...gical pffsp~ing of , tamarsik? f.or usr i~ the SIV and OTV syn~a~.s .. 
. ' 




.AAV tiguvaa uvattinit · "H~ took it from us.'-' (II, 1) \ . 
\ . 
' 
. . j \ kisinnik . ~aku uk "H~. sees only you. 11 (Ii, _. 2} 
f r: , . jll iluunnak~t aal}ni~vuna' "i have J?ain :all ove_r~" . . . (lit. : "through 
~11 of me.")~· (Il~· 2) 
... 
namminik takuvuna "I see myself." (II, 3)· 
imminik qJkitsijuk · "He hauls it by himself·~·!' (II, 3) . 
8 
. 




nallinanit .mutitakaak tillitausimajuun? "From which ·one of them 
was the .car stolen?" (II, 4) 
.: 
tusasimavugut asinnit "We .hea'I'd ·it ·from some other ·people 
, 
I 
'th~n you·." (II,. 5) • .. 
".: · 
. ·.. . I' · . . . 
· ilattinut ikajuttauniakqucit "You . will be h~lped ; by some of us." 
I JJ' • 
< r, 's/ .' 
,_ : 
. ~annat aninitsauviin? . . .'"Are you · ~igger than him?'1• (III, 3) : 
- . ' . 
ikitsumuuna pisulauttuk . "He ,walked through there.~' · . (I~I,, _4) 
. . . 
' ~ " 
· .. inunnuugit ikikkunuria '~Go to those ·people . over th~re_:'• '(III, 4) · · 
avarmat nuulautsimarinituk "He has not mov~d. from 'the nort~. II 





~ · 1 
,., .. 
' . ; 
"He travels from the~-~s~ with a dog team." . 
' ·f •, 
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~ . 82 . ·,.-. 
maani illuluviqa~l(lk :. "There· are man~ hous~s h~re-~ 11 :(III, ~) · .1 · .•. 
· .\ kinamut· piigutik. aakqauviuljn? . ·' ''Whom di4 .you give t~e~ key t ·o?"· 
(IV, 1} 
.. 
n~ukkut tikiyiin "Through where. did yo\I . come?'~ 
. . : .\ . 
(IV, 2) 
I \ 
All pronouns-, in . an adver"b ial case J and .. all pt;~nomipal adverbs · 
. , l ' - • • 
, I " I . ' .. oc~r in this .relationship. Demonstrative :excl?J1Uitions ' in their 
' • \ I ' ~ ~ ' • ~ • ' ' \ .. : 
· - ~ otiginal meaning have to be ' regarded as being adverbial adjuncts ·tho\lgh 
. ~ . . . . ... . 
. . I 
: . 
·. 
• • • I \ 
. they typically occur. in an elliptical sentence. E.g. tagga Saami 1 
·.. . ~ . 
: "~ere's ~~m"·; _· tappi~. k'itjautiik; "There they are, ~dssors."1 Wl1en 
'"' 
they are used in a derived :meaning they correspond to fOUr ·sentence 
adver.:bs. -E.~ • . faava . k~ih~u~ttaatua.gam~ imialutsigi.igivuk "There 
\ ' . 
I some 
: 
'now, as soon· as he gets money he buys beer . aga_in. II 
.. ,. i,; , . 
The 3 ·. sg. loc. o! kisi, kisiani, ' is also. used as. a sentence 'j · 
adverb in e.g. kisiani silakqipat aullaniakquna 
. ! 
"Only if the weath~r ... 
__ ..:.... .•. -"' 
is· good am . I going." · .. 
The word · tamaa t i"s diachronically the rel. case . of a :3. person 
\ . . . .. 
.. , 
pronoun, but in· MEL i~ has an adv.erbial ·use '.only. ,f • E.g • . tamaat maunag&ma . 
. ' 
. . 
siniqattatuk .. "~v.ery ·time . when· 1 come here be sleeps. 11· 




:. I : 
· kiap ill una unaa? · "Whose . house . is th~s ?." . · (IV, 1) 
!.,. 
uvana "Mine." (II, 1) . 
.· i\uu~'n~ta piqutivut saan:iiittut · !'The posses~:i.'ons of al-l. o f us . 
ar~ _on ~~~- ta~. n· (II_·, _2) .. 
. 1 • •• iluunnanita piqut'ininnik .takuvuT]a 
. ' 
.. \\ 0 ' • • 
0 I 1 • 
iii see .. : the . possessions . or' 
. ;· .·. :· \ . . . : t 
. ' . . . ~ . . 
· · a.ll o f th~·:" (II, · 2) 
L , .. 
. . 
,, 






ta~agita: ·illuna -;tk~simaju~·· . · "The ~o.tise of 'them bo t h bur n t down• "- ·-~-· .-.-·~ 
.-. 
• I ' I 
(II~· 2) 
., I . 
' • 
I ' 






















. .. , I ., ( 
.. J \ - • ~ 
nallinata tuqu·nani taqqaqavaa? "Behind which one of· them is· 
there shade?" · (II, 4) 
illuk taanna as'inuna p:!na · "That hbus~ is somebody else's 
i ., \ ' 
pos'session th~n mine. 11 (II, .9) ' 
I 
of ·~·s ilatta allanit· asiusimajut "The books of some got lost. " 
(II, 5) . \ 
uuma taut tuna, 'qinnitak ".The colour 9{ this is black," (III, 4) 
I • 
;.. 
makua taikkua piqutinih 
belongings~" (II~, · 4) 
\ . . \' 
"These thlngs ·are those peopl_e' s 
·' 
' t ' 
matuma sivunani · "before this" (~1~;1) 




, I ,\ ' . ' . ~ . 
<?bviou~lf p,ronominal adverbs .are. excluded i from thi~ ·relatio~ship, 
Q ' • 
and there· are- scime restt'ictions on the occurrence of' pronouns, too, 
. ' . 
0 0 
• f (" • 1 
· Re lexive pronouns do not occur here~ Of ·the ext~nded personal 
' • Q • I .. • 
prono.un~ only the pl. . fo~s iluunnata, , il~unnasi ' and iluunnanita, 'and 
· -the 3. dl. form . tamaagita .. occur here. The perso~al pronouns, do not . 
. ' ' 
I ·I 
read.ily occur- in tn;ts relationship for .the same reason as in ,the SIV, 
• • ) • 0 • • • ' ::.. (J ' \ ' ' . 
. . ~TV and OTv syntagma.s; An · interesti~g observation al:i~ut MEL/ usage· is 
-~ . . . . ; . . . . ' ~ ' ·~ .. '. 
·· tl)at in some instances a personal pronoun in DN. ·rela'tions~:i.~ is 
- ' 
' 0 ,. 
·,· req_uired to mark. the· possessor because 'suffixgl endings ~r~ ~~biguou&, . 
either origina~ly .9r. because phonological change~ have made th~~ so, 
·. E~·g • . th-~ viai. ~f the word muut~k ;,m~~~r .b~~~' : i~ ~uut~kk~t} b~t· ~t 'is 
· ·.;. a.J,so the yial;· of muutak with the 2 . .. 'sg, ~uf·f:i~ . Thus it .i~ sometim.es ·, · 
.,  , ~ ' 
I' 
- ' I. I ·. · nec~ssary to. say. ivvit. ·muutakkut . for "by .your boat". Th~ ll ~.g._ . pos~_ef!sor:_', · _r 
is. mostly .exin::essed with the suffix 7fi!1-ktia by_ inoeern speakers, ·but 
,:f'_,.E· . . 
. .. ,, 
·.· 
0 ; 
( ' . \, , .. .... . 
•' 
' J 
' , .. 
_,.. . . 
. '• .· 
~ '' 
,-. 
. , 0 
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· I 









-. ' ' _,
.~ : 
somEttimesl the old forms ar~ used, 1p~rticularly when id-ioniat;ic 
- "· ' · express~ons such · as localizers (expressions meaning "iri · ~r~nt of" l! --
' 
' 
"behind11 , "by tpe side of", "underneath" etc.) are ' involved.· •the 
I ) . 
adverbial cases ~f the old ·fams are :identical in MEL with. corres-
. • • J ~<J . 'l 
• 11 ,, . ' 
ponding case forms with_ -~he 2. sg. · suffixes. E.g~ the location word .. 
tunuk "the space behind s~mebody11 has -the forms-·tuntinni. (< EEL 
--- . · . . . . . . 
. tunumne) · and tunugani "behi~d me", and. tununni (< EEL tunungne) 
' 
"behind you!'. The .f;orm tununni by itself is· obviously felt to have· a 
. ·. ! ___ .- ' 
' . 
·, 
more legitimate claim to ~he 2 .. sg. possessor, and · therefore uvak/uvana 
tpq~ni is used for "behind t:n~ 11 as well ad tdn~gani.~ 
AN. 
•· ' 
• I ' 
. \ . \ 
uvaria klisima takuvannna "You see only me." (II, 1, 2) 
, 
uvagut namminik takuvugut · "We ourselves _saw." (II, 1, · 3) 
.... -. ~ . \\.. :' 
i.ttta kisimi 'p{gumaJaga 110nly this .one I . want." (III, 4; II, 2) 
p 
puijit kisimik taimaittumik ilusiqavut "Ol;lly sears ha~e such 
( .. 
habits." (II, 2)l ,. 
piqutininnik iluunnaninnik_ takuvugut · "We saw a-1:1 .. their 
~ possessions." (II; 2) 
I 
· . illuminik 'iluunnananik takuvuk 
'· . ' . 
"He sees ·his whol~ · h~use. :' 
l 
• .. . rl-' ~J: (~I, 2) 
ukua allait . numutausimajut 
.":· 















·alla~anik uumina p'iutsavuna -:t "I lik-e ~his book .of mine;." (III,- 4)-
I . 
. taatsuma · tasiup imana salumaittuk 
. po-lluted. 11 (III, 4) 
"The .water of this ilake is 
f 
·,. 





"(III, ·. 4). 
.. 
· ' 













• h . 
·( 
. . -c. . . 
· . . ~ 
' ' 
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Pronominal adverbs are excltided from this - relatio~hip. Th_e 
\ . ---,-- -
, . . . - .· . . . I . , . . . 
· most frequen.t~y .occurring pronouns h'ere . are ,the demons~ative 'pronouns-. 
' • I • ... ' 
Extended perso'nal pronouns are also used~ but mostly the 3. per_son 
fo~s of them. : The dua1 form . tamaagik . is nos~ibl~,· b~t not probable . 
in a _ sentence·'Hke fnniigik: tam~agik suu~-ujuuk · ''Hi~ two sons are bot~ 
. . •. . . l . . . . ~ . . . .. • . 
. . . . I . 
. '.stropg." . becaus~ the form inniigik expresses · duality. suffi.ci_ently. · 
·. The 1. and,-:> 2. pe_rson pronouns occur itJ appos.ition with .personal: p~.o-
. .. 
t ' \ . . ..1 • 
·noun's only, .though again it is unusual · to say uvana kisima takuvamma 
• • , 
1 r - \ · , Cl • 
· · because kis-imh taku'-1amma -'""You see only me."- is sufficient • . · namminik 
0 f . 
' . ' 
personal pronouns, demonstratives. or nouns. : Indefinite 
.\ " - . . \ . . ~ 
'can· occur. with 
,. , 
pronouns are. e,x_c.iuded from AN relat'ions~:f:P:•~ . So ·.&re interrogatives · 
" . 
. kina and suna. ·nallia and ' related forms do not normally · .. oc.cur in. this\ 
-- -- . . . . 
rela~ion~hi-;·· .e;Lther. E' •. g ~ ~· sentence like alla~ik ~allianik pigumaviin? 
\ I ' J 
"Which book do you want?". (~it. "that ·which is ·a book--which one of 
th~--do you' wa.nt?")' is· appa~ently possibJ,e, but not likely because to 
us~ 'nallia presuppos~s th~t th~ group it refers to is knoWn and .th~re-
... . . . ., ." .• , I . 
for~ the noun allamik .becomes. superfluous. - if "which/what. kind" is 
. " • ·' . . . 
implied by the questi_on the word qanuittuk is 0used, -e.'g. allamik 
. ) 
qanuittumi'k pigumC\viin-? "What kinci · ~f .bo~k do y~u wa~t?" 
· When prono~ns :ar~ <in apposition to each qther ~hey .. a~ree in 
,-
pers·on, but this· agreement is not required whim two .possea·a~d el:~ents 
' I . .. • . -
.~re 'in apposition; i.e. ,only; one ·will be marked for 
. . I I ; - . If I • • 
illuriani gaguttami "iri' his white ~ouse" > whlre the 
nossession, as in 
·'. ! " 
firs t term ha·s a 
. . . , . 
~·- sg .. · possessive . suffi~, the sec~nd does_ not. 
· · The order of the..te~s in apposition is CQnipletely free. 
" . .. . .. . 
E.g. 
. .. .. ' 
() 13 . • .• . 
ukua al!ait numutints imajut/alla!t ukua ni.imut ausimaj·ut . . "These boolw--are 
.· 
.. ' 
I .. • , , / 1 , • • • 
' I . ' . • • 
.. ' .. , . , 
' · 
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. \ . 
.' ~Qt av-ailable." (t\C:cording ·to our . informants ali six 'permu~at::io~s of 
"· I~· · . . ·. 
•,. . . 




· • &.. In the• -~ase .of iluunnak prdpouns in the 3 •· ·person the app_o;"' 
• . • ·· • • ...f1; ·_ I . ~ • 
-si.tiott;ll structu~e is o'ften 'replac.ed }?y~ a ·PN ·st"ructute, wherehy the 
il~un~Lk pron~fin is the he~d t~~~ "i:m~ a · ~oun. or ·a~other . pro~oun the_, 
. " ' . . 
. ,' 
. J __ ! 
r term 
. ~- . 
-in the rel. case. 
y ~ 
o, p • 
, 
. ' . 
J • .., 






AN tasik iluunnani/-Huunna'na 
• • 4. 
DN tasiup: ilu~nnana • 




•:to ·the whol~ .. la:nd/ 
.. • \ ,1 '\,. 
DN\ri~~aup., ~lu:nananut' ·._ .. · whole o~·t~e · lanf' 
to the· 
· . 










A~ taakkun~nn.at·.i.~~unn9n~n~~t } .. "from al~ · thos~/.. ;from ·:~~~ 












• 4 \ • ' .. ' 
.: ~ ' t 
.. 
These expre~_sions 'are ·a~pa.rently qt;ite sy~on~o~s. · •· 
. ,, 
. . . . . I . . . . . ·• . . 
The w·ord tamaat w~s· cla.ime9 to· have pro~~minal ineaping ·:in EEL~ . 
• • .(1 .,. .. 
such as··omamut tama'nut "~holeheartediy" (lit. '.'by_ . 
'l. . , :, ' . 
in exceptional cases 
. . ' . ( . 
_all h~art"~ ~Bom.:_quin·' 1B91:": .'{.5). l;n,..MEL it pnly .ha.s an. adve-~bial 
.. ~e~ni,g· "~~~h ~iinf· An e~prEission ullut ta;Ja~. i:~pug~h''~;:~nsi:ate~ laS · 
·· ·"ef.rery. day'-' can nob b'e regarded a:s ·.an. . example 9~ apposi~_ional rel{l don-· 
• .. .' ' I I ~ , ' ~ ' ! 
ship~ 'fo~ uH~t ·t abs .. pl.'. t.ama~t an uni~fl~:~t~d FO~~ ~yRchronical:y 
(diachronically ·3. re~. sg.) •• ullut tamaat m~an~ lit'er lly "on da~s 
' ' · 
1 ' 
each· -tipte11 • • · I . . • I ' ·. .... • • 
. . >. . . 
E_~i4 ~~i~ ki~i~ni takuvu~a ":\~ee_. O~ly. S~lllS. ";. (p t _ 2) 
t • •t . ~ , " '.- . , : .. ' 
. uvattinut kisiani qaijut . "';t'o. us only .they com~." · (II t 2) . 
• , • • • • 1(6 
QN 
-· 
'kinainna uumina illuliin? · " '1Wb~se -h~-use -is this?" 0-it·. 
I • ' 
... ' .. ,.. ! ' ' "' • I} 
: "who ·is .t:hat--w:ith .this--prm1ided with 'a ho~s.e?'~ '(III~ 4).-:C 
• • !:J .. 
':'\. / .'1: . . "' ., 
is : v~ry \1e~gre as· could 
" .. .. - : . 
__.,.,_,..-. . . 
The crop· of exa~ple!:! of: QN relati'ons\}ip 
. . 
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.. . . • . I • . . . . . 
be exp~_cted: i~ view 9f ·w!lat . wa~ 'said. of th~s- relat::(,o~spiP ,- in the ' 
87 
. \ 
introduc_tory part. t<:> .this chapter • . ·It .. is debatable wh~ther kisiahi, 
' .· . . ' . . . 
.... ' ... \ . .. . . . 
•which literally. 'means "in' its oniiness", can be · regarded" 'as an : 








adverb.i:a'~ .adj tmc t to ;t noun/pronoun or s:f,mply. a . se11tenc.e_ adveli~. 
') ' • Q • lo , I 1Ev~n -: .. -,:-
. . ' 
. in the 1 third e·~ample U~ina CJUalif,ieS a noU:n formed. With the deri,V~tiOniit,l, ,_ · . , 
~ ' \< 'a • 
u-, ' .. ' .., . . .. • • • \ "". · ·~ 




·f. Demonstr~Hves in an Enclitic Position 
tt 
• " . -. . 
·' -
'· . 
· .• ·. Three . demonstratives, ~na, inna and 
. . .-- ---
in . ~ 
a'n enc,litic posi'tiort after the interl!'ogatives kina and. suna in· verbless · 
. . . . . . '· :-- . =----1 'it. 
questi~~s>of· ·the type 11Wh~ is tpis?q', "~at ·is this?", ·'~whose . possessi~>n . 
• ' •• ~. ~ • ,.. • · - - - • ' I> D - "" ~ 
·- . 
is tlli.s?" . They have also been attested i.n.:Corr:'esponding eliiptical t · 
' ' . : 
. . \ . ' 
.• 
~- . ' .c. • . 
answers ;o wh.ere .,they are attached to a : nourt or a pronoun. 
. .,., ~ " -.. _: . 
,· 
E~ampies.· ... ·• :·: · - . \ .. ' .,-
• .r,"' 
· .. ··. (1)·· ki~~u~aa~ ·,;Wh1 }sh~~s:?'~ ·s~~miuna ··~·This~ (is) Sam .. ~·; (2) ~ 
-' . • I J:__,j <:!;:1(1 ·' - . 
... kiainuna illunaa? "Whos~ holl:se_i(is) this?" Saami'llmuna "This (is) · Sam's . . ' 
I . 
' . 




I I . ' 
· .•. (house)."; _(3) kiamukua qimminiin? '"Whos~ dogs _: (ar;e) these~" tivarfaukua 
~ ' < 
.. 
_ , t I ' • ) 
"These (are) . mine.'.'; (4) kinainn~ uumina illuliin? "Whose hous~ ·is-. this?" 
. (lit:. who, tha t':--with t·h~s--provided w:tth ~ house?") 
• .1. ... • : • • 
Saamiinna .".sani_' s-." 
.. , ·, 
.. (lit. "~am that"); (5) ·s~naunaa? ; "What (is)· th:i,s?". "titi&u't,inuna "Th~s 
" • 0 . 
(is)...& pen.'";· (6) s'unanuki.laa? "What .. · (are) these?" o . • puusirt~kua "These (aTe) · ·' 
ca~:. 1('(.7) · sun~~arui~a? "~at ~-~s) -~~;s·;~~ -(r~ferring for i~stance t9 
• . : .r ' ·' } , • .• •/ ' ""' , : ~· : I ) • 
' liqi.tid. spilied ·o'u ~he"floor) utsmilumanna' "This (is) kert)~eri'e~." .. 
. " . ,p. 
, ~. ~. ~ All: the abov~ ques.tions ·:c~n : hav~. a~ot~er k"ind ~~ (~lliptica!l: ·. · ' 
", .. . . . ·:. " .. , .... . . . . - . . .. · ' , ... . . . .. 
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. .. "In :connected· speecP,. word final ·stops - are fr'equentiy deleted.: 
~ ' . . . . . . .. ' . 
. ' . 
utte"r ance 1!ledia-lly' 3_ ' but in enclis is they are conv'erted to corres- ., 
... . 




stop. ·d~ops ~ 
I titi.gutik~ '> tit'igutinuna. -Before a consonant the final:-
e.g. utsualuk+manna > utsualumanna . 
( ·/ 
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NOTE~·To CHAPTER ·V 
, : , 
• ! 
· · . lrn EL·, participles, both tran-sit:i..ve .~nd :i.ntrans·itiv~, are 
•• - • p • • • 
frequently used. with finite fo~ce. 
2 Likewise_, only_ tentative ~i:atements flcan be made about the · 
status' -of the various coJ;}structions in t~e present. ·d~y 'EL~ .~is our· 
. . . . . 
strong impression that the STV and OTV syntagmas are but little used· 
in modern colloquial speech. It is conceivable, however,' tha~ in · a: 
,. 
/ . . . . 
corpus · consisting of Eskimo legen4.s ~nd· fo'lk . tales·, . for: instance, ·these-
' . 
constructi~ni6 would be quite natural. .See also Appendix, ·p. '95 • 
~Our :.two inf~r~ants ' differed" in this~,)· One. deleted word final: 
" .. 
stops always utterance medially, the other only before: consonants •. 
. . 
! , • 
·' 
.:::. -- · 
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CONCLUSION . ~ 
. f 
. We · have aimed ablelucidating the prono.minal_ sy.stem. of Eastern 
Labrador ~skimo by . desc1;ibin~. i~ as it: i~ today aq~ by comparing the . · 
.m~dern 'usa~~ with tha·t of earlier times .•. , Bec~use ~f thE; diJ~lity of 
.appn>ai:h our conclusions are also 
. . I . 
of two kinds: firstly, ~oncerning 
. . . '"""' ,.,. •'' \'' •'' :)' ' ' 4 ' .~. , ... .. 
the -amount ~f change a~d secondly, 
., .. . 
concemi~g the EL prononiin~l sy~tem 
.. 
. >" _in ·general. 
.. 
'.~.: A large part af the change in the f.orms of p,rono.uns 
. ' . 
~ . 
. 'is ' due to cha~ge · in th~ pho~ol;gical .str~cture of -EL in general~ These 
· ~ .. , 'o 
. N ' . • 
changes are not! exc'lusi:Ve .to pronouns, but ~ffect the whole"J.angtiage. 
. - . 
· _. Assi~ilationland Schneid~r's ·~uie have been fwnd to be the most 
. consequ~ntial c~uses of change. ·Their effects have been observed in 
' "' . ' ' 
. · EfVe;ry inorp~olo~:l:cal catego7Y ~n~~.s ~exc~p.t _ in ;he int.errogatives 
of Chat>ter IV. Far fewe_r chariges are att.ributabl~ to _the ' reshaping of 
. ( · / 
the· canonical form, whereby /k/ has become an almost universal ending 
of nouns . or' . more_ ·'generally' of stems. ·. 
l' . . ' 
Another '-kind of change, also affect~ng the £orin, is a change · 
Q ' • ' • • 
-in- the ... mar~ing .of grammatical ·categories, i.e. ' number, 
: .Je .~hanges ·i~ th~ ~rking. sy~~em a~artly·_ e_xclusi~e 
. '•. ', . .. . 
partly belong:f,ng to the whole word· class of 'nominals. · 
person and .case. 
to .pronouns , · 
' 
- ·;. ~. · · ... - Mos~ chau'ges in ~he mark.ing sys_t-~m are to .be f.b~mo~g_, t:he J , ' 
' I. 
pron~uns ·.Mith per~ona:l ·suffixes. The · mo_!;e ~i~-gt ·_chang~s_ are ):Jw 
~ , -. . . , • ~ I 
.  

















I 1 •' 






. 4 }J' , ' # 1 'o , • 
0 ~ 
'. 
' I • .... 
._. ·person pronouns of the stems 
. -
iiuunnak and .. tamaki the loss 9f ·reference 
~ I • ~ ; . ' ..... . partic~l;r nun:!W ~nd • ~, ' (J • 
.. 
,t;:o -. any person by the reflexive pronouns,· ·and the. 
.. ~ . . \ . 
• ch.ange . in the way .• ,_of' ~arking · the nutitber ~f, t'f?.e possessor:-referee· and _. 
. ' 
.· ,posse~sum-refe~ent . qy .pronouns nallia, n~ll~~i~,. ilan~, ilafJit ··and - -- -
'" 
. . 
asia:, asinit. The most .radically ·innovati~e· feature of noun -morphology, 
I . 
marking the 1. 
. . . 
person possessor with suffixes-~ and · -kka.t~roughou~ 
~ . \ 
• 0 the-paradigm ·(except iri the r~.) has nqt generally· extended to the 
. -~ I · ~'- .. Q 
pronouns. .It is round only in asiga and its infl~eted forms. 
·-
The ~nnovati\e forms . which. occ'ur as 
'forms in _demonstrativ~flection h~ve thi~ 
alternants to the tradit.ional 1 
in common: ·they .have . .. 
N'.) ~J' • , , r 
. nominq-1 case endings re.placing the. special demonstrative'· endings. 
·Amongst the interrogatives the ~ost striking innovation is ~he 
' ·' 
occurrence of the 
As f~r as 
rel. sg. endin~ -EE_ alsb in the 're],. P~·~ · 
meaning is.:! ~~nc_ernei:l _there is ·. v~ry llttle ch_~nge. 
·. · In~e·rrogative · pronouns, •not only kina and ~," but also nallia artd 
related forms haveoecome establish~d - as. pure interrogatives in MEL.-. 
. . . . 
Only through affixation can they acquire generalizing or negative . 
• • .... ~ • .) ' • , 1) 
' 
r.ani~g_. /. ~emonstra~ives . are tha m<;>st expressive of egards notional,=meaning. Some change has happened I 
·, . 
all pronouns as' 
iri denoting the 




j it is · very. diffidt~t to sax anything general about syntactic 
.. '_ ch'anges. amo~g ·.the. pronouns~ ~r- Bourquin/ di~ not giv~ ~~ sys tema~ic 
( syntactic de~cr.iption of ·trye pronou~s and the corpus·of EEL material 
' . 
is ·f:<;!O small .for us to be·· sure of all the syntactic relations which 
I ' • ~ ' ' 
pronouns may have had in EEL. In one case! howeve~- ~e can be su~e 'of 
' , . 
' .. 
' I 




















change, but it is ·a change which· .began already in EEL. · That is the 
, . - ' ·' . . , . .. .. ; 
undifferentiated use of · the forms kisimip kisimik, iluunnani/iluunnana 
. . , 
and ilu~nnatik/iluunnanit for both th~ . actor and. the non-actor'' whiie -
' ... . . .. . . ~ . ' . . . . . ' 
earlier the forms with the' reflexive 3. 'pers~n suffixes only .were used ' 
,for the actor and · those with the non-reflexive 3. ·person suffixes for 
., fl 
. ·· 
the.. non-actor .. 
_. 
... 
Role of Prohouns fn EL. It appears that pronoun? with pet:sonal' · 
... \ . . . . 
suffixes are not used very • extensively o • 'When we- were.' eliciti~g '·:~xamples 1 
· .. - . . ' ~ 
•. I' I • • ,J • ... :\ , , 
of these p~on.ouns our i.~forman,t~ .would very ?~ com~ forth wit? l·.· · ·. 
. . . '} ,. . 
•completely· diffe.rent . stru~ture wher~ ~h'ese pronouns had no pl).ce.'/-..~.g • . 
0 I ... ~''\ ' 




11 see only. seals'! is puijit ' kisimik takuv{lkka· with a pronoun, but ~. 
' . 
.. . puijituinnanik takuvuna or puijit takujatuagivakka would often be 
· I 
.. 
of,fered fir~t. · In the. latter two expressi?ns .the· .notion "only" .is 
' ~ II I ~xpre~sed with af.fixes -tuinnak and 7tuak. the . c'omment usually was: . 
11WbY:;.JlSe SO many words .when there ar~ easier ways of .. say.in.g 'it,?·'r : 
"E~ier w~Y,;" obviousiy meant.ways· m~re natural ta the structure of 
. . . ~ . ' 
Eskimo la~guage. Likewise otir question 11Did you talk · to your·seif?11 
would not contain a reflexive in MEL~ but: wouid ~~ a~ked "Whom' dld' 
. . . . . .. . ' 
· · you tall( to?" ·· "Do you ·ever ·t?lk to· yourself?" '.would. become "Do •you 
ta.lk when you are "alon~.?" We could cite ~ore examples of. different 
. . . . . 
ways of for"~~mali.zing ideation·· in E;skimo .and in an Indo-Eur~pean language 
9 . · ' 
such as English. Our imjre~~ion 1~ that 'pronouns 'with personal' 
su·f~ixes belong to a rather per~pheral · s~here of Eskimo vocabulary. 
·This, however, · remain~ only ·aq.impression. until a further .study can b~ 
~ . .. " . . 
. · . . made· based. on a larger corpu·s of nat.ural ·con"'ersation ·or indigen~us .· 
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._ --· ~; . ., 
Demon'Stratives~ on 'the oth~r hand, .. bel<;lng to the: central- core 
I, • 
' ' , 
of E..sk:J.mo language. They are more than mere .function ·-words be~ng far ., 
: . . - . 
more - ~trongl~ identify.irig .. than 'demonstr~t.ive pro~oun~ · in, for .i:nStance, 
·" J) • : . ' . I , :'• . ,. I . . • . ·. · • 
•' I~4o-Eu:z::op~an language's. A questii;ln ·has often· been .asked why such an 
ef~borat~ system of ·demonstratives evolved .·in Eskim~. It does not seem 
' . .: =· ~ '( ~ . 4 . • 
unreasonable .to assume that in an arc'tic environment where landmarks _ _ · 
J. ' 
are 'few and 'far betw~en, es.pec~.aliy .in winter~ a systeni .of localizing 
;· · · t . 1 ;· I 
which're~ies ~ompletely !on r~lative spatia~ concepts w~s the most 
cipplicable !llle in al;t. circumstances~ " 
, . 
. .. . 
Int'errbgative~ kina,-' ·suna ~~d nani are true function wo.rds. · ( · 
.:J J I 1 , ... , • ' 
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,·There are -~~ght cas~:.; in .Eskimo: • ~hey~ ~r.e . _ca~~~d: · by .a g~ea_t 
yarf-ety of names. Th.ose Which~ ar~ 'use·d · i?. t?~ pre~eding thesis are . 
o • ' I ' ' ' • 
. . 
listed. b_elow ·on the left with.~ their abbreviations. · Other names to be 
. . . "' I . . - .. 
. ~-~~nC1~i\ ·the 'iHerature ar~ _·?n. th:~ . righ_t, but ~ the list- ~oes h~t 
any claJ.J ot being' _exhaustive. a '· . .go • . . ' . ' 
r: 
make 
absolutive = abs. intransitive, objective 
... 
•. ! ' 
' 
~~.la ti ve ., · = rel_. ~ 
mod.alis mod: '·: 
lo~alis = loc. 
.ablat:f.ye = abl. 
terminalis term .. 
via lis = y::i.al. 
transitive,, subjecti1~e .. _ 
i-nstrumental, accusative, soc~ative 
. locati~ 
distantialis 




aequatis · = aeq ~- equative, . simulative, confor~tive, . 
apposition 
The terms "intransitive" for absol~tive: and· '1transftive''· for 
j • • ' · J 
relative refer to ·the·use of these cases as subject to intransi~ive and 
tr~nsitive verbs. Kleinschmidt ·and some ·others a 'fter him called the 
· . .. 
~absolutive case objective: i~e •. object of a -transitive verb, ·and the 
. . 
- relative CB:_se· subj.ective. i.e·. subject of a tFansitive verb·. These 
. twq cases together ' are refe~red ~0 as srntactic cases as ~pposed to the 
• 
_adverbial cases, which compris~ - all: the others. The division is \handy, · 
' . . . . -~ . . , . . '. . 
but it has, 'to be remembered . that. even .. adverbial--cases have £heir syn-
, . ' . ..... . ' 
tactical relations and . that absolutive ~an· qccasional+y have an 


















· I •· . 
: ; . 
. ' ;" 
' 
... · .. 
' adverbial usage. 
' . ' ' ~ .. ~: 
' - • . t .... • • • 
' . · The modalis .h.as the r·ole of an object i'if-the. intransitive .'' 
const;rilcti,on, a't ·least .f-iom ' an' Indo-Europeari.· p'aint of view. The 
- ~ 
. mod-alis_ also expresses an. :i.nstr~~nt~ a manner _in ~hich something is 
..... 
. '· 
. . ' 
~ ' 
. <~>done or what something if3 _equipped with. The vario~ names r.efie~t) ·. J 
·, 
all these · .functions. 
' . 
It seems that modalis :is aGqu~ring a· status of 
. ..... . 
a . syntactic c~se with the ~sc~ndancy ot the intrans~tive construction 
. . 
at~ 'the expense of the transitive . const:p.i~'tiori/which .is observabl~ in 
. . . 
.- ·MEL ·and repor·te(f frotil els.ewhere · (~arisen 19~8 -: .. 14)-:. · 
' I 
. . .. . . 
The next fou-r,: cases ·are called the local cases since their 
. , . 
::basic function is the expression of local· relations. They are,- briefly 
. " 
· s-tated with }:':nglish prepositions: 
l ' ' :. 
localis "in", ablative "from'; · · •. · ·A , . 
.. 
·, Aequalis expresses likeness to $'?methipg. 
. ~ . 
: . \ . ' 
• . ., · ·. , ·· ·~·-- t • .· . 
' • ~-· .... . ' .. . ' . : ·.,·. -
... 
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